YOU DANCED THE NIGHT away but now, at home, you want your closest friends near you...to chat quietly...to laugh and relax. You planned a simple supper, accented by your classic china, with your gleaming Gorham Sterling on discreet display. And the soft glow of the solid silver seemed to add a serene completeness to the night...

The shining perfection of Gorham Sterling adds distinction to every occasion...from a casual breakfast for two to a midnight supper. Your Gorham pattern fits easily into an informal, modern or traditional setting with all the grace of a work of art.

For Gorham is solid silver of classic, authentic design—never out of fashion, never out of place. It is a symbol of a gracious way of life, to be handed on proudly from one generation to another...and the more it is used, the greater its beauty. Here you see Melrose...Gorham's newest pattern...a magnificent expression of the elegant, romantic Old South.

Gorham's six-piece place-settings cost around $26.00 (Fed. tax incl.). Send 10¢ for illustrated book "Entertaining...the Sterling Way" (outside U.S.A., 40¢). The Gorham Company, HG-128, Providence, R.I.

"You planned a simple supper..."
Once upon a time...

... there was a little princess who was very good, and kind to all about her. And because she was so good, her fairy godmother appeared to her one day and said: "I am giving you an Enchanted Mirror. When you look in it you will see and hear things that are far away—even to the farthest corners of the earth. Through it, skilled musicians will play for you and learned men will speak to you. This Enchanted Mirror will bring to you much pleasure and deeper understanding, so that you may live your life in wisdom and happiness. There is no more precious gift that I can give."

Illustrated above, the Bradford. Life-size picture—203 square inches on a 19-inch tube. FM radio. Automatic record player for 45 RPM records.
### Sheraton-design Coffee Table
- Pull-out slides at each end to spread it to a generous 68" long.
- Solid mahogany and mahogany veneers with gold-tooled brown leather tops. Beautifully detailed and finished. Closed: 42" by 28", 17" high. **$79.50**

### Tiny Two-tiered Table — a French Provincial design in solid cherry with fruitwood finish.
- Gold-tooled brown leather top. 12½" in diameter, 22" high. **$21.50**

### Chippendale-design Open Armchair
- Top-grain brown leather studded with nailheads. 37½" high, 27½" deep, 24½" wide. **$65.00**

### Sheraton-design Nest of Tables — in solid mahogany and mahogany veneers.
- Gold-tooled brown leather tops on all three tables. Largest table — 15" by 21" by 24" high. **$65.00**

### Typewriter Desk — Left hand pedestal holds standard machine.
- Mahogany veneers and hardwood with gold-tooled brown leather top. 50" long, 26" deep. **$159.00**

### “Strawberry” China Table Lamp
- On a polished and lacquered brass base. 1-light harp fixture. Oyster-white fabric shade. 23½" tall overall. Complete **$22.50**

---

*prices may vary slightly according to locality*
From Cartier's Unusual Selection of Clocks

Distinguished for fine movements and beautifully designed cases... From top: jade encircling coral beads, mother-of-pearl dial, and diamond studded hands, $1250; black onyx with gold and ruby motifs, card symbols in black and red enamel, $1400; the gold calendar clock, closes compactly for travelling, $815... Handsome gifts! Prices include Federal Tax

Large selection of Cartier gifts
Gift Certificates Available... Distinctive Christmas Cards

FIFTH AVENUE AND FIFTY-SECOND STREET
PARIS NEW YORK LONDON
Kidney-shaped Cocktail Table. Double pedestal, Sheraton style, with richly figured mahogany top bordered in Prima Vera. Brass tipped feet. Top, 44 in. x 23 in.; height, 27 inches.

Drum Table. Gorgeous Chippendale design, beautiful mahogany rim and drawer fronts, brass pulls, gold-tooled leather top, richly carved pedestal, claw and ball feet. Generous size: top, 36 inches diameter; height, 29 inches.

Step Table. Elegant Hepplewhite design, distinguished for swirl mahogany drawer fronts, gold-tooled leather top, and the convenience of three drawers and back shell. Size, 16 in. x 29 in.; height, 26 inches.

Cocktail Table. Inspired from Duncan Phyfe design line swell, rich carving, swirl mahogany drawer fronts, gold-tooled leather top, large, convenient magazine shelf, two drawers. Top 20 in. x 40 in.; height, 17 inches.


Lamp-chairs side Table. Fashionable Chinese Chippendale design, richly carved bamboo motif turned legs, figured mahogany drawer front, top and shell. Top 22 in. x 22 in.; height 25 inches.

Corner What-not. Smart, decorative, and so convenient. Richly finished mahogany, fluted posts, carved top railings. 21 in. x 18 in.; height, 65½ inches.

Kidney-shaped End Table. For a decorative accent of beauty and convenience. Smart brass gallery. Richly figured mahogany top and shelves. Top 23 in. x 23 in.; height, 24 inches.

AMERICA'S FINEST STORES ARE SHOWING THESE

Imperial Tables

FOR A GIFT THAT WILL BE ENJOYED FOREVER
FOR CHARM AND CONVENIENCE IN YOUR HOME

When you choose an Imperial Table, you choose the finest, distinguished in design, rich finish and fine Grand Rapids craftsmanship. Every Imperial Table is identified by the famous green shield Imperial trade mark.

IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Founder Member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild

Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Delcraft-Imperial

FOR CHARM AND CONVENIENCE IN YOUR HOME

When you choose an Imperial Table, you choose the finest, distinguished in design, rich finish and fine Grand Rapids craftsmanship. Every Imperial Table is identified by the famous green shield Imperial trade mark.
Dinnerware is a Product of Steubenville Pottery Company

Rusell Wright
american modern
dinnerware and stemware

Beauty for your table ... at an easy-on-the-budget price! Rusell Wright combines fresh forms, inviting textures and rich colors in American Modern dinnerware and handblown, bell-toned stemware. You’ll want to own sets in several of the lovely colors ... mix or match them for your settings ... it’s easy at these amazingly low prices.

16 Piece Dinnerware Set
4 dinner plates, 4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 bread-and-butter plates. Set, $7.95.
In granite gray, seafoam blue, chartreuse or coral. Also in open stock. Write for brochure showing shapes, colors, prices of American Modern dinnerware and stemware.

Mall orders sent express collect beyond 100 mile radius of Pittsburgh.

Nationally distributed by RICHARDS-MORGENTHAU & CO., NEW YORK

GIMBELS PITTSBURGH

*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
an exciting, woven basswood screen—light, durable, straight and true. • with the casualness and complete flexibility you've always wanted in a screen. • with many uses in many rooms—moves easily from place to place, weighs less than ten pounds. • in colors quiet—colors deep—country club green, chinese red, chartreuse, eggshell—natural blonde grain—white white. • at a price so low you may want several, matching colors to individual rooms—about $15, slightly higher in the West.

THE NEW VUDOR FLEXIBLE FLOOR SCREEN

Separates room areas  Wards off direct breeze  Creates television area  Hides unsightly appliances

Manufactured by The Hough Shade Corporation of Janesville, Wisconsin

STORES FEATURING VUDOR FLOOR SCREENS (Usually in Drapery Dept.)

The May Co., Los Angeles
The H. C. Copeland Co., Oakland
Jackson Furniture Co., Oakland
The Emporium, San Francisco
Florida Furniture Co., W. Va.
House of Furniture, Columbia, S. C.
Mr. W. Schauder & Son, Stamford, Conn.
Cox Furniture Co., Gainesville, Fla.
Towell-Drum-Ferry Co., Orlando, Fla.
Moss Bros., Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Moss Bros., Inc., Tampa, Fla.
Rich's, Inc., Atlanta
Marshall Field & Company, Chicago and Evanston
Bachmann Company, Inc., Des Moines, Ia.
Wool & Dussor Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis
Christian Furniture, Mishawaka, Ind.
Yankee Bros., Des Moines
Geo. T. Jones Co., Wichita
Kaufman-Strea Co., Inc., Louisville
Banger Furniture Co., Banger, Maine
Duane Furniture Co., Heathen, Maine
Atherton's, Lewiston, Maine
The May Company, Baltimore
Jardine March Company, Seattle
J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit
Lewis Furniture Co., P-Pumps, Mich.
Triangle Furniture Co., Royal Oak, Mich.
The Dayton Company, Minneapolis
New England Furniture Co., Minneapolis
Suburban's, Inc., St. Paul
J. C. Cleaver, Gulfport, Miss.
Famous-Barr Company, St. Louis
John Stevens & Co., Morrisville, N. J.
Tappin, Plainfield, N. J.
Darling's, Ridgewood, N. J.
Roose Furniture Co., Beacon, N. Y.
Frederick Lawer & Co., Inc., Brooklyn
R. E. Gow's Sons, Hudson, N. Y.
Ruthbild Bros., Ithaca, N. Y.
Field & Wright, Jamestown, N. Y.
Great National Corp., New Rochelle, N. Y.
R. J. Atlee & Company, New York
John Wanamaker, New York
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Rochester
G. C. Van Buren Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Folk Bros. Company, Charlotte, N. C.
Bask-Taylor Co., Rocky Mount, N. C.
Thomson Carpet & Rug Co., Carrboro, N. C.
John Shillito Co., Cincinnati
Adams Furniture Co., Columbus, Ohio
Piper Furniture Co., Barberton, Ohio.
Meier & Frank Co., Inc., Portland, Ore.
Erin Furniture Co., Erie, Pa.
Wraybridge & Clothing Philadelphia
John Wanamaker, Philadelphia
Boettig & Hult, Pittsburgh
Joseph Hane Company, Pittsburgh
Pomeroy's, Reading, Pa.
Trower, Dick & Walker, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Van Meter's, Columbus, S. C.
Mr. W. M. Waters Co., Florence, S. C.
Hammont-Brown-Jones, Spartanburg, S. C.
Miller's Inc., Knoxville
Sampson Bros., Inc., Dallas
G. A. Steen Furniture Co., San Antonio
Frederick & Nelson, Seattle
Laun Lumber & Furniture, Ethelbert Lake, Wis.
Gimbels Bros., Milwaukee
Kummerow's, Oshkosh, Wis.

Can also be obtained in other leading department stores, furniture stores, and interior decorating shops.
The Van Gogh Album—TO BE SOLD AT RETAIL FOR $13.50—

IS YOURS Free IF YOU OBTAIN A Trial MEMBERSHIP AT THIS TIME!

Now—but for a brief time only!—you can obtain a unique collection of the world’s classics, especially illustrated by the world’s great artists and well printed on permanent papers—for the same price as ordinary books!

AND you can do this on a Trial basis!

AND you will obtain The Van Gogh Album free!

What is the Van Gogh Album?

Well, it is something new, beautiful too. It is about 11 by 14 inches in size. It is a strong portfolio in which you will find mounted prints of forty-four of Vincent Van Gogh’s most famous paintings. Some of these paintings have been reproduced by the photogravure process in a deep and velvety black; some have been reproduced in sanguine; and some have been reproduced in full color by offset lithography.

Only the fact that the costly plates, for the reproduction of these paintings, were used in the famous edition of Lust for Life published by The Heritage Press, enables the directors of the Press to offer this Album at retail for $13.50. Yet a copy of the Album will be given to you, as a gift from the directors of this Club, if you obtain a Trial Membership at this time!

Now you may know that the membership rolls of The Heritage Club are not often publicly opened to new members—and when it happens you are offered an opportunity which you should be alert to seize.

The Heritage Club distributes to its members “the classics which are our heritage from the past, in editions which will be the heritage of the future.” These books are not “de luxe,” nor are they old editions dressed up for a new market. They are especially designed by the most famous typographers, illustrated by the greatest of the world’s artists, carefully printed by leading printers on fine papers chemically tested to assure a life of at least two centuries, handsomely bound and placed in protective slip-cases.

And the members obtain these books for the same price which they are called upon to pay for ordinary novels! Despite increases, general throughout the book business, of 100% in the costs of manufacturing, each member is called upon to pay only $3.65 for each book—or only $3.28 if he makes payment in advance.

Now, and for the remaining six months of our publishing year, we have decided upon an increase in the membership.

This month just one thousand Trial Members will be enrolled. If you apply for one of these Trial Memberships (and in time to get one of them!) you will during the coming six months obtain these books: Westward Ho!, profusely illustrated with beautiful water-colors by Edward A. Wilson; Wuthering Heights, illustrated with original lithographs in color by the famous English painter Barnett Freedman; The Sonnets of William Shakespeare, every page decorated in color by Valentì Angelo; South Wind, with witty drawings by Carlotta Petrina, . . . . These are only a few of the titles.

Yet, if it should happen that you do not desire to have any of these books, you are given a list of more than twenty dozen Heritage books-in-print—from which to select substitution titles.

There have been great book bargains before, of course, and there will be again. But it seems safe to say that never in the history of book publishing has a greater bargain than this been offered to wise buyers of books.

You are invited to put this statement to the test. If you will fill out the coupon printed here-with, and mail it to The Heritage Club, you will be sent a copy of the completely descriptive Prospectus. Also, one of the available Trial Memberships will be reserved for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PLEASE PRINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City &amp; State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The minute I saw it, I wanted this Swing-A-Way Cabinet-Model Can Opener for my modern kitchen!

"Opened, its door is my can opener—a Swing-A-Way all the way! Closed, the can opener is 'put away', you see only a gleaming-white model cabinet. Besides being more sanitary it's beautifully smart. It goes up by a new method of adhesion. Dan put it right on our tile wall* in about two minutes."

Swing-A-Way, the world's largest manufacturer of wall-type can openers, also controls exclusive features that make it the world's finest. Examples are:

- The self-sharpening cutting-wheel is gear-driven—it can't stick or skip; opens cans of any size, any shape—even damaged cans—with ease; backed by 5-year guarantee. $7.95
- Cabinet Model has special adhesive wall plate. To mount other Swing-A-Way Appliances on tile, metal, glass, or plaster, ask your dealer for the Swing-A-Way Magic Mount. $1.00

*Handiest kitchen tool ever built—Combination Can and Jar Opener. Opens cans, jars, glasses and bottles.

SWING-A-WAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY • 4100 Beck Avenue • St. Louis 16, Mo.

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping
THE BEAUTIFUL NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMBINATION SANDWICH GRILL AND WAFFLE IRON!

"THE CHRISTMAS GIFT OF A LIFETIME!" —
that's what you'll say when you first use the wonderfully convenient, new General Electric Combination Sandwich Grill and Waffle Iron.

You toast delicious sandwiches ... or insert the interchangeable waffle grids for golden-brown waffles — right at your table.

There's no fussing at the range ... no mad dashes to and from the kitchen to keep dishes piping hot.

Superbly designed, the new General Electric Combination Sandwich Grill and Waffle Iron is finished in sparkling chrome plate, equipped with cool, brown-plastic handles. It will go beautifully with your loveliest linens, china and silverware.

And you'll find it so easy to keep shiny for new comfort at breakfast. The new General Electric Combination Sandwich Grill and Waffle Iron fries eggs and bacon right at your breakfast table. Or in a jiffy, you can insert cast-aluminum waffle grids for golden-brown waffles.

For fast evening snacks. When you feel those before-bed hunger pangs, you'll love the convenience of the new General Electric Combination Sandwich Grill and Waffle Iron. Its larger waffle grids make tasty waffles in a few seconds.

You can put your confidence in —

$14.95
... no ironing!

just 7 minutes
to wash
and hang!

FIBERGLAS®

Marquisettes

Imagine marquisettes that never need ironing... you can wash and hang them in just 7 minutes! They're shrink-proof, too, and need no altering or stretching.

Sheer and airy, Fiberglas® marquisettes drape in soft, translucent folds that give new charm to your windows. Add their easy-to-care-for beauty to your home and you'll forget you ever considered curtains a problem!

Sun-fast... wash-fast... mildew-proof... rot-proof... water-repellent... will not burn! At leading department stores in yard goods, tailored and ruffled curtains.

OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation produces Fiberglas yarns and Coronized nylon-like woven of 50% yarn — does not wear or manufacture finished curtains. Fiberglas and Coronized are trade-marks of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
For every room in the house

In the Children’s Room... an unobtrusive night light

In the Dining Room... soft light for dining

Near the Television Set... just the right light for perfect TV viewing

In the Bedroom... for reading-in-bed de luxe

...and every GIFT on your list

For that hard-to-find “gift that’s different”—DECORALITE, the light that’s a beautiful picture; the picture that’s a perfect light. Who wouldn’t appreciate a lovely picture by a fine artist? DECORALITE is that and more. It becomes a glowing work of art and a practical reading or room light at the click of a 3-way switch. And now you can choose from a wide range of new designs by famous artists to harmonize with every decorative scheme and to suit any location in the house.

See the new Decoralites at better department, furniture, and electrical stores—from $16.95. Or through your architect, decorator, or electrical dealer at Lightolier Decorator Galleries—11 E. 36th St., New York; 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago; Folsom at 12th St., San Francisco.

LIGHTOLIER, INC., Dept. HG12
11 East 36th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Please send me your full color brochure, illustrating the many lovely new DECORALITE designs. No charge.

Name
Address
City Zone State
Florida attractions embrace every interest and fancy for its carefree visitors and range from the scenic to educational and historical.

The St. Augustine alligator farm has the world’s largest collection of live alligators in their natural setting: Bok Tower, housing one of the finest carillons in the world, is the center of a beautiful bird sanctuary. Florida’s hotels and resorts are numerous and ranked as some of the finest in the country. Take advantage of this intriguing playland.

**FLORIDA**

**Boca Grande**
Boca Grande Hotel & Club

**FT. LAUDERDALE**

**The Holiday**
New, smart hotel on Ft. Lauderdale’s only private beach. Selected clientele. Big rooms, all with ocean view. Cocktails indoors or out. Superior food and drinks in the Tropical Room or patio, under the stars. Golf, dancing, swimming, mine fishing. Lower rates before Jan. 15 and after Mar. 15, Res. advisable. Folder, John A. McAllister, Res. Gm.

**MOUNT PLEASANT**

**The Inn**
Continuing intact the traditions and policies which have pleased a highly discriminating clientele for more than a decade, this lovely, outlook, general atmosphere, conserva­ tive policies. Central location—private ocean beach—shaded, superior dining room, air conditioned cocktail lounge. Now under same ownership as, and exchanging privileges with The Shoremorel, G. S. Pickard, Managing Director.

**NEW YORK CITY**

**The Cloister**

**NEW YORK CITY**


**NEW YORK CITY**

Bartholin-Plaza. Midtown, overlooking Central Park. A 428 St., near Radio City, theatre, shops. Choral rec. from $4.00 apg., $6.50 dob. Bilt, BG.

**PAKERSBURG**

**The Cloister**

**PENNSYLVANIA**

**Skytop**
Enjoy rest and relaxation on a 500 acre mountain estate "High in the Poconos". Movies, indoor games, dancing. Snow brings scrambled (4 types), tobogganing, skating, sleigh riding. And Skytop's cuisine is long-famous! Only 3 hours from N. Y. or Phila. Write Skytop Club, Box 25, Skytop, Pa.
SOUTH CAROLINA

The Fort Sumter Hotel
Charleston’s only waterfront hotel overlooks Charleston Harbor, in which is located historic Fort Sumter, a national monument. The Hotel is an all year European Plan resort on the Battery, exclusive residential section of old Charleston. Its dining rooms feature famous Low Country plantation dishes. Country Club golf privileges to guests. Folder on request. John S. Cator, Manager.

CHARLESTON


TEXAS

BRACKETTVILLE

Fort Clark Ranch. Largest, most luxurious guest ranch in Southwest. Close to romantic Old Mexico. Write for folder and rates.

HARLINGEN


CANADA

QUEBEC, P. Q.

The Chateau Frontenac
A ski heaven in Old World Quebec. Gentle grades for tyros . . . sassy trails for experts. Bus service to Valcartier and La Bouteille slopes . . . ski tows . . . the famous Ski-Hawk School . . . Fritz Lesch and his French Parallel Technique. Skating, sleighing—plus warm comfort, superb food. See your Canadian Pacific Agent or write Hotel Manager for reservations.

JAMAICA, B.W.I.

TOWER ISLE


PUERTO RICO

SAN JUAN

Carihe Hilton

UNION PACIFIC

DECEMBER, 1949

Boo! Hoo! . . .

but I wanted Amelia Earhart Luggage!

And who doesn’t? Everybody knows Amelia Earhart Luggage is the finest, with its patented “Cushion Edge”, the absence of corner joints, the exclusive canvases and top quality leathers.

Now, there’s a gorgeous newcomer—Princess Blue—only and exclusively in Amelia Earhart Luggage. Give Amelia Earhart Luggage—and you give the finest; give it in Princess Blue—and you give the newest!

For reservations & information, write or wire W. P. Rogers, Gen’l Mgr., Sun Valley, Idaho, or Union Pacific Railroad, Room 1906, Omaha 2, Nebr., or see any local travel agent.
Christmas perfume is prettily packaged to hang on the tree or use as party favors. Both the silver cornucopia and red holiday boot that dangles tiny bells and a tiny ermine tail hold one-eighth-ounce bottles of the popular Blue Grass perfume. $1.75 ea., plus 20% tax and post. Elizabeth Arden, 681 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

The bar fly goes all to pieces to be of service at a home bar. His head is an ice pick and crusher, his antennae a chrome-plated bottle opener and muddler and his winged back and body are two separate ash trays. Vividly painted in red, yellow and green, 7½ long. $5.95. ppd. Bren Linda, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17.

All merchandise shown on these pages, editorially or in advertisements, may be ordered by writing directly to stores. Most prefer not to handle c.o.d.'s, so please enclose check or money order. All firms, except those selling personalized services, agree to refund full price of any item returned by unsatisfied readers.
AROUND

Oberammergau crèche...handcrafted by a family which has acted, generation after generation, in the Passion Play, is a little gem representing hours of reverent work. Only 3½” x 3” and exquisite in detail and craftsmanship. $18, plus 25c postage. The Guild Book Shop, 117 East 57th St., New York 22.

Holiday party stockings hold napkins, knives and forks for buffet luncheons and suppers. They are gaily decorated, come in red, green or white, $1 each (minimum order 4). Napkins in Christmas red or green, 50c ea. Postage 15c. From Carole Stupell, Ltd., 507 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22.

Play mini-pong. It's ping-pong scaled down to one-half standard size, so you can still execute the same exciting shots in little space. Table 30” x 54” x 28½” high is also useful for sewing, hobbies, other games. It folds to 3” thickness for storage or picnics. Complete with net, paddles and ball, $14.95 postpaid. The Truscotteer Co., Box 231, St. Joseph, Michigan.

For Gifts or Holiday Entertaining
Say “Merry Christmas” with this 14-piece punch set of crystal glass. The contrasting green base on the bowl, and green handles on the 12 cups are most unusual. The top of the bowl is 9 inches in diameter. The set complete with ladle, $2.75. Add 35c for postage out of the city.

C. D. Peacock JEWELERS • Chicago 3, Illinois
112 Years in Chicago

Lazy Susan SERVING TRAY
Charming as a gift, ideal for your own holiday entertaining. This 14” aluminum serving tray revolves on a ball-bearing base. The 7” sectional glass insert has an attractive simulated cutting in fired polished glass. The beautiful satin finish and rolled edge make the piece an exceptional value at this low price. $8.25 net. By check or money order. Please, no C.O.D.’s.

DURAND SISTERS WAR E. MASS.

Beauty for Plants
A plant bracket and matching pot truly a work of art. Both molded in durable, rustproof aluminum by skilled artisans from an old plantation pattern. Available in Pomegranate green or flat white. The handsome copper finish and rolled edge make the piece an exceptional value at this low price.

Mary Anne Wheeler 113 Margaret • Peoria, Ill.

Convertible COFFEE TABLE
That “twirls up” to become a card, end, luncheon or occasional table. Because of our exclusive feature this expertly crafted Duncan Phyfe table rises from 19” to 29” by twisting the top. The precision tooled steel support is firm and steady at any height; locks in any position. Top 30” x 30” when leaves are up, when down 30” x 18”. Handsome brown mahogany finished. $32.50 express collect, check or money order. No C.O.D.’s please.

THOMAS CRAIG, Craftsman Box 466, BRYN MAWR, PA.

ANGELS ON SKIS
Just imagine: Wings, Gowns, Angelic Faces and all, with ski poles in their hands instead of harps. Carved from wood by Tyrolese mountaineers who know their skiing as well as their carving. These works of art (and imagination) come from Italy. They’re about 2” high, and pleasantly low in price.

THE PATROL (3 Figures) $1.75
Write for free catalog of imported gifts.
**CERAMIC**

**SALT AND PEPPERS**

**ESKIMOS**

Little igloo children to make you smile. Brown with yellow and white.

$2.25 pr.

**INDIANS**

Utterly adorable. Bronze skin tone with turquoise, yellow and black.

$2.25 pr.

**FROG AND TOADSTOOL**

A serenading frog in yellow and green. Toadstool in yellow and turquoise.

$2.25 pr.

Collector’s Special—all three pairs—$6.95

Postpaid in the U. S.

Check or Money Order — No C. O. D.'s

NO CATALOG

OCONOMOWOC

WISCONSIN

**UPSIDE DOWN**

**SPOON RACK**

Clocks, pitchers, mugs, dolls are secure on this song little collectors shelf. Space for 6 teaspoons or 10 teaspnons and top is grooved for plate rail. Upside down it holds 10 souvenir spoons and 2 demi-tasse cups and saucers. 17" long x 6" x 6" of fine white pine with hand rubbed wax finish in Antique Brown or Warm Honey. Pairs make unusually fine gifts.

Finished $7.50

Unfinished $6.25

**LEIGHTON COMPTON**

3150 So. Peabody

Tulsa, Okla.

Hand Wrought Iron **PLANT STAND**

Handsome three tier plant stand, finished in white. Attractive setting under a window, in front of fireplace, or on the porch. 24" high, 24" wide, 19½" deep.

Price $10.00

**Unfurnished**

Express Catalog. No C.O.D.’s

Checks or money orders only

**DOROTHY TREMBLE**

BOX 29, MANHASSET, L. I., NEW YORK

POLLY LEE

Gifts Unusual

3740 Frankfort Ave., Louisville 7, Ky.
Travel-wise. A neat moire case that may be used to pack hankies or stockings comes with three folding plastic hangars. Case is blue, lined with cherry, brown with turquoise or wine with copenhagen. $2.95 postpaid. From Charlotte Gifts, Inc., 343 East 21st St., New York 10, New York.

Behold the star—the symbol of Christmas. Of impressive dimensions, these Swedish folding paper stars fit over standard electric light bulbs. Are fire-resistant and easy to set up. In white, yellow and red, or white, blue and mulberry. 24" x 11 1/2" x 6 1/2" size, 50c ea. 32" x 16" x 8 1/4", 75c ppd. Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Kiss and don’t tell. A lipstick red center removes tell-tale traces after he kisses his girl good-night and does not betray him next time he whips out his handkerchief. Put a Kisskerchief in his stockinjts and make him feel like a gay Lothario. $1 each, post-paid, from M. C. Flynn, Inc., 43 E. 59th St., New York 22.

MINIATURE "DRESDEN" LACE FIGURINE REPRODUCTIONS

It’s fun to make these colorful ornaments of brilliant metallic acetate. No special tools or skill needed . . . just cut with scissors, fold and assemble. Easy-to-follow instructions show how. Inexpensive; complete kit to make 10 large ornaments in brilliant red, green, silver and gold—plus 30 small stars and icicles—only $1.00 post-paid in U. S. (California buyers add 3c sales tax.) Send check or M. O. (no C. O. D.) to Griffin Craft Supplies, 5626-N Telegraph Ave., Oakland 9, Calif.

NEPTUNE GIFT SHOP
3550 BOARDWALK
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

GRANDMA LAYNE'S PANCAKE GRIDDLE WITH BUILT-IN THERMOMETER FOR PERFECT CONTROL

A built-in thermometer in the handle tells you exactly when the temperature is right for the most perfect, golden-brown, clear-to-the-edge pancakes you've ever eaten! No more "tough" pancakes from a too-cool griddle, or "doughy in the middle kind" from overheating. Large cast "cookware" aluminum, satin finish. Large, square, 4-cake size. Accurate, dependable, guaranteed.

$5.95 Postpaid
Sorry—no C. O. D.'s
GRANDMA LAYNE MFG. CO., Dept. B
2935 Milan Ave., South Pasadena, Calif.

MARY CHESS Spillproof Perfume
Perfume safely carried every minute of the day

Fragrances: White Lilac, Tapistry, Strategy, Carnation, Gardenia, and Wax $2.00 Song $2.75

ORDER BLANK for the Mary Chess Spillproof Perfume

Name ___________________________ Address ___________________________
City and State ____________________

CHARGE □ CHECK □ C. O. D. □
Fragrance Quantity Price

Mary Chess

MARY CHESS
534 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Here are the wonderfullest Christmas gifts ever to get you gossiped about... in a nice way, of course!

Harry and I pet, pamper, pick'n pack our own rare fruits... dream up other delicious delicacies... put'em in happy Christmasy packages... and ship straight from our Bear Creek Orchards to whoever you say.

**ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS**
America's rarest and finest fruit. The gift they always remember. Talk about thariks! You'll never hear the last of it. A just-right present, at small cost, for anyone, whether they live in a castle or a cottage. So juicy you eat'em with a spoon. Packed in handsome gift boxes with your greetings. Gift No. 1 (shown) 10 to 14 big pears, a great favorite, $2.95 delv'd. Gift No. 2, 40% more pears for only $1 more, $3.95 delv'd. Gift No. 4, our most impressive. About twice as big as Gift No. 1, for only $2 more, $4.95 delv'd. Available Nov. 1 - Jan. 25.

**TOWER OF TREATS**

**ROYAL GIFT BASKETS**
Your gift will be the focus of all eyes. A stunning centerpiece for the holiday table. From the top of the shimmering bow to the bottom most layer, it's a treasure trove of wonderful things to eat—quality thru and thru. Bound to be talked about wherever they are presented. Gift No. 6 (shown), handwoven basket-tray, brimming with Royal Riviera Pears, jumbo apples, whopper figs, other wonderful surprises. First gift seen under any Christmas tree, and what a value! Gift No. 51 (shown) $6.65 delv'd. Gift No. 50, 4 slightly smaller boxes, $4.95 delv'd. Available Nov. 15 - Jan. 15.

**FOOLPROOF YOUR HOME**
Anholt SAFETY Ashtray
At last... the ashtray that combines beauty of design and color with utility and safety against fire. The Anholt SAFETY Ashtray makes careless cigarette smoking foolproof because cigarettes cannot burn out or automatically extinguished if forgotten. Ruggedly made from finest porcelain clays. Beautiful harmonizing colors are glazed in, will never fade. Choice of Ivory, Yellow, Brown, Black, Gilt or Dark Green, Turquoise or Burgundy.

State colors desired—shipped postpaid in gift box. No C.O.D.'s, please.

THE NORTONS' HOUSE & GARDEN SHOP
P.O. Box 163
La Porte, Colorado

A junior basketball set, to be used indoors or out, helps young fry to let off steam and makes them popular with the gang. The bracket screws on to a post or hooks over a door. Complete with net, 11" metal rim and 6" diam. ball that needs no blowing up. $2.25, ppd. Aeco Products Co., 29 Depot Sq., Lexington 73, Mass.

“Hyster” straddle truck is built to scale from blueprints of the working original. A mechanical device loads and unloads the lumber; it has geared 4-wheel steering, large rubber tires and cast-aluminum body painted yellow with black trim. 12" long, $9.50, ppd., complete with lumber. Randel Associates, 1123 Broadway, New York 10, New York.

PROTECT SHOES INSIDE GALOSHES WITH SHU-Tecs
COME RAIN OR SNOW
SLIP SHU-Tecs ON OVER YOUR SHOES BEFORE YOU SLIDE INTO GALOSHES OR BOOTS!

- SHU-Tecs protect your SUEDES, CALFS, REPTILES from matting, scuffs, scratches...
- HOSIERY from dirt and snags; hold buckles — bows in place!
- CALFS. REPTILES from slippage, scuffing...

STATE SHOE SIZE
1 PAIR POSTPAID $1.25 ea.
2 PAIRS POSTPAID $2.40 ea.
4 PAIRS POSTPAID $4.70 ea.

SHU-Tecs

**FRUIT-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB**
The gift that creates praise and excitement for you throughout the year! The lucky folks you name receive a whole parade of America’s finest fruits, delicacies; each beautifully packaged with your greeting. Tell what months you want to start, and the famous original, the one-and-only FRUIT-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB will begin at once. 12-BOX CLUB: Royal Riviera Pears at Christmas, other fine fruits, nuts, candies in Sept., Apple pie and Apples in Feb., Pine Cherries in May, Wild "n Rare Preserves in April, Cake in July. 8-BOX CLUB: Consists of Christmas, Jan., Feb., selections... Gift No. 11, $9.55 delv'd. Orders for 3-box club not accepted after Jan. 15; others may start anytime.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**ANHOLT SAFETY ASHTRAY**
Made of Coors Thermos-Porcelain
At last... the ashtray that combines beauty of design and color with utility and safety against fire. This Anholt SAFETY Ashtray makes careless cigarette smoking foolproof because cigarettes cannot burn out or automatically extinguished if forgotten. Ruggedly made from finest porcelain clays. Beautiful harmonizing colors are glazed in, will never fade. Choice of Ivory, Yellow, Brown, Black, Gilt or Dark Green, Turquoise or Burgundy.

State colors desired—shipped postpaid in gift box. No C.O.D.'s, please.

THE NORTONS' HOUSE & GARDEN SHOP
P.O. Box 163
La Porte, Colorado
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THE NORTONS’ HOUSE & GARDEN SHOP
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La Porte, Colorado
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Callaway Towel and Rug Ensembles
The Ideal Gift to Give... to Receive

THE SMART WAY IS... Callaway
Callaway TOWELS RUGS
CALLAWAY MILLS, INC., 295 Fifth Ave., New York
Easy as Winkin', Blinkin', and Nod!

EXCLUSIVE "SLUMBER-SENTINEL" is a simple automatic control that watches the temperature and keeps the blanket at the degree of warmth you select. Simply set it and forget it!

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC BLANKET Automatic with exclusive "Slumber-Sentinel"

For everyone on your list, here's the gift that keeps on giving from Christmas night right through the years. Whatever the weather, a Universal Electric Blanket with automatic "Slumber-Sentinel" assures sound, restful sleep. Turned on at bedtime, it takes the chill from icy sheets, then keeps the bed just right throughout the night. No need to pile on heavy covers. Light-as-a-feather Universal Electric Blankets are soft, fine 75% virgin wool for extra quality. They come in four exquisite colors with lustrous satin bindings... and plenty of spread for twin or double beds. New Duo Control for double beds adjusts each half of the blanket independently.

EXCLUSIVE "SLUMBER-SENTINEL" is a simple automatic control that watches the temperature and keeps the blanket at the degree of warmth you select. Simply set it and forget it!

Give the Gift of Perfect Sleep

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC BLANKET Automatic with exclusive "Slumber-Sentinel"

- 75% Fine Virgin Wool
- All Wool Outside
- Rose, Blue, Green, Heather
- Double and Twin-Bed Sizes
- Duo or Single Control

...from $39.95

Excluding Federal Electric Tax.

Fair Trade to Every Stage as per Fair Trade Acts exist.

UNIVERSAL

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
SHOPPING AROUND

The Singing Clock, a cheery-voiced record, teaches children to tell time by a clock face with movable hands and repeated vocal instructions, 10" Vinylyte record, $1.60, ppd. Same audio-visual method is used in Arithmetic Made Easy. Set of 6 records, $10. From the Tutor That Never Tires, Box 327, Bronxville 8, New York.

A child's rocker enchants him while he is small and later he'll pass it along to his own children, for it's sturdily handmade by Virginia craftsmen who build for keeps. 23" high-over-all, it is painted in black with gold decorations. $7.75, matching straight back chair, $6.75 express collect from Avalon Gift House, P.O. Box 935, Front Royal, Virginia.

Laundry bags disguise their utilitarian nature under amusing aliases. Fun and practical for your own house or as dormitory gifts, "Pigtails Abigail," 30" high, is $4.95 pdp. "Phillip-up the Clown" and "Cum Laude Lu," 22", $2.50 each. Nessa Gaulois, 723 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach 39, Florida.

DELIGHT YOUR FRIENDS WITH THIS UNUSUAL GIFT

SILEX COFFEE WARMER Be first with this new, utterly different Coffee Warmer! Gleaming chromium grille, tops a sparkling heavy crystal base—6" diameter, inside, a 16-hour candle in solid holder glows cheerfully. Set decanter on top—keep coffee warm and ready-to-serve when and as it's wanted. Food, too! No gas, no electricity. Creates a warm, friendly atmosphere for entertaining. Comes complete with only candle refill—good for months of normal use. Write for full information anywhere. Order now—delivery before Xmas if order received by December 15th.

Phyllis-Ann Gift Shop

GIFT OF THE YEAR? Any favorite photograph—yourself, friends, the baby, house, dog or whole family—on every card in the deck. In gift box, your gift card enclosed.

Send any size picture or negative with check. (Sorry, no C.O.D.s, but money returned if not pleased.) Your photo returned. Above 24x24 SMALL. plus mailing time. Bridge Deck $5.85
Double Cravat Deck $10.95

Photo Playing Cards
Room 206, 752 Fulton Street
Fresno, California

Studio Books

WINTER BOUQUETS WITH COLOR
By Ruth Gannons. (Famous garden club lecturer and writer.) Winter bouquets can be just as gay and colorful as fresh flower arrangements. Which flowers (wild and cultivated) dry well, when to pick them, how to dry and arrange them is described and illustrated in this delightful book. 6 of the lovely plates are in full color! New, unique, beautiful and practical, there could be no better gift for the lady of the house. 6 x 9. Cloth. $2.85

DECORATIVE ART 1949
Edited by Ruthome Holme. (Second Annual Issue.) The famous international annual of modern houses and interiors including over 450 illustrations (15 in full color) of new ideas in decors, color schemes, accessories, for every room in the house. The book is full of originality, inspiration and practical suggestions for the discriminating modern home owner who wants something different. 9 x 11 1/2. Cloth. $7.50

PICTORIAL FOLK ART (NEW ENGLAND TO CALIFORNIA)
By Alice Ford. The most beautifully illustrated and most thoroughly documented history of our early primitive painting and drawing yet published. There are 250 illustrations, including color, on portraiture, landscape, religious and allegorical painting, historical and patriotic painting, genre and still life, female seminary art, scrimshaw drawing, regional painting (Pennsylvania Dutch forcer, Shaker "Spirit of the Ages," New Mexico folk painting, American Indian painting) and contemporary folk art. An Ideal gift for Christmas. 7 1/2 x 10. Cloth. $6.95

101 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR KNITTING
By Barbara Abbey. This attractive, compact, easy-to-carry book is an indispensable reference for the beginner and advanced knitter. Written by the long-time expert and instructor at Alice Maynard (famous New York yarn shop), the book is based on the extensive notes she made while demonstrating the answers to all the problems both professional and amateur knitters brought to her and which were not answered in other books or in pattern guides. 7 1/2 x 5. Cloth. $1.65. (Available also in paper binding, $1.25.)

FURNISHING IN STYLE
By Walter Rendell Storey. This book first of all acquaints the reader with the better known styles of furniture, then shows how to mix, arrange and adapt different styles in the contemporary home. Splendid for those still choosing "period" or those with miscellaneous pieces who want ideas on arranging them together in a room. 150 beautiful illustrations. (7 in color.) 7 1/2 x 10. Cloth. $5.00

PORCELAIN FIGURES OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
By David Rosenthal. Examples from the leading manufacturer of Europe are represented in over 120 illustrations (including color plates) of beautiful porcelain figures. The text, by an eminent American collector, gives a brief history of the craft with notes to would-be collectors. Exquisite reproductions of porcelains are accompanied by a list of makers, modellers and reproductions of their marks. 6 x 9. Cloth. $5.00

Send me Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. ☐ Check enclosed. ☐ Send C.O.D.
Name
Address

Studio Publications • 381 Fourth Ave. • New York 16, N. Y.
It's to the top of the highest table
An adaptation of an old-time Farrier's Kit
handle. $29.75
level, and 29" to the top of the bail
its base measure 26" long by 12 1/4" wide.
dark brown, heavily antiqued knotty pine,
zinck rack and refreshment stand. Made of
becomes a combination book butler, magazine
rack and refreshment stand. Made of

Simply heavenly, an angel quartet hand-carved in exqui­
site detail comes from Ober­
ammergau which is famous for
this type of work. Each angel
has a different musical instru­
ment, a harp, drum, cello or
flute. In pastel colors with gold
wings and detail, they are $12.50 ea. Post. 35c. Alfred Orlik, 680
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

TRIO

This is an extremely handsome gift box which you can give with pride. It was de­signed for people of discrimination who like the finer things. The cover paper is heavy
white embossed, with a gold background,
and inside the hinged lid is a rich gold lin­ing. TRIO-three sizes of paper, 24 note size,
24 full size and 24 gold edge cards, and, of
course, 72 envelopes. White with white rib­
bon, Blue with Royal blue ribbon. Gray with
Dubonnet ribbon. Catalog upon request.
$2.50 a box, gift wrapped, postpaid.
Send check or money order.

THANK YOU NOTES AND
COCKTAIL INVITATIONS

THANK YOU NOTES and
COCKTAIL INVITATIONS

BALLETT RUSE®

Ballerinas dance and behold! They spell
"C-O-C-K-T-A-I-L-S" on the invitations
Printed on pastelle paper with deckled
closures at the limitum, and
these smart leather cases. Well
protected from damp­ and jolts
of roughly handled luggage in
this type of work. Each angel
has a different musical instru­
ment, a harp, drum, cello or
flute. In pastel colors with gold
wings and detail, they are $12.50 ea. Post. 35c. Alfred Orlik, 680
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

TRIO

This is an extremely handsome gift box which you can give with pride. It was de­signed for people of discrimination who like the finer things. The cover paper is heavy
white embossed, with a gold background,
and inside the hinged lid is a rich gold lin­ing. TRIO-three sizes of paper, 24 note size,
24 full size and 24 gold edge cards, and, of
course, 72 envelopes. White with white rib­
bon, Blue with Royal blue ribbon. Gray with
Dubonnet ribbon. Catalog upon request.
$2.50 a box, gift wrapped, postpaid.
Send check or money order.

THE SHOP WINDOW
NO. WILBRAHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

COPPER PLANTER
Gleaming solid copper, swinging gaily from grace­ful
bracket. Ideal for small plants, trailing ivy!
Chum is 8" long, bowl
is 4" high. Order by pairs
for gifts! $1.25 each
$2.00 pair—Prepaid
Say "MERRY CHRISTMAS" with a gift from
MEREDITH, Inc.
1022 Grey Avenue Evanston, Illinois
WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG!

SEWING BASKET

DISANTLY feminine yet big enough for all your sewing! Woven-sewn, encased
in Heaven Blue or Flamingo Pink.
your final deal on cover. Supply of
thread included 6½" high, 1½" across. An
ideal gift!

$3.95 Prepaid
AROUND

"Shepherd of the Hills."
Put him beside the crèche or stand him under the tree for a charming symbol of Christmas. Carved by a Portuguese moun­
taineer, using the village shepherd as his model, complete to sun-defying hat and rainproof, thatched overcoat. 8" tall. $3.
postpaid. Foreign Traders, Inc., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

"Inside My Garden Gate" is a beautiful loose-leaf scrap­
book for a gardener. Bound in rich green leather, gold tooled, it has handsome flower print end papers in color. Planned and arranged by Julia A. Latimer, it keeps a detailed record. 7" x 10" x 2½". $17.50, ppd. Jeni­fer House, New Marlboro Stage, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

WHOOOOOOO!

(A) Flaming Red Matches to keep that man warm. 10 boxes for $1.
(B) The original Hollywood Wolf leers from a lamp post by Hollywood & Vine. Patterned in red, yellow and black.
(C) Big Red Padlocks for safety and security. All above Personality Prints on finest White Unbreakable Crystal.

SURPRISE THAT MAN WITH A NEW SHORT STORY!

11046 BARKAN
CULVER CITY 62, CALIF.

Rare Old English Lavender Sachet

All for Only 81

Bamboo Basket

By Mail Postpaid

You, Mr. It's genuine Royal English Lavender, free from adulteration, with its natural, languish­ing fragrance in hand woven bamboo basket and shiffon bags.

(A) New Foliage—perfectly formed of non-inflammable, unbreakable plastic. They reflect every gleam of light and color. They're easy to pack and they retain their beauty year after year. Eye­
lets are at the top of every icicle for easy hanging. Box of 50—25 in crystal, 25 as­sorted colors, $8.95, postpaid. No. 10X51. Perfect Show-off IS THIS LOVELY PLATE RAIL

F.O.B. Johnson City, Tennessee

FLOWER LAMP

Solid mahogany $37.50

Top grain leather top $67.50

No C.O.D.'s.

THE LEULONG STUDIO

SILVERMINE NORWALK, CONN.

Make Your Own

FLOWER LAMP

It is fun and the easiest thing in the world if you use the LEULONG PLANT LAMP which provides the electrical unit—a socket with a 6-ft. cord—attached to movable prongs that you can "plant" in any flower pot. Only

$2.99

Postpaid anywhere in U.S.A.

THE LEULONG STUDIO

SILVERMINE NORWALK, CONN.
Big full-blown camellias on a big full-grown

**China Lamp**

majestic size for your table 14.95

29 inches in height . . . and beautiful beyond measure. The porcelain-white base hand-painted in gold, on a gold-finished metal mount . . . the camellia studies in pinks . . . the opaque shade the deepest leaf green. A bright gift choice, and a brilliant value at 14.95.

Lamps, seventh floor

Mail orders filled . . . express rolled

1 South State Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

A GIFT FOR BEAUTIFUL SERVING!

**Cigarette Box**

This handsome utility box for cigarettes (regular or king size), cigars, jewelry, etc., will please the most discriminating. Top and bottom of 1/4" ebony incise with clear plastic knob. Sides are clear transparent lucite. Inside dimensions 3 3/4" x 5 1/2" x 1 1/4" deep. $3.50 each prepaid. No C.O.D.'s, please. Top can be personalized with initials or name for 25c extra. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**Hobbywoods**

Dept. H, 1301 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore 3, Md.

**SPOON**

IT WHIPS, IT STIRS, IT BLENDS, IT SERVES!

Cut-out design and extra width make this stainless steel spoon an effective tool for beating, whipping and stirring. Plat tip gets way into corner of pot or pan to easily remove food for serving. Cool plastic-impregnated handle. $1.00 Add 15c for postage. Sorry, no C.O.D.

**THE PLASTICRAFTERS**

301 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

**SHOPPING**

Four to the bar. Men like bar accessories with a good heft to them. These chrome tools have reed handles, with natural or mahogany finish. Double jigger, $9.50; bottle opener, $7.50; ice pick, $5; combination can and bottle opener, $7.50. Postpaid from the Gift Stall, 1604 K St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

Puppy loves. A background of raising dogs, painting and sketching champions and knowledge of canine anatomy are evident in these beguiling pups. And the realistic hair texture is remarkable! 2½" schnauzer, wirehair, Kerry blue, dachshund, boxer or Afghan, $3 ea., post. 35c. Jane Calhender Ceramics, 2031 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Here's how to make his morning shave a pleasure. The Wardrobe Bar of 4-oz. cocktail shakers holds after-shave lotion, talc and an excellent masculine cologne. Get one for every man on your list. $7.50, ppd., plus 20% Fed. tax. From the House of Gourjelli, 16 East 55th St., New York 22, N. Y.

**NEW SWEDISH CUTLERY**

Finest Swedish kitchen cutlery we've seen since pre-war. Skillfully made of edge-holding stainless steel, they will give long, hard service. Complete with attractive wall rack of 3-ply laminated oak. Price postpaid ........... $1250

Write for Swedish Crystal literature

AROUND

The "Freddy hear bag" is John Frederici's contribution to a young girl's evening outfit. The bag of real teddy-bear material, white with gold cord, is $5 empty. Filled with J. F.'s special hand soap, toilet water and sachet-talcum for her dressing table, $10. Both plus 20% Fed. tax. John Frederici, Inc., 29 E. 48 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Natural beauties—chunks of uncut semi-precious stones and minerals, rich in color and texture, are mounted on sterling silver boxes. Amethyst, Kunzite, malachite, clear quartz crystal, chrysocolla, pyrite or fluorite on large cigarette box, $60, match box, $24 or individual cig. box, $18.50 ppd. Tax incl. Morgan-Carr, Ojai, Calif.

Canine cocktail collars are very chic for pedigreed pups whose presence is requested at social functions in the household. The red felt bow tie with sleigh bells is $8.50. Others in black, red, chartreuse or Kelly green, with sequins, $6.50; with gold coins and braid, $4.50 ppd. 10", 12" and 14" sizes. The Village Vendors, Box 4202, Los Angeles 24, California.

New! TABLE MODEL "Handy-Andy" IRONING BOARD

- For Home
- For Hotel
- For Travel
- For Trailer
- For Apartment

Everyone can use one. Can be placed anywhere and is always ready for large or small ironings, quick pressings. Rubber no-slip feet on aluminum legs. Rapid, sturdy, lightweight. When open stands 1 inches high, 29 inches long, 17 inches wide. Pads completely requiring only 2 inches of storage space. Built to last a lifetime. Mark for Christmas gifts.

With removable white waffle pad and elastic bound cover, only... $2.95 Complete

Postage Prepaid Money-Back Guarantee
M. L. DUNN CO.
134 E. Third St. Dayton, 2, Ohio

Give a CUCKOO CLOCK
Woodland Chalet Cuckoo Clock

A real American-made, low-priced real Cuckoo Clock with a beautiful musical clock that sounds every 15 minutes! Natural wood finish. 10", 12", 14". Four weight winding wheels, permanently fixed, and is guaranteed for life...

$14.95 plus C.O.D. charges

Chalet Junior Cuckoo Clock
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Copper copies of the French individual coffee makers are most attractive and assure freshly made coffee in households where members breakfast at different times. Just pour hot water over 1½ tablespoons of drip grind coffee; it’s as simple as that. $3.35 each. Exp. col. from Souppon, 203 E. 61st St., New York 21, New York.

Leather treated to prevent scratching and is repellent to Virginia cherry. Shaped hand holes. Pie crust frame of solid wild Virginia cherry. Two inch bossed in 24 carat gold and additional GENUINE LEATHER BASE, emblazoned for you to choose by mail. We’ll send you a copy of the Christmas Catalog FREE if you’ll write us. A post card will do.

LEATHER Tray

THE NEW, easy way to read, or Convalescence in bed

STEAK for two calls for good-looking, well-sharpened cutlery. Thesestag-handled knives have blades of high-carbon stainless steel. With forks to match, this is an excellent gift suggestion for the Young Marrieds on your shopping list. The boxed set, $7.95, p.p. Abbott Gifts, 22 W. 22 Street, N. Y. 10.

Strike a New Note In Hospitality

NOW! AN AMAZING NEW MEAT TENDERIZER and HAND CUBER

DRIES HAIR IN 25 MINUTES! Amazing New Petite J-9 Professional Type Electric HAIR DRYER FOR YOUR HOME

HOUSE & GARDEN

LEATHER Tray

...Ideal Xmas Gift

LEATHER Tray

Genuine Leather Base, embossed in 24 carat gold and additional saddle tool design. Two inch pie crust frame of solid wild Virginia cherry. Shaped hand holes. Leather treated to prevent scratching and is repellent to liquids. Sizes: 13" x 17" $9.45, 16" x 16" $10.95, 17" x 22" $12.45, 17" x 26" $13.45, 17" x 29" $17.45. Send check or Money Order. No COD’s. We pay postage and crate. Please, for mail in.

LEATHER Tray

THE NEW, easy way to read, or Convalescence in bed

At last, the perfect gift for that convalescing friend, or for anyone who enjoys lounging in bed. PROPETTE is SO HANDY! It folds flat against headboard, and out of the way when not in use. "Prop" the sheet over your head and it "props" you up in a jiff, ready for complete relaxation.

• Durably made of Masonite with beautiful Walnut grain finish. Adjustable height and slope, PROPETTE only fits all beds.

• A versatile, highly appreciated gift ORDER Satisfaction guaranteed. 24-hour shipment

MORGAN PRODUCTS CO.

Dept. 20C, 25501 Brairtree, Cleveland 23, Ohio

SEND for FREE Christmas Catalog

FALL & WINTER CATALOG

Propette

NEW! AN AMAZING NEW MEAT TENDERIZER and HAND CUBER

Serve tender, delicious, juicy steaks all the time by using this handy, lightweight, made-to-last-forever aluminum and stainless steel machine. Length approx. 6½ inches.

Its sturdy, easy-to-clean knife blades actually cut the meat fibers—makes tender all cuts of meat of all grades, even utility beef.

These machines usually pay for themselves in only 25 minutes—leave your hair soft and fluffy!

In a few days.

Dries hair in 25 minutes! Amazing new Petite J-9 professional type electric hair dryer for your home.

Now, at last...you can dry your hair comfortably, speedily, right in your home! THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN DRY WITH THE ELECTRICAL PROFESSIONAL J-9! An all-rounder for all the features of expensive hair dryers no plus these in" improvements. Weight and size and the freedom of head blows. No longer stored in a drawer—nylon hood fits comf ortably over your head and架子 or below your ears—allows complete freedom of head—shown here.

Dries hair in 25 minutes! Amazing New Petite J-9 Professional Type Electric Hair Dryer for your Home Ideal for Gifts! NOW, at last...you can dry your hair comfortably, speedily, right in your home! THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN DRY WITH THE ELECTRICAL PROFESSIONAL J-9! An all-rounder for all the features of expensive hair dryers no plus these in" improvements. Weight and size and the freedom of head blows. No longer stored in a drawer—nylon hood fits comfortably over your head and above or below your ears—allows complete freedom of head—shown here.

Use in any room! Door bracket clamps on no door can be adjusted to any height. Complete with 110 volt, 450 watt, 60 cycles A.C., 170 watts. 1 year guarantee. Underwriters Laboratories approved. Only $12.95 postpaid. Producto Mfg. Co. Dept. G-12 181 R. R. 43, Huntsville, Texas. 6c. 25c. 1.00. 2.50.

Address check or money order to:

PRODUCTO MFG. CO.

Dept. G-12

Huntsville, Texas

Dries hair in 25 minutes! Amazing New Petite J-9 Professional Type Electric Hair Dryer for your Home Ideal for Gifts! NOW, at last...you can dry your hair comfortably, speedily, right in your home! THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN DRY WITH THE ELECTRICAL PROFESSIONAL J-9! An all-rounder for all the features of expensive hair dryers no plus these in" improvements. Weight and size and the freedom of head blows. No longer stored in a drawer—nylon hood fits comfortably over your head and above or below your ears—allows complete freedom of head—shown here.

Use in any room! Door bracket clamps on no door can be adjusted to any height. Complete with 110 volt, 450 watt, 60 cycles A.C., 170 watts. 1 year guarantee. Underwriters Laboratories approved. Only $12.95 postpaid. Producto Mfg. Co. Dept. G-12 181 R. R. 43, Huntsville, Texas. 6c. 25c. 1.00. 2.50.
AROUND

Boiler maker and his little helper are built to put down the drinks. Use the 12-oz. mug ($1.45) for beer or other long ones; 1½-oz. mug (60c) as shot glass, for cigarettes or matches. Brown pottery. Set of 4 "boiler makers" and 4 "helpers," $7.75, ppd. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad Street, Westerly, R. I.

"Crackerjack" is its name and a crackerjack job it does in removing any nut intact from its shell. No more frustrating fragments of kernel, no more unsightly mess on the tablecloth or floor. Precision-made in England. Finish, polished chrome, $5.25. ppd. Camailer & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

hospita[l care and comfort in the home

With a Hill-Rom hospital bed and overbed table in the home it is possible to give the sick or aged many of the comforts and conveniences of the finest hospital care. Both of these items are standard equipment in leading hospitals.

The bed is equipped with a crank-adjustable hospital spring and large rubber casters. The overbed table can be used over chair or bed for serving meals, reading, writing, playing cards, etc. One side of hinged top has mirror attached for use in make-up, shaving, etc. Crank adjustable to desired height. Easily moved.

HILL-ROM COMPANY INC. • Dept. RG • BATESVILE, INDIANA

Builders of fine hospital furniture since 1886
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Dance, little lady. A top a music box stand, this tiny doll pirouettes to a waltz tune. Her steps are never twice the same, which makes her performance fascinating to watch. Including stand, the over-all height is 6¾". $12.95 plus 30c postage.


Scribbles is a doll of 1000 faces and her young owner draws them all. She is equipped with four special pencils for the make-up job and when her mood is to change, her current expression wipes off with a piece of Kleenex. Entire doll can be washed with cloth dipped in mild suds. $2.75 postpaid from F. A. O. Schwarz, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

One to grow on—Hickory, dickory, dock—here's the Mother Goose Grow-up clock complete with saucy mouse and clock face with movable hands. It keeps a permanent record of your child's growth, is brightly colored and may be washed with a soft cloth and mild soap. $2.98. Post. 35c, Susan Ranney, 175 East 82nd St., N. Y. 28.

TRIP NO MORE MY LADY!
A NEW, HANDY, BEDSIDE LIGHT

7½ HIGH X 6½ WIDE


Vaporizer Only $9.85 Postpaid 1 ct. Triethylenglycol, $1.00 ppm. Included with vaporizer.

Vaporizer Only $9.85 Postpaid 1 ct. Triethylenglycol, $1.00 ppm. Included with vaporizer.

Triethylenglycol

Glycol

Only a quart of Triethylenglycol. Glycol is used in a whole month. (Note: Included with vaporizer.)

Vaporizer Only $9.85 Postpaid 1 ct. Triethylenglycol, $1.00 ppm. Included with vaporizer.

Triethylenglycol

Glycol

Only a quart of Triethylenglycol. Glycol is used in a whole month. (Note: Included with vaporizer.)

Vaporizer Only $9.85 Postpaid 1 ct. Triethylenglycol, $1.00 ppm. Included with vaporizer.
THE LIGHT TOUCH IS THE RIGHT TOUCH

declares PAUL BRY celebrated interior designer

Mr. Bry's ingenious THREE FEATHERS bar by Adirondack available as a unit to fit the requirements of small space and good taste—is designed with the unobtrusive light touch that adds a quiet note of distinction to entertainment.

It is the same light touch that makes THREE FEATHERS a distinguished companion to fine entertaining... lending a supremely right touch wherever good taste is appreciated.


*For nearest store, write Three Feathers Fashion Reporter, 2 Park Ave., N.Y.

The light touch in THREE FEATHERS is the right touch
3 Gifts of Glass
that are always welcome!

DOOR MIRROR. Whether dressing up to impersonate Santa Claus, or just to face the everyday world, there’s nothing like a full-length Plate Glass door mirror to reassure you that you look just so from head to toe. Door mirrors make perfect gifts . . . easy to order, easy to install, always welcome. But be sure they’re really full length (at least 5½ feet tall) and made of genuine Plate Glass for perfect reflections.

FRAMED MIRROR. When you give a lovely framed mirror for a gift, you’re giving color, light, charm and spaciousness. For those are the qualities which a mirror lends to a room. And because there are so many different sizes, shapes and frame styles to choose from, you can easily find exactly the right mirror for any interior, whether period or modern.

TO BE SURE you’re getting genuine Pittsburgh Plate Glass when you buy, look for this Pittsburgh label.

WHERE TO BUY. Your department or furniture store or other local glass dealer can help you work out your plans for giving Christmas gifts of glass. (Or call your nearest Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company branch for advice.)


FURNITURE TOPS. Here’s a thoughtful gift, indeed . . . gleaming tops of Pittsburgh Plate Glass to protect fine furniture from scratches, tumbler rings, cigarette burns. They’re as fashionable as they are practical . . . and available in mirrored as well as clear glass. Wonderful for husbands to give to wives . . . and vice versa.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2264-9 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your free, illustrated booklet entitled “Making Your Home More Attractive With Pittsburgh Glass.”

Name: ____________________________
Street: ____________________________
City: ____________________________  County: ______  State: ______

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
SHOPPING AROUND

Jaunty ear muffs to wear to school or for playing in the snow, appeal to both boys and girls of tender age. Red and green trim on white snowmen give them a jolly Christmas appearance. Shouldn’t wonder if they’re worn in the house, too! $2.25, ppd. Mayfair Gifts, Inc., 99-20 Metropolitan Avenue, Forest Hills, New York.

Miniature student lamps — exact replicas of old-timers — are accurately scaled one inch to the foot, will charm doll house hobbyists or collectors of tiny objects. Of brass with green-glass shade, 1½" high, $2.95. There is also a double lamp for $4.95. Post: 5c. Glad-sam Gifts, 1345 Grayndel Avenue, Glendale 2, California.

Dolly’s stroller, a scaled-down version of one which recently carried her young owner, is well made of metal, has rubber-tired wheels and a harness to keep its occupant from falling out. Makes going for walks a lot more interesting and important. $2.95, exp. col., from Brock & Co., 1712 N. Decatur Rd., N. E., Atlanta 6, Georgia.

For those “on the go” "MOTORPAK" — a lightweight carrier for those extra suits or dresses when traveling by auto, air or train. Holds up to 4 suits for men, or 10 dresses for women. Can be carried or hung, opened full length or folded in half. Made of sturdy brown, weather-resistant duck, by the makers of the famous "Val-a-pak" luggage, zip-fastening and duffel. Made 1 “Mo­torpak” (open to 41” length). Price, $11.25 postpaid; Woman’s model (illustrated—open to 53” length) $13.50 postpaid. Send for catalog of other smart gifts.

Send for Free Catalog Hundreds of Clever Ideas

METAL SILHOUETTE STUDIO
P. O. Box 1965
Springfield (6), Mass.

JAMES CURTIS
MANCHESTER
PERSONALIZED
WEATHER VANE
$17.25
less name 1.25
COTTAGE SIGN
#136  $17.75
plus 25c per letter
Send for Free Catalog

For those who want to convert a steel bed spring into a divan or Hollywood style bed. All-steel 8” legs attached in 5 minutes to any steel spring (coil, link or cable). 4 legs per set, finished in aluminum. Order yours today. No. 6, O. D’s, please.

Send for Free Catalog of Other Beautiful Gift Items

HER WRAP-RONG and MATCHING SCUFFS in white, blue, green or yellow, 5.95
HER SNAP-RONG and SCUFFS in white only, 4.30
Sizes; S, M, L in garments and scuffs.

Send for Free Catalog

DEPARTMENT 6
THE LINEN SHOP, INC.
630 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois

FOUR DENNIX LEGS
CONVERT A METAL BED SPRING INTO A DIVAN OR HOLLYWOOD STYLE BED

As attached to Steel or Cable Spring

Send for Free Catalog
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MONOPOLY—Most popular of the great Standard Board games. A world wide favorite! Sets at $2.50 and $3.00. Special attention given to the famous White Box Set with Grand railled to the faris Special attention given to the famous White Box Set with Grand railled to the faris. Hotels, removable Bank Tray, etc., prompt the expression, “Let’s have another.” $1.50

CAM is a smart, quick-playing form of the famous board game CAMELOT. CAM is ordinarily played in about 15 minutes. Its exciting moves invariably prompt the expression, “Let’s have another.” $1.50

MONOPOLY—Most popular of the great Standard Board games. A world wide favorite! Sets at $2.50 and $3.00. Special attention given to the famous White Box Set with Grand railled to the faris Special attention given to the famous White Box Set with Grand railled to the faris. Hotels, removable Bank Tray, etc., prompt the expression, “Let’s have another.” $1.50

CLUE—UNIQUE DETECTIVE GAME
A fascinating entirely new game for adults and teenagers. The immense popularity of this game in Great Britain has now spread to this country and is rapidly becoming a “best seller.” $3.95

SORRY
Full of surprise moves and unusual action. One of the best board games for players of all ages. Includes Rules for Point Sorry. $2.00

MUSICAL TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER
Any tooth will love this! Suddenly that tiresome brushing of teeth becomes a joyous task when a gay tune pours forth as the brush is withdrawn. The 4” x 3 1/2” washable plastic base has a “show window” for children to watch the fascinating action of the Swiss musical movement. Simply by pulling the cord attached to a wheel in motion, strange music is re-produced. Each box has been tested on 200 children. Now available in white, pink or blue. Complete with attaching cement. $8.95 plus 15c postage—No C.O.D.’s

THE ARTISAN GALLERIES
PORT DODGE, IOWA
Furnishing Homes and Offices

PAIR OF GADABOUTS
A little trunk, plastered with resort labels from all over the world, comes filled with complete outfits for two 8” dolls. One wears ice skates, the other roller skates, and any little stay-at-home will have the time of her life touring the world with her two protégés. Trunk is 12” high. $9.98 FOR POSTAGE

SHOPPING
All wood and 21” long, this oval shaped bowl is well proportioned for a large table. It holds enormous tossed salads or lots of French bread and looks wonderfully hospitable. On tip-proof knob feet, it is a beautiful thing for $15, exp. col. Neiman-Marcus Decorative Galleries, Dallas 1, Texas.

Blue birds for baby—are embroidered on the softest textured toweling for baby’s bath. Set of two towels and two wash clothes is $11.75. Crib set of fine percale to match, one sheet and one pillow case with pink or blue cording, is $8.75, postpaid. Exclusive with Leron, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

PAIR OF GADABOUTS
A little trunk, plastered with resort labels from all over the world, comes filled with complete outfits for two 8” dolls. One wears ice skates, the other roller skates, and any little stay-at-home will have the time of her life touring the world with her two protégés. Trunk is 12” high. $9.98 FOR POSTAGE

This Child’s Dinette Suite
A Unique Christmas Gift
Reproduced to perfect scale, “just like the Grown-ups.” Same sturdy construction as adult designs. Painted in long lasting white over an electroplated metal to guarantee against rust. Table 18 1/2” x 24” x 19” high. Chairs 17” to seat. Overall 22” high. Covered in green, red, yellow leatherette; so easily cleaned.

Three pieces as shown $27.75, additional chairs $2.25 each. Total weight 47 lbs. Shipped express or freight collect. You specify which. Send check or money order.
Make 1001 Different Toys!
Rig-A-Jig Speed Builder!

NEW! Wonderful way TO PLAY Simply use supply of pieces in 7 basic shapes and rich colors. They join fast. Hold Firmly.
GUARANTEED. If not delighted, return within 30 days for full refund.

Rural runners make quaint kitchen curtains, towels or wall decorations. "Remember the miller when you eat your bread," says one. The other depicts early American wooden ware. Of pure linen, 17 x 30", hand-printed in bright colors on natural. $1.95 each. post-paid. The Post Mart. 260 E. 78 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Pack a pair of plastic Pullman slippers that can be kept fresh and new looking by a light going-over with a sudsy cloth. In pink, blue, yellow or green, they come in matching utility case that can be used alternately to hold handkerchiefs, stockings or a wet washcloth. $1.25 a pair, p.p.d. Sally Graye, 80 E. 11 St., N. Y. 3.

**A MERRIER CHRISTMAS FOR ALL**

**with this MUSICAL SANTA CLAUS**

* A thrill to give or receive—this jolly 14" Santa Claus doll from whose round little rummy a tuneful Swiss music box plays such Yule favorites as "Jingle Bells" or "White Christmas." Suit is scarlet corduroy, sack, green velvet...his hand-painted face wreathed in white, over whiskers. Priced at $5.95
Add 25 cents for boxing and postage.

**OLD DUTCH CRAFTS**

139 E. King St., Lancaster, Pa.

**THE HOME SHOPPER**

P. O. BOX 300-H, BERWIN, ILLINOIS

**FOR YOUR CHILD'S SAFETY**

Complete protection for your child in any regular size wood bed. Instantly adjustable, no tools are needed to install Youthguard. Clicks on, clicks off. Beautiful hand-rubbed furniture finish, Youthguard fits any wood bed. Special rail attachment for Hollywood style beds, $1.95 additional.

- Adjusts automatically
- Rigid for safety

Maple or waxed birch finish, other finishes on special order.

**YOUTH-GUARD CO.**

553 Vandallia Street
St. Paul 4, Minn.

**YOUR CHILD WILL LOVE THIS**

**Pennsylvania Dutch CHAIR!**

Parents! Grandparents! Uncle! Aunts! Here's the perfect child's gift... one that will always be remembered. Use it in the living room or the child's bedroom or playroom.


**ROSSI & ROSSI**

2111 W. 73rd St., Dept. 112, Los Angeles 41, Cal.

**BRITAIN'S FINEST**

**IMPORTED TOY SOLDIERS**

The dream of every boy! 21 Grenadier Guards in scarlet coats and bearskins—or rearing horses, marching with drums, exercising and standing watch. Each about 2 1/2" tall. The set, boxed, postpaid $4.95.

**OVERSEAS ASSOCIATES, Inc.**

356 W. 22nd St., New York 11

Send 3c in stamps to cover postage for Christmas Catalogue only

Exclusive British Gifts.
Each item in... (No T.O.D.'s. please).

No clothing items to mimic real clothing. In the •/unden-...

FORT DODGE, IOWA
P.O. Box 444, Radio City Station, New York 19, N.Y.

A wise old owl knows how to save for a rainy day. His eyes are slit for coins; his capacious tummy holds a small fortune, for he's 10" high. Exit for coins is under the felt base. Even if you don't give a hoot for home hanks you will like this one of beige china. $2.50, ppd. Crystalier, 485 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 17.

Sabot server for wine cradles the bottle securely against the heel for safe pouring. Made in Belgium, of poplar wood with hand-etched design, it is an adaptable light green and white, and its unusual shape will enliven any party. $3.40, ppd. (minus the wine, of course). The Game Room, 1533 Conn. Ave., Washington 6, D.C.

Dance Clown, Dance

and children not only call the tune, but pull the strings as well to make him do all kinds of little marvelously fascinating professional feats. This has patented air-photo control (pants/strings), unbreakable hands and life-like ankle and wrist movements. Realistic fun. Comes with a 1/2 lb. bag of strings and instructions. More than just a top for the connoisseur and every young-ster.

only 5.00 postpaid

Send for our catalog

BEAR-RAY COWBOY
and COWGIRL SUITS
Made of Simulated Leather

Western suits for young Wranglers! Brightly ornamented in suede style, naps, throat, garment and metal medallion and stud, useful patch pockets, wide contrasting waistbands. All full, Artistic materials, "wears like tan!" Fingerspliced for safety. Glasses with denim cloth. CIVIL WAR Vet and Cigar in Stem Blunt, with Red tail, Big silver adjustable buckle. Orange and white duckings, Beige shorts, Adjustable waist and length. Sizes: Infant, Toddler, Child, Teen sizes. Outstanding value! Postpaid each only $5.95. State size 2 to 14-for boy or girl. You pay postage and fee on C.O.D. orders only. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ELRON
500 N. Clark, Dept. CG, Chicago 10

immediate delivery
For everybody's fun
HAPPY HOLIDAY MERRY-GO-ROUND runs by own candle power

FREE 100 PAGES

DOLL— that cries, looks and feels like a real baby!

She's almost life-size—eighteen inches long. Her head, arms and legs feel like real skin, only they're made of that new latex plastic. Clothes are fast, blue, blue eyes, brown hair movable arms and legs—cares her thumb—cries—cries—cries—cries. Adaptable from 7"-16" by removing pink blanket—only $3.50 plus $1.00 for shipping charges.

Los Angeles, 1216 W. 1st street, case 3. In California, add 3% sales tax.
**AROUND**

**BE REMEMBERED - EVERY MONTH BY THE CHILDREN YOU LOVE**

Enroll them in

**The Surprise of the Month Club**

**Gifts for Holidays, Birthdays, or Just Because**

- Each month postman brings a suitable present—a new toy or novelty usually not yet available at stores and selected for its appeal to boys from 1 to 4 or girls from 1 to 3 or 4 to 9.
- Values are for more than membership cost. When enrolling please send check or M.O. and print your own and children’s name and address and give their age, sex and birth date. Gifts mailed 15th of month except for Birthdays and Special Holidays.

- **Be Remembered** 
  Every Month mailed 15th of month except for December. Christmas orders mailed up to Dec. 15. Many items selected for December, 1949.

- **Surprise of the Month Club**
  Dept. A-912
  2215 Rosine
 Houston 6, Tex.

**PLAYTIME APRON**

**Bright Eyes**

Babies love "Bright Eyes"—the colorful plastic doll whose eyes light up as it is pushed to and fro. Two small batteries inside head light bulb. Absolutely safe. Easily clamped to crib, high chair, play pen. Beautifully packaged to make ideal gift. Orders shipped immediately. Complete with two batteries—only $2.50, postpaid.

Write for free catalogue, "Tots for Young America."

Dept. A-192

**Loafer Sox**

Children will prize these new Loafer Sox with their Mickey Mouse jaunty fridge patterns in contrasting colors. Here’s the ideal footwear for youngsters playing and romping around the house. They stay on the feet and prevent scuffing furniture or floors. They bring real "happiness" comfort to kids so dearly loved.

Children will prize these new Loafer Sox with their Mickey Mouse jaunty fridge patterns in contrasting colors. Here’s the ideal footwear for youngsters playing and romping around the house. They stay on the feet and prevent scuffing furniture or floors. They bring real "happiness" comfort to kids so dearly loved.

- **MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB**
  A precious present for your dimpled darling—straight out of her favorite nursery rhyme. Delilah dollies daintily dance white lamb under her arm or lets him follow her to school. Little girls will love cuddly dollie’s white lamb under her arm or lets him follow her to school. Little girls will love cuddly dollie’s
glam, slightly white body, red velvet vest and crimson bonnet. They’ll adore the arched eyebrows and wide-open eyes of this</p>
CERAMIC TILES
You'll want quantities of these tiles for gifts or to place about the house. Use them under hot plates, vases or flower pots — or as coasters on coffee orlamp tables, 6" square, under-glaze deorations, felt backed, individually boxed.
$1.25 each Postpaid in the U.S. Check or Money Order — No C.O.D.'s. NO CATALOG

STEVEN'S
OCONOMOWOC WISCONSIN

A Soft reds, blues, greens
B Philodendron — green and brown
C A gay design in red and blue
D Red rose with green leaves
E Combines blue, yellow and green
F Ivy in greens and browns
G Red ship in delft blue
H Dutch windmill in delft blue

YOUR OWN DESIGN
HAND PAINTED, BAKED ON
Water and Alcohol Proof
Lasting as Glass Itself
Send photo or drawing of YOUR home, summer place, dog, garden, etc. We will hand paint in full color on glass. Mtto design in red and blue, Slimmer place, dog, garden, etc. We photo or tlining of YOUR home, cik

A gay design in red and blue

CO.D.'s please. Shipped 10 days after receipt of order.

WAYZATA, MINNESOTA
THE ICE BOX

Fluorescent Lighted
Mounts on walls or small tables, drinks, etc. A pair costs, put the right touch of old-fashioned warmth to fireplace mantles. Beautifully designed in true old Williamsburg colors. Please specify left or right hand and color you want. Come in pairs or singly, 6" high x 31/2 diameter. $2.50 singles, $5.00 pair, postpaid.

ORDER NOW
THE CANTON MALLEABLE IRON CO.
2414 13TH ST. N.E.
CANTON, OHIO

Choose your colors...and

VILLAGE CRAYFERS
P. 0. BOX 100 BOLTON VILLAGE 14

The Practical Gift
JUG-O-LITE
AN EARLY AMERICAN
NIGHT-LIGHT OF
HAND-MADE W I L L I A M S B U R G
OLD COLONIAL POTTERY

Fluorescent Lighted
Mounts on walls or small tables, drinks, etc. A pair costs, put the right touch of old-fashioned warmth to fireplace mantles. Beautifully designed in true old Williamsburg colors. Please specify left or right hand and color you want. Come in pairs or singly, 6" high x 31/2 diameter. $2.50 singles, $5.00 pair, postpaid.

ORDER NOW

Choose your colors...and

Please send check or money order to
PLEASANT HILLS INDUSTRIES, Dept. C-12
700 Third Avenue • Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

STAIR-STEP WALL BRACKETS
Molded, decorative brackets that add interest to walls, windows and "difficult" places— a "show-off" for figurines, miniatures, dolls, books, and whatnots. Easily hung,永不break, each bracket is 17" overall with 73/8" step. Largest in Whites Red, Black, Green, Gold or Gray. $5.95 each, $11.90 for pair, postpaid.

Please send check or money order to
THE CANTON MALLEABLE IRON CO.
2414 13TH ST. N. E.
CANTON, OHIO

"NITE-LITER" BOOKCASE
Combination Radios, Book and Clock
Shelf...with Built-in Reading Lamp!
Perfect for reading in bed, use it over a sofa or desk. Beautifully designed bookcase, 14" high by 42" long, with 20 watt fluorescent lamp mounted under shelf. Protects 8" from wall. Mounts on wall with ordinary heavy duty picture hooks. Finished with durable, water proof lacquer—$7.95 May be ordered in the lovely blende of the natural blich itself or stained mahogany or walnut. Same as above, beautifully designed, ready for painting—$9.95 send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

ROCHESTER WOODCRAFT BOX 207 ROCHESTER, MICH.

"100% OREGON LINEN"
Wonderful new Salem braid rug gives extra long wear and new floor beauty at unheard of prices.
Real Oregon grown flax rugs—for little more than ordinary cotton. Original designs. Rich colors. Real heavy weight pure linen yarn "should never wear out". No other like it. Colors: red, green, brown, maroon, blue, chartreuse, grey. HomeBound and Luc Caton mixtures. Floor beauty for years. Guaranteed, 2x3, $6.25...2x4, $9.10...3x5, $12.00. Order today.

Aiyoh Bros. Est. 1900
10th and Alder Portland, Ore.

Remove crumbs from the table with this stylish crumber of modern Danish pewter. It has a good brush of soft white bristles that hangs from a hook on the satin-finished tray. A nice little present for a young couple, it is $8. postpaid, from Town and Country, 906 Madison Avenue, New York 21.

Score one for Canastakit, complete with the red ball to raise when the discard pile is frozen. The set includes a two-tone, specially designed table cover, deep tray for the Canasta cards, two pockets, and score cards with full directions for playing. Without cards, $5.95 plus 25c post. El­

700 Third Avenue • Brooklyn 21, N. Y.
The face at the window this Christmas night will be the Hollywood Snowman. Get several and hang them inside or outside, on a tree, door, mantel or anywhere. Of spun sugar-like plastic, they're lightweight with glittery hats and natty red bows—and they'll last for years. $2.95, each, postpaid. Pee Wee House, 11046 Burma, Culver City, California.
"ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS"

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in hand and at base, reproduced in an antique-finish lead. 19" high. The Victorian cast iron bird bath is 22" in diameter, 31" high, white, black or Pompeian green finish.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
479 First Ave. (cor. 28th St.), New York City 16

38

"Classic Crosses" of Sterling Silver

These reproductions of classic old French, Florentine and English crosses are ideal for Christmas giving. They are designed on both sides—so that no matter which way the cross falls—the full beauty of design and detail is always in view. Entirely hand worked with heavy sterling silver rhum. Florentine cross (A) is $7.70; English (B) and French (C) crosses are $5.00 each.

Send check or money order to C.O.D. Post-paid F.O.S. Illustrated booklet and or request.

The Jamaica Silversmiths
79-32 164th Street
Jamaica, New York

"CLASSICS FROM NELMOR, 901 BERGEN AVE., Jersey City 6, N. J.

"You are invited to become a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club"

Choose from Nelmor's 120 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Reed and Barton, International, Heirloom, Lunt, Tarte, Wallace, Waton, Whiting, Smith. Indicate the pattern you desire on the membership coupon below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen precious metal. Pay $2.00 a month for one place setting, $4.00 a month for two place settings, etc., for most patterns. You pay no more than the nationally advertised price. No forwarding charges. Each place setting is permanently magnetized, has 12-ft. life-saver when you change a cigarette lighter and attaches in any position, to any part of car body by magnetism, leaving hands free to work. Only 6 1/2", it is permanently magnetized, has 12-ft. cord, $3.95, p.pd. Eunice Novelty, 541 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

"There are 6 little corsages in each little corsage of five white ermine tails on a black velvet mantilla. For auto and home. Complete with screw. Bored in part. For yourself and for gifts. A simple and pretty present. Send $1 for pair; add 10¢ for postage. Express prepaid, $2.95; 6 pairs for $5.75 prepaid.

"Electrically Heated"

"FOOT WARMER!"

$34.50

Authentic Colonial Express Prepaid No C.O.D. please white, red or blue velvet upholstery. Has three heating speeds—low, medium, high—for exact amount of cozy warmth you desire. When not in use it is a foot-warmer, the electric cord tucks neatly out of sight. Ideal gift for Mother or anyone troubled with chilly feet. Perfect CHRISTMAS GIFT. Prompt delivery.

SHERRILL'S Roanoke, Virginia

SHOPPING AROUND

Fur ever lovely, a flattering little corsage of six white ermine tails on a black velvet mantilla. Pins onto a lepid, beret, evening gown or wrap with equally dramatic results. It is only $3.95 including tax and postage, so be a fur-bearer Santa and give them to all the ladies on your list. Harold J. Rubin, 52 E. 56th St., N. Y. 22.

"The "Magnalite" may be a life-saver when you change a tire at night. It plugs into the socket of your cigarette lighter and attaches in any position, to any part of car body by magnetism, leaving hands free to work. Only 6 1/2", it is permanently magnetized, has 12-ft. cord, $3.95, p.pd. Eunice Novelty, 541 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

"For auto and home. Complete with screw. Bored in part. For yourself and for gifts. A simple and pretty present. Send $1 for pair; add 10¢ for postage. Express prepaid, $2.95; 6 pairs for $5.75 prepaid.

R-Ray 411 PROVIDENT BANK, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

"It looks like a wall or door ornament; is actually a concealed book! Will hold 5 or more garment hangers, over 50 pounds. Of solid aluminum, hand-finished. Hook "clicks" into hole when not in use. Heavy-strengthened, rustproof, decorative Wired securely in any part of door or wall of bath, bedroom, kitchen, etc. Ideal gift book for your automobile—easy to install. Order now. Then you'll realize you've never had it before."

"The "Magnetite" may be a life-saver when you change a tire at night. It plugs into the socket of your cigarette lighter and attaches in any position, to any part of car body by magnetism, leaving hands free to work. Only 6 1/2", it is permanently magnetized, has 12-ft. cord, $3.95, p.pd. Eunice Novelty, 541 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

"For auto and home. Complete with screw. Bored in part. For yourself and for gifts. A simple and pretty present. Send $1 for pair; add 10¢ for postage. Express prepaid, $2.95; 6 pairs for $5.75 prepaid."
...and so they were married and lived happily ever after in their dream house... with a linen closet full of America's loveliest sheets and pillow cases.

**PEQUOT**

fine combed

**PERCALE**

This is a real luxury fabric, silken-smooth, light as a dream... yet made with Pequot's traditional care for strength and wear. Only the finest selected long staple cotton is used, with fully combed yarns... woven with more than 200 threads to each square inch. They're ideal trousseau and gift sheets. Six lovely pastel shades - Peach • Candlelight Yellow • Airway Blue • Pink • Dusty Rose • Green. Also traditional White.
Deck the table, too! Bring in the old, along with the new! Imperial’s Cape Cod, hand-crafted crystal table service, adaptation of an old, old 18th Century English pattern, designed as new as tomorrow with a red, red cranberry edge. A concerto of crystal and color for festive feasting. Inexpensive, open-stock. A find for budget-keepers, to give or to keep. In leading stores, everywhere.

HAND-CRAFTED BY THE MAKERS OF CANDLEWICK AND CATHAY CRYSTAL AT THE IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION, BELLAIRE, OHIO
SHOPPING AROUND

Turned turtle. He's a lapel pin for your coat, a scarf fastener or decoration on a beret, belt or the back of a glove. Give him to a girl of imagination and he will be her constant companion. Well-made and gold-plated. $5.94, ppd., incl. Fed. tax. Richter's Jewelers, Inc., 505 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Plant tables group to make an indoor garden, or can be used separately for magazines, china, lamp, smoking equipment. They are gracefully designed, of green or white enameled metal. Set of 3, $14.95; 28" x 12" sq., $6.50; 25" x 8½ sq., $4.75, exp. col. Helen Pep Studios, 82-60 116th St., Kew Gardens 15, New York.

THE NATIVITY in Collectors Scale Size

An attractive imported 12-piece set—in which each figure is cast detailed to a life-like appearance—(not statuery) made of durable enamel, and hand painted in actual colorings of famous paintings—an addition to the 2½" scale, that will be appreciated by the collector and the devout.

Complete set, postpaid.................. $3
Our complete catalogue of Knights, Soldiers, farm and Zoo series will be mailed for 10c in stamps.

International Models, Inc.
Dept. H, 2-079 8th Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
Between 42nd and 33rd Streets.

TIRED EYES?
AVOID EYESTRAIN
With LEK-TRON-LENS on Your Lamps

Set of 4.............$8.95
Give one or a set for Xmas.

BLOCK CO. 200-D R. Jefferson St.
Chicago 6, Ill.

Attractive! Colorful! Gay! Table of a dozen uies. For the cocktail party, buffet dinner, outdoor supper or picnic. Beautifully decorated tray may be detached for serving—is alcohol and heat resistant. Measures 12". Table stands 21" high. Sturdy steel construction—rubber footed. Individually boxed to keep clean and store easily. 4j Shipped express collect—each 4j

THE NATIVITY in Collectors Scale Size

An attractive imported 12-piece set—in which each figure is cast detailed to a life-like appearance—(not statuery) made of durable enamel, and hand painted in actual colorings of famous paintings—an addition to the 2½" scale, that will be appreciated by the collector and the devout.

Complete set, postpaid.................. $3
Our complete catalogue of Knights, Soldiers, farm and Zoo series will be mailed for 10c in stamps.

International Models, Inc.
Dept. H, 2-079 8th Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
Between 42nd and 33rd Streets.

THE NATIVITY in Collectors Scale Size

An attractive imported 12-piece set—in which each figure is cast detailed to a life-like appearance—(not statuery) made of durable enamel, and hand painted in actual colorings of famous paintings—an addition to the 2½" scale, that will be appreciated by the collector and the devout.

Complete set, postpaid.................. $3
Our complete catalogue of Knights, Soldiers, farm and Zoo series will be mailed for 10c in stamps.

International Models, Inc.
Dept. H, 2-079 8th Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
Between 42nd and 33rd Streets.
Oh! Oh! OVINGTON'S—of California
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Shadows Box Miniatures
Quantit picture curios for charming wall treatment! Frames carved of 1" solid wood blocks, masterly finished in mahogany or maple with inner gold leaf rim. Authentic, traditional subjects in rich color. First time, decorator quality reasonably priced!

Birds, Florals, Godey Figures 4½" Squares—4 Rounds Choice of any combination. Postpaid, per pair $2.95

Porcelain Heads and Floral Groups 6½" x 7½" Variegated Ovals Postpaid, each $3.50

Suit show order, finish. For your option and fees on C.O.D. orders only. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Dress Him Up for Christmas

For you lee, it's not of wood, but of gleaming, glorious tin, hand-hammered, hand-cut and delightfully hand-painted on 15 E. 8th St. Dept. HG New York 3 1514 Wisconsin Ave., NW., Washington, D.C.

FRED LEIGHTON, INC.
3106 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Timely seasoning. For pepper, use a mill shaped like an hourglass, $8, and for salt, a replica of an old-fashioned sun dial, $4.50. They have fittings in solid antiqued brass, mahogany finish and mill has tempered steel mechanism. About 3" high, the set is $12.50 plus 35¢ post. C. D. Peacock, State and Monroe Streets, Chicago 3.

Curtis Creations

Portrait Heads and Floral Groups 8½ x 11½ $2.95

Birds, Godey Figures 4½" Squares—4 Rounds Choice of any combination. Postpaid, per pair $2.95

Porcelain Heads and Floral Groups 6½" x 7½" Variegated Ovals Postpaid, each $3.50

Suit show order, finish. For your option and fees on C.O.D. orders only. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Curtis Creations

Dress Him Up for Christmas

For you lee, it's not of wood, but of gleaming, glorious tin, hand-hammered, hand-cut and delightfully hand-painted on 15 E. 8th St. Dept. HG New York 3 1514 Wisconsin Ave., NW., Washington, D.C.

FRED LEIGHTON, INC.
3106 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Timely seasoning. For pepper, use a mill shaped like an hourglass, $8, and for salt, a replica of an old-fashioned sun dial, $4.50. They have fittings in solid antiqued brass, mahogany finish and mill has tempered steel mechanism. About 3" high, the set is $12.50 plus 35¢ post. C. D. Peacock, State and Monroe Streets, Chicago 3.

Curtis Creations

Portrait Heads and Floral Groups 8½ x 11½ $2.95

Birds, Godey Figures 4½" Squares—4 Rounds Choice of any combination. Postpaid, per pair $2.95

Porcelain Heads and Floral Groups 6½" x 7½" Variegated Ovals Postpaid, each $3.50

Suit show order, finish. For your option and fees on C.O.D. orders only. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Curtis Creations

Dress Him Up for Christmas

For you lee, it's not of wood, but of gleaming, glorious tin, hand-hammered, hand-cut and delightfully hand-painted on 15 E. 8th St. Dept. HG New York 3 1514 Wisconsin Ave., NW., Washington, D.C.

FRED LEIGHTON, INC.
3106 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Timely seasoning. For pepper, use a mill shaped like an hourglass, $8, and for salt, a replica of an old-fashioned sun dial, $4.50. They have fittings in solid antiqued brass, mahogany finish and mill has tempered steel mechanism. About 3" high, the set is $12.50 plus 35¢ post. C. D. Peacock, State and Monroe Streets, Chicago 3.
**AROUND**

Wedding cake and others of special occasion proportions require an extra large knife like this one. It is 10½” long, has an 18th-century pistol handle of stainless steel. $4.50 including tax. Add 25¢ postage. From Maier & Berkele, 695 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia.

"Bet you can't" glass will raise a laugh at a party, for it is 17½” tall, a challenge to the collegians who boast an unlimited capacity. Fill it also with popcorn or use for flowers. Clear crystal with permanently fired lettering. $7.50, plus 50¢ post. Scully & Scully, Inc., 506 Park Avenue, New York 22.

Wine tasters date back to medieval days when milord used these shallow silver vessels to sample wines and assure his guests of non-poisonous drinks. Today they’re handy as ash trays or for serving cocktail tidbits or candies. 3½” diameter. a pair is 55¢, ppd., incl. tax. From Alfred H. Glasser Corp., 421 Madison Ave., N. Y.

You need never wax or scrub your floors again! When you use UNEEK

**NEW SAFE**

Automatic Shut Off

Costs Less

**A COMPLET**

**INSTITUTION**

In the Nation’s Capital

**BACKED BY 76 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE**

Bromwell’s Service Costs Less

Silver Plating

BUFFING . . . REPAIRS

Engrave your silver to responsible hands. Every Bromwell guaranteed silver restoring service measures up to an uncompromising standard of perfection. Antiques restored. Ask for our silverplating booklet No. 77. Write for estimates. Our references your bank or credit agency.

Making Homes Brighter Since 1873

D. L. BROMWELL

710 12th St. N.W. Wash. 5, D.C.
PREMIER SHOWING!

American Ironstone China

Family-size soup tureen, 13" high, 9 1/2" wide. Complete with lid.

12 95

cost plus post.

In the finest hostess tradition...ironstone china, famous for keeping hot dishes really

KITCHEN GIFTS

You'll love these glass ceramics—hand decorated with holly, dark red strawberries on a cream.

Keeps Hands Soft—Lovely!

CLOTH-LINED Rubber Gloves!

Special Offer...Unusual Value! New, different rubber gloves for house-and-garden uses. Protect hands and manicure from dishwashing, gardening, laundering, cleaning, painting. Hands stay clean, dry. Soft cloth lining makes gloves slip on-off easily, absorbs perspiration. Easy to wear in.

ZODIAC CHARMS

Strikingly wrought by the skilled hands of the world famous craftsmen at the House of Charm in Palm Springs, Calif. The genuine charms of Charms are crafted from pure silver plate, solid silver, bronze, semi-precious jewels, gold-filled, dime-size and dime-size jewels. The new Charms are available for $3.50. The line includes the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac, and the house-warming "CHARM" in pure silver plate. Prices vary from $3.50 to $125.00.

BUTTER DISH, OVERSIZE

A pile of gold paper weights that looks like a vulgar display of wealth is made up of assorted "coins" commemorating famous people—the Wright brothers, Alexander Graham Bell, Benjamin Franklin, etc. A real mint of inspiration, all this "gold" is a buy for only $5.

KEEP HANDS SOFT—LOVELY!

CLOTH-LINED Rubber Gloves!

Send for price list. 50 Bedford St., Wellesley 54, Mass.

Zodiak Charms, 501 Eton Street, Riverside, Calif., or send box.

ROYSTON SILVER CO.

211 Liberty Heights Ave., Dept. 2, Baltimore 17, Md.

TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICES

NEW "EASY-TO-SEE"

WINDOWPANE THERMOMETER

SEE at a glance HOW COLD IT IS OUTSIDE from inside

TRULY A MASTERPIECE

Butter dish, oversized with the finest of precision time-keeping instruments. The traditional motion—on the hour and half-hour, the bird enacts its role over and over again. Weatherproof adhesive supplied. Specially compounded for windowpane use.

Money-back guarantees. No C.O.D.'s.

C. H. GOFF & SONS CO.

West Mansfield, Ohio
AROUND

Carrousel lamp with a merry-go-round horse base belongs in the room of every child who loves horses. The lamp is metal and the 10" awning-striped shade is red and white or blue and white. Horse is white with gilt and jeweled trappings, over-all height, 14".$8 postpaid.

"little Joe" Wiesnfeld, 112 W. North Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

Parlor piece. The "Abigail Lee" shelf clock combines the charm of the old with the efficiency of the new. Cherry case and etched black and gold glass front were copied from an antique but "works" are electric for unimpeachable accuracy. 15" high, $19.95, incl. Fed. tax and post. Carl Forslund, Inc., 122 E. Fulton St., Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

Spanish Antique

MAHOGANY SEWING BOX

Solid Mahogany sewing box, hand rubber dark natural finish, design based on Spanish Antique, about 7½" wide by 12½" long by 6½" deep when folded with cover on. $9.95 postpaid anywhere in U.S. No C.O.D.'s please

G. C. BUCHER & SONS
P. O. Box 395
Meloland, Florida

GROW GENUINE DUTCH HYACINTHS INDOORS

In Glasses • No Soil!

Special CUPS fit any glass or jar. Beautify the home with succession of gorgeous, large winter blooms in choicest colors.

Ideal as CHRISTMAS PRESENT, GIFT, PRIZE.

5 STASSEN HYACINTHS, one each SNOW WHITE, DELICATE PINK, CHINA BLUE, BRILLIANT RED, SKY BLUE.

5 HYACINTH CUPS. Complete Instructions

3 ORDERS $1.75

Shipped to any address in U.S.A. with your gift card. Post Paid.

STASSEN FLORAL GARDENS
DEPT. HG, ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N. Y.
PERSONAL PUFFS

PERSONAL PUFFS

PACKAGES

OF TWELVE

$3.00 (POST-

PAID)

Here's a splendid gift for "HER"—that's truly personal. It's a set of Powder Puffs, made of fluffy baby lambskin; each puff personalized with monogram or FIRST NAME, in gold. Packed in clear, after-use plastic box. Send check or money order to Dept. G12.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

PENTHOUSE GIFT SHOP

8300 Talbot St., New Dorps 15, N. Y.
Meant for martinis or manhattans, this attractive clear glass set is just the size for mixing and serving a four-some of drinks. The little round glasses are a pleasing fit-the-hand shape and the 6-piece set is inexpensively priced at $1.50 ppd. Green Gable Gifts, 394 Lenox Ave., New York 27, N. Y.

Well-polished shoes bespeak the fastidious man or woman. So keep a De-Luxe Kit at home, in office, and be sure to pack one when traveling. Brush contains polishing cloth and 3 sticks of wax polish, black, brown and neutral. $2.50, post. 25c. Refill of 6 sticks, 50c. From Lewis & Conger, Avenue of the Americas at 43th, New York 19.

RAJAH RING...hand wrought in silver or gold...for men or women. Unusual Oriental design and clever method of assembly provide both a striking piece of jewelry and an interesting "conversion piece". In sterling silver only $5.35...in 14K yellow gold only $14.80...tax and postage paid anywhere in U. S. Send ring size with check or money order to Harvey, 6603 West 6th St., Los Angeles 48, California.

ATTRACTIVE HITCHING POST
Here's a real gift. This charming cast iron horse head is made from an old, antique Pennsylvania model. You can mount it on a wood or iron post. It is both serviceable and ornamental. Always admired. Height about 7 inches. Only $10.00. Express Prepaid. Your money back if not delighted. Bulletin of 100 horse lover's grand gift ideas FREE with your order.

"little Joe" WIESFELD CO.
Dept. C-22
Baltimore 3, Md.

COLOR GlO
TUMBLERS of Permanently Colored ALUMINUM
Favorites for PICNICS, PARTIES, BRIDGE CLUBS and RECREATION ROOMS

12 oz. capacity. Practical, unbreakable, sanitary. Available in 4-colors.
Four 12 oz. hard-polished West Bend Aluminum tumblers, unbreakable and permanently electro-finished in sparkling color. Engraved design. Attractive 4-color container for carrying or storing.

YANG-YIN ROYAL ILLUMINATED CENTERPIECE
Add an air of romance to your home with this colorful decorateur piece. Its brass reflector light dramatizes the beauty of the quaint Chinese figurine. Flanked by two roomy planter bowls, with removable glass inserts suitable for live or artificial plants, the whole is mounted on a richly embossed and beaded filigree base supported on protective rubber feet. Overall 7¼" x 12" high, entirely of solid bronze it costs only $24.50 with Ming trees. An ideal light for your television room: As an unexcelled gift. Only $19.95 unplantcd. Please no C.O.D.'s. Ships express F.O.B. Chicago.

Mail your check or money order today to FERN PHILLIPS & CO.
362 West Erie St., Chicago 10, Illinois

CRISPERS TASTIER BACON WITH THIS NEW BACON GRILL

ONLY $3.95 Postpaid
You're sure to boost your reputation as a great hand with bacon, by using this new bacon grill. Perforated lid holds bacon flat. Grease automatically flows down into well, leaving bacon delightfully crispier and tastier. Streamlined design in handsome, easy-to-keep-clean aluminum. Send check or money order.
No C.O.D.'s please!
EMBASSY DISTRIBUTORS—DEPT. L
24 CAMMAN AVE., MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.

NEW AROUND

CANDLESTICKS
Exquisite examples of the silversmith's art, these console candlesticks make treasured gifts for anniversaries...for the bride or your hostess...for Christmas. At this price you'll want a pair for yourself, too.
Sterling silver, reinforced 3¼" high with 3½" weighted base and roomy 2½" by 3½" bases.
Sterling silver, reinforced 3½" high with 3½" weighted base and roomy 2½" by 3½" bases.
$5.95 (Tax and Postage included)
FREE GIFT WRAPPING AND CARD IF Requested
CAPITOL DISTRIBUTORS
Dept. A, 294 Washington St.
Boston 6, Mass.

I LIGHT AS I POUR
"Just tip me and presto...I pour your drinks from my own little bottle...my lamp automatically lights up and flashes the words 'SAY WHEN' to your guests!"
Y'LM LOVABLE...RESISTIBLE..., and WHAT A GIFT!
IN DELUXE $3.95 POSTPAID, WITH GIFT BOX
(MO C.O.D.)

LEITA SPECIALTIES
6916 Cedar Street
Milwaukee 13, W. I.
Sorry, No C.O.D.'s

COPPER STEIN by West Bend
Polished copper Stein from famous old model. Full 14 oz. capacity. Practical, unbreakable, sanitary, ideal ivy planter. Factory direct...FACED A $50 pp
Have you seen Reflection—
Lees newest carpet sensation?
The price alone is top news!
It's a rich Wilton with a
hand-carved look and an
embossed light-and-shadow
texture that gives it
glamour and "glow".
Woven of imported wools
in varied pile heights,
it comes in beautiful colors.
Visit your Lees dealer to
see Reflection and many other
Lees weaves and patterns—
in all price ranges.
Luxury to last a lifetime . . . it's yours with

Walls of Vitrolite

Yours to enjoy for keeps . . . the jewel-like beauty of Vitrolite® walls! Vitrolite is a colorful glass paneling that inspires brilliant ideas for interior decoration . . . in bathrooms, powder rooms and kitchens. Its colors are perfectly correlated for subtle harmonies or dramatic contrasts as you prefer. And Vitrolite cannot fade. Like all glass, it glows with a luster that never shows its age.

Applied in large ashlers, Vitrolite walls have less joints . . . smoother, lovelier. They will not craze, warp or swell . . . never need refinishing. Quick cleaning with a damp cloth makes Vitrolite sparkle like new, year after year after year. For full details, write for our Vitrolite book.

VITROLITE COLORFUL GLASS PANELING

Made by Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 40129 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio
SHOPPING AROUND

Flowers en casserole. Imported Narcissi of the French paper-white Grandiflora variety will flower in this pottery casserole. When the last petals fall, use it for savory ragouts and soups. Large casserole, 9" x 7½", in terra cotta, with 6 bulbs, $4.95. Smaller, 7" x 5½", in turquoise, with 4 bulbs, $2.95. Add 50c post. Stump & Walter, 132 Church St., N. Y. 8.

All about Canasta. Two outstanding authorities, Ralph Michaels and Charles H. Goren, have collaborated to bring you this comprehensive book. It tells you how to win, covers strategy, timing and fine points of initial melds, discarding, etc. Including the Official Rules, The Complete Canasta, cloth-bound, $1.75 ppd. Pellegrini & Cadahy, 333 Sixth Ave., N. Y.

"Suds-N-Rinse" SEMI-AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

End dish-wiping and dishpan hands! Works like magic! Just attach to faucet and zip into your dishwashing! Operates on same principle as big, expensive dishwashers. Nylon bristle brush washes dishes, glasses and silver sparkling clean! Self-draining, spot-free, ready to put away! Sturdy fiber frame for instant sousing of pots and pans! Brushes snap-on easily, quickly. Finger-tip control. Just press button for quick, foamy suds, release it for sanitizing hot water rinse. "Suds-N-Rinse" dishwasher does the work without hands touching water or soap. Insulated plastic handle is heat-resistant. Color styled to your kitchen. So simple and fun, makes dishwashing a pleasure. Even sis and brother will love it.

End dish-wiping and dishpan hands! Works like magic! Just attach to faucet and zip into your dishwashing! Operates on same principle as big, expensive dishwashers. Nylon bristle brush washes dishes, glasses and silver sparkling clean! Self-draining, spot-free, ready to put away! Sturdy fiber frame for instant sousing of pots and pans! Brushes snap-on easily, quickly. Finger-tip control. Just press button for quick, foamy suds, release it for sanitizing hot water rinse. "Suds-N-Rinse" dishwasher does the work without hands touching water or soap. Insulated plastic handle is heat-resistant. Color styled to your kitchen. So simple and fun, makes dishwashing a pleasure. Even sis and brother will love it.

The Perfect Gift for Every Home — Beautifully Styled Electric Wall Clock

Order Now for Christmas Delivery

Finished in genuine Honey Maple or Mahogany. Fully guaranteed self-starting movement. Height 18", width 7½", depth 3½". Price $22.00. (Price includes 20% Federal Tax.) Shipped Prepaid to your door. Complete Satisfaction or Money Refunded.

SMART FOR GIFTS!

SCRIPT INITIAL TUMBLERS!

They're thin blown . . . satins frosted! Graceful crimson script initial is permanently applied to 12 oz. tumblers. Choice of family initial from "A" to "Z", and even "Me"! In white gift box for friends, for your own home.

Set of 8, $3.00 prepaid

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG:

MEREDITH, Inc.
1022 Grey Avenue Evanston, Illinois

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

OSBOW PRODUCTS CO.
123-07 61st Ave., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.

D. Koch says "Suds-N-Rinse" dishwasher by return mail. Will post pay position $2.50 plus postage on arrival. If not delighted, I may return it in 5 days for refund.

Check order at 2 Chicago Red, C. Black.

Address
City
State
Zip

FLORIDA ORDERS BY "I.T." MUST MAIL AT $7.95
Portable fluorescent light. Ideal for boats, camping trips, sleigh parties or in your summer cottage. When electricity fails, use this instead of old-fashioned candles and kerosene lamps. Provides enough light to read by. 9½" x 7½" x 4". Less batteries (uses 4-volt "B" type). $6.95, post. 50¢. Johnny Appleseed's, N. Beverly, Mass.

Salt and pepper pots, reminiscent of grandmother's condiment containers, are hand-somely lacquered maple shakers. They have bright copper collars, "spoke" handles and knobbled tops in the true colonial tradition. There is also a set for garlic and onion. 3" high, labeled in bright red. $2.25 a pair, p.p. Sutton Fair, 1309 Church St. Station, N. Y. 8.

**SHOPPING**

Just in from Europe...

**DAMASK-DOT TABLE SET**

Rayon satin damask, in such heavenly colors as Shell Pink - Cloud Grey - Ivory - Gold

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Postpaid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 x 3 yd. cloth</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x 3½ yd. cloth</td>
<td>89.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 yd. cloth</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>all with 12 napkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Immediate delivery for Christmas giving!

**KRONER**

745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

and in Chicago, the Ambassador Hotel West

---

**Beautiul . . . Ornamental**

Ideal as personalized gifts

**DRIVEWAY MARKER**

Clamp-on name plate

$3.95 as shown

$2.95 without number plate

Write for free folder.

Modern Metal Company

417 McGavock St. Nashville, Tenn.

**FOR THAT VERY SPECIAL PERSON**

Size:

- 4" high
- 3½" wide
- 1½" deep

**FOLDING BRIDGE TABLE TOP**

Seats 8 people for dining or cards.

Folds compactly for storage when not in use.

Cannot tip or slide; held firm by straps.

Fits over any size bridge table.

Genuine leatherette model is washable.

Grease proof, Alcohol proof, Waterproof.

Will last a lifetime under ordinary wear.

A price to fit every pocket book. P. O. E. Factory.

**GRAND UTILITIES CORP.**

N. Y., Yonkers, N. Y.

**CLAMP-ON NAME PLATE**

Add 25¢ for shipping.

**CREATION STUDIO**

Dept. H1

P. O. Box 1097, Grand Central Sta., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

**CLAMP<ON NAME PLATE**

FOR THAT VERY SPECIAL PERSON

Size:

- 4" high
- 3½" wide
- 1½" deep

**PRECISION HUMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE INDICATOR**

Everybody wants truly accurate information on the two vital comfort factors. This precision, hand-embroidered indicator is manufactured and calibrated to professional standards by the maker of the world's finest weather instruments. Handsome metal case, instant reading, die for desk or wall mounting. A memorable gift for only...

$18

Order direct from

**FRIEZ INSTRUMENT DIVISION of Dept. H1**

Barneon House & Garden

**THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT**

**52**

**WHITTEMORE STUDIOS**

2317 Whittemore Place, St. Louis 4, Mo.

**Hand Made**

**CHINTZ FAWN**

Tots and grown-up alike will fall in love with this charming stuffed woodland creature. Useable for toy, pin cushion, room decoration, face and body details hand-embroidered. Made of glazed flowered chintz, white background. Ideal gift. $5½ by 9". $1.75 postpaid.

No C.O.D.'s please.

CREATION STUDIO

P. O. Box 1097, Grand Central Sta., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

**"Something New"**

Your wedding invitation or announcement mounted on an 8½ x 10½ plastic, modernistic frame with exquisite background commemorating that "Day of Days"—Your Wedding.

$2.00 Prepaid. Send announcement with check or money order.

**KeePSAKES TO CHERISH**

Thru The Years

Baby's birth announcement mounted on pastel "Babyland" background in clear plastic plastic frame. Price complete $2.00 Prepaid. Need announcement with check or money order.

WHITTEMORE STUDIOS

P. O. Box 613

Lavallette, N. J.
Silvery aluminum makes a handsome picture frame that requires no pampering or polishing. These beautifully simple frames, most becoming to their contents, have an easel, all-metal back. 7¾" x 9¾" $5.00; tie or handkerchief case, $2.75 each; the set, $10.00, ppd.

Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.
Christmas Specials
and cast aluminum reproductions.
All painted in long-lasting white.
Grape design, graceful and strong.
Strongly fashioned by skilled craftsmen.

Just the thing for Your African Violets
or other hobby plants.
Whites, 11 removable urns, removing base
to suit, flowers and pots not included. Send $1.90.

WALL BRACKET for
FLOWER POTS
12" long, 4" high, 5" holder, and 3" diameter.
Cast Aluminum only. Painted White or Gold, $2.95.

Send check or money order.
Postage free. Pay freight or express when you get shipment.
Indicate which way you want it shipped.

Send for catalog of other items.
J. F. DAY & CO. 1903 4th Ave. South
Birmingham 3, Ala.

PIERRE DUTEL announces the opening of
SAVANNAH HOUSE
ANTIQUES + DECORATIONS
CONSULTANT FOR BUILDING AND REMODELING OF HOMES.
2611 Cedar Spring Road
Dallas, Texas

ENGLISH BONE CHINA

Farnemouth
American's largest retail selection of finest English Bone China.
New dinnerware booklet will be sent on request.

HERBERT SHILLS
11 KING ST. E,- HAMILTON, CANADA

TABLETTE BEAUTYWOOD SERVING TRAY

An Ideal Christmas Gift!

ONLY $4.95

If ordinary gifts aren't good enough give this handmade Empire Jewel Chest. Crafted for a lucky few it is painstakingly carved, mounted with beaten brass, silver and gilt, and achieved with a quality that will stand the test of time.

Different Gifts from MERCIL

If you have a gift problem
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HOU SE & GARDEN
Around December, 1949

Monroe St., Jacksonville, Florida

Hogan tray. Whether for yourself or "someone special," at the breakfast table, cheery and friendly on a bed
No COD, please.
purest white English bone china jam jar. So pretty
English garden are the violet sprinkled on this
As fresh as flowers plucked from a dew-drenched

Violets—For Remembrance

As fresh as flowers plucked from a dew-drenched
English garden, the violets sprinkled on this
perfect white English bone china jam jar. So pretty
English garden are the violet sprinkled on this

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes

Starts Feb. 1st. Send for Catalog R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course

Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensively interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

For the Top of Your Christmas List
Knitting or Carry-All Bag . . . . . . .12" x 17"
Beautifully gathered... in tulle plaid taffeta with black taffeta lining (Illust.)... also in black moire taffeta with peacock blue taffeta lining... or in wine red moire taffeta with
taffeta lining. $4.25 postpaid no tax.

Buffalo Bag

"Mrs. Wonderful for a Sewing Bag... or all purpose bag... in light red, green, beige, brown, or black moire... or in wine red moire... $3.95 postpaid no tax.

For the Top of Your Christmas List

Pleasant Valley 10, New York

Timely Memo Pad

WITH 22 YEAR CALENDAR

Your past and future are an open book with this amazing 22 year calendar. LOOK AHEAD ... LOOK BACK and you will know upon what day any given day falls. Housed in a personalized pad that’s perfect for jotting notes or taking telephone messages. Comes in polished brass binder. Weighs less than 3 ozs. Takes standard refills purchased at any stationery store, individualised with 3 letter monogram. Gift boxed.

$2.95 postpaid, includes monogram and one refill. Additional refills 5c each

Mr. C.O.D.'s, please

Write for Free Catalogue "G"

Howard Pusich

15 West 55th St., N. Y. 19

How to Read a Thermometer

Your garden and you’ll know exactly.
It reads like a thermometer—measures up to six inches. Set it up on any post or upright. Freeze-proof, rust-proof and accurate. With 11-year record book. $2.50. ppd. The New England General Store, Plain Street, Millis, Massachusetts.
Now in Beautiful JEWEL TONES & PASTELS

The ORIGINAL CORNET DESIGNED PARKITSAFE
SAFETY ASH TRAY

- All Metal
- Indestructible
- Fire Preventing

Stark Damage to
Furniture - Bedding - Linens - Rugs

Size A (2 1/4") $1.25 plus 10c postage
Size B (3 1/4") $1.75 plus 10c postage
Bridge Set of 4 (Size A Only) $5.00 plus 20c postage

PAYMENT WITH ORDER
NO C.O.D. ACCEPTED
Order Now From

CONBOY CRAFTSMEN, INC., Martin Bldg., Utica, N.Y.
P.O. Box 214

A model speedboat to win a boy's heart has real running lights and rudder control for a straight or circular course. Streamlined "Miss Speedy" is all-metal, 15" long. Insert batteries and she's ready to launch in the nearest pool. $3.95, ppd. from International Models, Inc., 879 Eighth Avenue, New York 19, New York.

Portrait frock to make a little girl the belle of many a holiday party, is luxurious Juilliard velvetem with a collar of cera net edged with imported point de Paris lace. In ruby, sapphire, emerald or jet, but please give a second color choice. Sizes 3-6, 6x, $16.95, 7-12, $19.95 ppd. Denise, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York.

A Perfect Gift for the Man Who "Has Everything"

"A Man's Gift"
REVOLVING HARDWARE RACK
Keeps nails, screws, etc., where they can be found quickly. This large 11" dispenser has six 4 oz. clear glass jars which screw into caps around a wooden hub. Finished in bright red lacquer, complete with 2 mounting screws.

by mail only $1.50 postpaid
L. Lyte Baker Co.
Bismarck, Missouri

The Christmas Gift for the Man Who "Has Everything"

Give him a 1950 Dartnell Personal Record Book—the aristocrat of appointment, memo and personal desk books. He will use it every day on his desk at home, at the office or on trips. For 25 years the choice of top business executives, professional men, high army and navy officers.

Hand bound in luxurious imported leather with gilt edges. Sizes 3-6 x 3-1/2, $16.95, 7-1/2, $19.95 ppd. Dartnell Corporation, 627 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N.Y.

SHINE BOY
THE PRINCIPAL

THERE'S A

SHOE HOLDING CHARGE

$1.00 POSTPAID • NO C.O.D.'S

In beautiful gift box

BOYD F. SCHERNBECK
5713-G Standish Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.
AROUND

A musical tree plays an important part in a Christmas table setting. Use the plate for hors d’oeuvres, nuts, candies, cheese. Music box in the base plays Silent Night, Jingle Bells or Adeste Fideles. The tree is green, on white plastic base. 17" over-all. $6.50, ppd. Kenard Gifts, 813 Lexington Avenue, New York 21.

Faithful watch dog. Children will love the cheery glow of this comforting companion on the night table. His tail is the switch that turns him on or off and he comes in pink, blue or yellow on an ivory base (not dark as shown in picture). $2.25 postpaid from J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

MAN-SIZED

A handsome glass ash tray, solid and symmetrical, measures 8 inches in diameter, and comes engraved with a large 3-letter block monogram. Wonderful for a pipe smoker. Sure to be his favorite gift.

8" Ash Tray $5.50 postpaid
6" Ash Tray $4.00 postpaid
No C.O.D.'s
Our 10th Year

A PERFECT GIFT...

An exciting gift at a practical price! The Sports Glass, complete with Carrying Case, adds to the enjoyment of all sporting events, theatricals and concerts. A perfect accessory for hunting, hiking or nature study, the Sports Glass is both an unusual and useful gift for any youth or adult on your Christmas list.
$4.50 Shipped Postpaid
Anywhere in USA

Send for free catalog of Smart Bar Accessories

THE OMAN Giải

(Imported from Switzerland)

Musical Cigarette Box

expertly hand carved and painted, depicting well-known scenes of the Swiss Alps. The spring-wound mechanism—made with watchmakers' precision—plays two tunes, each of 22 notes. Perfect also as jewelry and stud box. Postpaid, $9.25. Write for Christmas Catalog.

BAR AIDS

Heavy Brass, Chromium Plated

Barboy. Jigger measurer, ice cracker, corkscrew and cocktail recipes all in one. Postpaid $2.50
Tongs. With a tight bite for ice and for many kitchen uses. Postpaid $2.00
Dial Chip-chop. Ice chipper, corkscrew and cocktail recipes. Postpaid $3.00

FROM SWITZERLAND

expertly hand carved and painted, depicting well-known scene of the Swiss Alps. The spring-wound mechanism—made with watchmakers' precision—plays two tunes, each of 22 notes. Perfect also as jewelry and stud box. Postpaid, $9.25. Write for Christmas Catalog.

MADOLIN MADESDEN

MACH CO. Dept. 98
2555 So. Ridgeway — Chicago 23, I1l.

MAGNETIC Fly Box—$5.50

For the fisherman who "has everything" Warm his heart Christmas morning with this perfect gift. Ring magnet displays 30 flies; turns at flick of finger for quick selection. No lost flies—even a gale won't dislodge them. Beautifully made pocket-size plastic case with snap-action cover. Attractively boxed. Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s

For the fisherman who "has everything." Warm his heart Christmas morning with this perfect gift. Ring magnet displays 30 flies; turns at flick of finger for quick selection. No lost flies—even a gale won't dislodge them. Beautifully made pocket-size plastic case with snap-action cover. Attractively boxed. Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

PERRY PRODUCTS, Box 262, Rye, N.Y.
**COMPACT...CONVENIENT!**
A favorite with well-groomed men

**WISS MANICURE SET**

Top-grain cowhide case, suedeine-lined and zipper closed, has utility pockets to accommodate additional grooming needs. Fitted with nail nippers, cuticle scissors, nail file, tweezers and steel pusher, this travel-perfect set is available in tan only, GM-83, $17.95 including tax, postpaid. Also in finest quality brown baby alligator, doe skin-lined. $73.50 including tax, postpaid.

**FREE UPON REQUEST:** the Wiss Gift Catalog showing a variety of scissors sets and men's and women's manicure sets, $3.95 up.

ORDER YOUR WISS GIFT SETS BY MAIL—THE EASY WAY!

J. WISS & SONS CO., Newark 7, New Jersey

---

**'ROLL OUT THE BARREL'**

A trimming beaker of beer will get your party off to a wonderful start. Serve it in this strong and shapely stein. Beautifully fashioned of solid copper, highly polished and lacquered for permanence. Perfect for Moscow Mules or foaming ale. An inspired gift for your favorite host and hostess, capacity 14 oz. $15.00 each, postpaid. 

**CAR-BAR** for Clothes gives Travelling Crystalier Co., Inc. for your favorite host and hostess, an inspired gift or Mules for permanence. Perfect for Moscow copper, highly polished and lacquered stein. Beautifully fashioned of solid. Serve it in this strong and shapely ale. An inspired gift for your favorite host and hostess, capacity 14 oz. $15.00 each, postpaid.

---

**WISS**

**GRACE LLOYD-COLLINS**
Dept. G
Wilmington 42, Delaware

**Xmas ASH TRAYS**

an answer to that last minute Xmas gift. Of pure solid translucent china extra fine quality, 6" diameter, beautifully hand molded for permanence. Your choice of highly decorative shapes or a truly charming Nova bowl. Exquisitely suitable for dresser trays, bar dishes or reactors. No. W-805. Great at store p.p. on receipt of check or money order.

$2.00 each
$7.50 set of 4

Steel for sale

---

**UNUSUAL XMAS GIFT**

**SWIRLOMATIC**

WASHES YOUR CAR FASTER EASIER

Just hold... Revolving brush does the work 6.95

**CAR-BAR** for Mugs, matching accessory, also $1.50.
**CAR-BAR** for Hats, matching accessory, also $1.50.

Post paid, U.S.A. No C.O.D.'s.

**E. D. CLINGMAN**

221-N Hausman Bldg., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

---

**CANASTA BASKET**

SOLID WALNUT CHINESE MODERN DESIGN

Everybody plays Canasta, the new card game sensation, and here's a brand new basket that's designed to make the game even more fun. It's perfect for your Xmas gift. This new Canasta basket is beautifully crafted with a lustrous rhodium hard lacquer finish. Curved inside for easy removal of cards. Base protected with felt pad. Also used in any roomy game pad. Pet, Senior.

**BASKET ONLY IN GIFT BOX...$2.75 ppd GAME COMPLETE IN GIFT BOX...$4.75 ppd**

Includes basket, 2 packs Canasta cards, score pad and copy of official rules.

Send us your greeting cards, we'll mail direct for Christmas, story, no C.O.D.'s please.

**BISSMAN—ZONE 2-G SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI**

---

**Genuine MEERSC HAUM Inner Bowl Set in AGED IMPORTED BRIAR**

(With Smart Lucite Case)

**FREE!** Name engraved on stem of pipe—personalize your gift! Complete $5.50 postpaid

Money Back guarantee

**SACHS PIPES EST. 1877 5435 MYRTLE AVE., BROOKLYN 27, N. Y.**

---

**SHOPI NG AROUND**

Brush off the hearth with one of these fine brushes from England. The bristles are soft but long-wearing. The polished brass handles have a ring at the top for hanging on a hook to prevent the bristles from bending. Oblong, $4.95, p.p. Round, $3.50, p.p. Art Colony Industries, Inc., 60 Fifth Ave., New York 3, New York.

A boot scraper outside the front door can be decorative as well as utilitarian. This neat little number, a timely gift for the house, screws on to porch or step and is made of brass, suited to withstand exposure to weather. $4.50, postpaid, from Northmore's, Highland Park, Illinois.

---

**Make this Xmas remembered with a Gardner Sportsman’s Cabinet**

safe, convenient storage for outdoor equipment

"That sportsman dear to your heart will give you the bug of your life this Christmas for a big, roomy Gardner cabinet. Everything that sportsman use has a ready-made place. Shelves are adjustable, construction nearly dust-tight, and a footproof, automotive-type, lock-in-handle keeps duffie safe. Used by leading sports clubs and sportsmen everywhere. Send certified check or money order for same-day shipment. Write today for colorful, free folder by America's best-known manufacturer. Gardner Mfg. Co. 5219 Kansas St. Biscuit, Wis."
Part of the party—

MELMAC® DINNERWARE MAKES FRIENDS!

The party’s over—but the fun still goes on! There’s the colorful, light MELMAC dishes to wash and put away... with everybody helping (even little “Missy”) and nothing to worry about if a plate or two should “slip.” MELMAC dinnerware’s almost unbelievable resistance to breakage has been proven during years of hard, steady use in leading hotels and restaurants. Everyone likes MELMAC! You will love its molded-in color, be thrilled by its beauty, lightness, lustrous texture and feel.

You’ll appreciate how easily, safely it is washed by hand or machine. And you won’t be surprised that MELMAC costs a little more. MELMAC is sold at leading stores everywhere. If your favorite sources don’t have it now, let us know... we’ll direct you. American Cyanamid Company, Plastics Department, 36 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

MELMAC

Smart To Buy ... Smart To Use

“Gee! It’s hard to break!” Yes, that’s the wonderful thing about MELMAC dinnerware. It is unbelievably resistant to breaking, cracking and chipping. MELMAC’s lovely colors are molded in from surface to surface. Its finish and “feel” is like finest china. So easy to wash by hand or machine. (Your hottest dishwater won’t harm MELMAC.)
Fieldcrest
DAWN PASTEL SHEETS

Vat-dyed in eight soft, flattering shades
Quality-Tested for washability,
for color fastness and for long wear

Lavender Mist
Sunshine Yellow
Twilight Turquoise
Sunset Rose
Morning Green
Dreamy Peach
Heaven Blue
Dawn Pink

TOWELS • BLANKETS • BEDSPREADS • LACE TABLECLOTHS
THERMOSTATIC BLANKETS • CURTAINS • HOSIERY • RAYONS

FIELDCREST MILLS, DIVISION OF MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, Inc.
88 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK
SHOPPING
AROUND

A barn lantern—not for the early milking but to light the entrance to a country house—can be mounted on a post, hung from overhead or attached to a wall bracket. State contemplated use, to get the right accessories. Of polished brass, 14" high; $6.50. Post. 63c. Elgin Metal Spinning Co., 150 So. State Street, Elgin, Illinois.


Send for FREE
GIFT CATALOG

Better
Light for
Reading

The famous Hill-Rom hospital lamp is equally efficient for home use. The parasol shade permits spotting the light at any angle. The large shade can be inverted for indirect lighting.

A night light located opposite the switch control housing is used for very low soft light. A convenience outlet above the switch may be used for attaching radio, electric paper or other electric appliance.

This beautiful lamp is especially adapted for use alongside a bed or with an easy chair in the library or den. An ideal Christmas or birthday gift.

HILL-ROM COMPANY, INC., Dept. RG, Bolingbroke, Indiana

E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TRIVETS

For hot or cold dishes, for long or short dishes, for every serving dish from coffee pot to turkey platter! Expands from 12 to 15 inches. A handsome copy of antique sterling model. Chrome finished to simulate a Raalnnt wAilhier. Can be placed aAly angle. The Chafing Dish, above, lined with pure black tin, solid copper and brass legs, alcohol lamp, capacity 3 pints. Price $28.00 prepaid

No C.O.D.'s, please
Write for our complete folder on other "666" specialties.

TAYLOR & RANDOLPH
20 Jay Street, Bastan 1, Mass., Dept. 107

MILK GLASS FAVORITES

A barnyard couple, the proud rooster and the stately hen, hand-decorated reproductions of Early American pieces done by Westmoreland. The rooster is 5½" high and the large hen is 7½" long. Both are, of course, covered serving dishes, but are so decorative that you needn't feel obliged to put them to work.

Hen $1.75
Rooster $2.75

Prompt Shipment

SUSAN RANNEY
Dept. G-129
175 E. 82nd St., New York 28, N. Y.

STERLING SILVER SUITE

39 S. MAIN ST., DAYTON, OHIO

MAIL THIS MEMBERSHIP COUPON NOW

Enroll me as a member of Spencer's Sterling Club. Send me complete information about our back issues. I will pay $3.00 per month for each issue, with no extra charges, for one year. My address is

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
 ZIP

SCENIC SCARVES BY HAYNES & BURCER

TWO COLUMBUS CIRCLE
NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER...PLEASE INCLUDE THIS COUPON IN YOUR NEXT ORDER.
Inspirational William Steig at his best... sophisticated and amusing ashtrays reflect cartoonist Win. Steig's clever caricatures of Man's complaint against Man. This is truly a good-natured gift faithfully reproduced in high fired enamel on copper.

Colors: Chartreuse, turquoise, red, cream, black.

Prices: 5" size—$3.50 each 6" size—$5.00 each

The Bernad cigarette box is luxuriously made and intelligently constructed for King-size or regular cigarettes. Caricatured by William Steig, inscribed on high-fired enamel on craftsman's fine copper. Top is an island of brightness in a covering of genuine leather.

Colors: Green, red and turf.

Price: $12.00 each

Catalogue on request

Enclose check or money order

bernad creations

Conversational Pieces from Switzerland

Authentic Swiss costume hand-painted on imported Swiss glassware will add gaiety to your festive occasions. "All-drinking" piece: Glasses... a charming Christmas gift for your most sophisticated and discriminating friends. Bernad creations.

We've remembered lady, too—a Lightblood milk bottle with graduated measurements on one side, and an Alpaca cow and calf on the other. Send one to your favorite "new arrival." $1.65 paid.

Announcing the opening of our new shop—The Swiss Chalet Gift Shop in the Hotel Barkman, Randolph and Lakefront streets, Chicago, Illinois. No. C.O.D.'s. Order from

Swiss Specialty Shop Inc.
756 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Imported From England

These brass toasting forks are a beautiful fireplace accessory. Useful at the barbecue pit or campfire, and a tremendous eyeful when serving over the hearth. They add charm to your dinner table. French and English. Heat resistant, non-dishwashing prices. $4.95 for pair, postage paid, $6.50 for 2 pairs.

from...
The Colony Shop
615 N. Griswold, St. Louis 3, Mo.

Shop for Christmas!

A Merrier Christmas In

Bonnie Bird Houses

Birds of a feather will flock together if you hang one of these in your garden tree. STORY BOOK HOUSE is right out of fairyland. Packed retail, checked shipment and sales tax paid. Bonnie Bird Houses provides your bird friends with a shelter to rest in comfort, safe from snow, wind and enemies. Glenn back so you can watch. Both Weather-proof—easy to clean. IDEAL GIFTS. Old Time postpaid.

TUTTLE BROTHERS MFG. CO. Portland 14, Oregon

COLORFUL • USEFUL

COFFEE BOTTLES

The perfect gift!

QT. Size $3.00
1/2 Qt. Size $3.50
2 Qt. Size $4.00

Postpaid Fully Guaranteed

CLEAR PYREX GLASS—gaily colored neck wrappings which will not crack, fade nor peel. Matching Jewel-like Galalite handle.

Make and serve all Hot and Cold beverages, drinks, wines, juices, liquors or, use for vases, water bottles, refrigerator bottle, cocktail mixer, etc. Lightweight—boil water over open flame without danger of breaking or cracking.

The Tiny Three
196 Charlotte Street
Stratford, Conn.

Take your pick, marked with any desired initial. Hand wrought of sterling, with simple twist Shank, they serve to identify glasses when making refills. Order them to spell out a name on your Christmas list. 3" long. $1.25 each including tax and postage, from Wayne Silversmiths, 1924 McGraw Avenue, New York 62, N. Y.

By ounces you shall know your friends and drinking companions. According to these amusing cocktail napkins, 1 ounce for ladies, 2 for gentlemen, 3 for fish and 4 for pigs. They're linen, printed in color, and a set of eight is $2, plus 10c postage. From The Corner Cupboard, Mary Sharp Fithian, Wilmington, Del.

Air-O-Fresh... DESTROYS ODORS QUICKLY... ELECTRICALLY!

Throughout the home—throughout the year

Now you can bring that "home-sky" freshness to any part of your home with a flip of the switch—no moving parts, no deodorants to change. Air-O-Fresh—the new electric deodorizer—destroys odor in a unique way of freshening the air.

$12.95 complete

Melco Products Inc., 34 East Minnehaha Avenue, Minneapolis 1, Minnesota

THE COMPACT

Made by Edgewood American and etched with map of famous Hollywood places. Gold finished and very attractive. $4.95

THE LIGHTER

Our own with a visible fuel supply. Very practical and distinctive. $3.95

Both are postpaid from

The Brown Derby Hollywood Products

310-12 N. Bronson
Hollywood, Calif.

SHOPPING

Take your pick, marked with any desired initial. Hand wrought of sterling, with simple twist Shank, they serve to identify glasses when making refills. Order them to spell out a name on your Christmas list. 3" long. $1.25 each including tax and postage, from Wayne Silversmiths, 1924 McGraw Avenue, New York 62, N. Y.

By ounces you shall know your friends and drinking companions. According to these amusing cocktail napkins, 1 ounce for ladies, 2 for gentlemen, 3 for fish and 4 for pigs. They're linen, printed in color, and a set of eight is $2, plus 10c postage. From The Corner Cupboard, Mary Sharp Fithian, Wilmington, Del.

A Merrier Christmas In

Bonnie Bird Houses

Birds of a feather will flock together if you hang one of these in your garden tree. STORY BOOK HOUSE is right out of fairyland. Packed retail, checked shipment and sales tax paid. Bonnie Bird Houses provides your bird friends with a shelter to rest in comfort, safe from snow, wind and enemies. Glenn back so you can watch. Both Weather-proof—easy to clean. IDEAL GIFTS. Old Time postpaid.

TUTTLE BROTHERS MFG. CO. Portland 14, Oregon

COLORFUL • USEFUL

COFFEE BOTTLES

The perfect gift!

QT. Size $3.00
1/2 Qt. Size $3.50
2 Qt. Size $4.00

Postpaid Fully Guaranteed

CLEAR PYREX GLASS—gaily colored neck wrappings which will not crack, fade nor peel. Matching Jewel-like Galalite handle.

Make and serve all Hot and Cold beverages, drinks, wines, juices, liquors or, use for vases, water bottles, refrigerator bottle, cocktail mixer, etc. Lightweight—boil water over open flame without danger of breaking or cracking.

The Tiny Three
196 Charlotte Street
Stratford, Conn.

with

built-in
Emerson
Radio
... only from
Garland
Mfg.
Co.

RADIO KNOCK-KNACK SHELF

Ready to hang in your kitchen, game room, sun-parlor or breakfast nook! Has built-in 5 tube AC or DC Emerson radio. Handsomely crafted of selected woods with heavy lacquer finish for life-time beauty. Truly noteworthy value. 6" deep, 18" wide, 11/2 high. White, Chinese Red or ivory.

27.50 express collect send check or money order (no stamps, please)

GARLAND MFG. CO.
1307 Locust St.
McKeesport, Pa.
Swamp notes. When a reply is desired write your message on one half of these double postcards and even the most impossible correspondents can’t fail to return the other half. Box of 30: 15 French gray and 15 blue, imprinted in scarlet. $1 postpaid from Robert W. Kellogg Company, 94 Hillman Street, Springfield 2, Massachusetts.

Signed pieces. Presents that show a little forethought and planning are these tie and money clips, with hand-finished, signedature of recipient. In jeweler’s bronze, tie clip, $10.80, money clip, $11.30. In sterling, tie clip, $18; money, $19.20 ppd., tax included. Send sample signature. Selden Cooper, Hotel George Vanderh disregard, Asheville, North Carolina.

They’re Different!

**NEW! “TABLE TOP” CORN POPPER**

AND ELECTRIC TUBE COOKER FREE

**PLASTIC BOWLS**

**THREE AUTOMATIC NO STIRRING**

**POSTPAID $6.95**

The corn popper is the ultimate in modern convenience. Pop 12 servings of delicious corn in a minute, with just a little oil or in milk or water, in the microwave oven, or in a conventional oven. Includes corn popper and a plastic serving bowl free. Postpaid guaranteed.

HESCO Write for free catalogue.

1019 Congress Blvd., Miami, Fla.

---

**FOR LOVELIER PLANTS**

- Genuine Wrought Iron
- 48½” High
- In Swedish Iron or Verde
- Green Antique Finish
- Complete With 5 Patented "EAST-END" Pots

A stylish setting for Indoor plants. Stand is 16½” high on a sturdy 17½” square base. Choice of durable, chip-proof finishes. Available also in white with red, white, green, blue or yellow pots, Best express delivery for $12.50 each.

Dept. 26-C

Kaysons’, Inc.
Evansville 4, Ind.

---

**SWAP NOTE**

Send them to your club or friends and have them in their room beautifying glamorous ordined aluminum candles with never a change in years of soft candlelight. Enjoy using your candles and have them candle holders!

**A FAMOUS ROYAL COPENHAGEN & ‘HORSELESS CARRIAGE’ PLATES AS SEASONAL GIFTS**

Famous Royal Copenhagen “Horseless Carriage” design in smaller sizes, all named at market prices with $20 paid plus. Desirable collection. Email after ’30. Order now. Please and the highest quality of her collection. We present her to a fine presentation in this attractive gift. Order now, or a wonderful set of plates, well constructed, with the different pieces. I’ll be glad to have my set of these plates in designs fantasized by the top collector will send a certificate for prize on the collectors’ pieces.

- Bits of Nature—We’d like to get acquainted.
- Bits of Nature—We’d like to get acquainted.

---

BLOWS HOT ‘N COLD

Here’s cozy comfort for frosty winter mornings. Heaters really blows hot air—heats your average bathroom or nursery in minutes. Housing remains cool to the touch. children can’t burn fingers. Can be hung on wall, set on floor . . . tilts up or down. Special switch blows blast of cool air in summer. Strikingly styled and built to be super-efficient. 1200 watts, 115 volt, AC. Weighs only 3¼ lbs. A wonderful Xmas gift.

$13.95

Order by mail. All Ward Phillips items must please or money refunded.

WARD PHILLIPS CO.
Box 1437-D, Merchandise Mart Sta., Chicago 24, Ill.

---

**AN OUTSTANDING GIFT**

**GUARANTEED GENUINE MAHOGANY SEWING BOX**

Novel hinged-like construction on drawer sections gives access to all 5 drawers at once. Two top lids are hinged. Top handle for easy carrying. Overall size including handle is 15½” x 12¼”, height 7”. A wonderful sewing gift.

$9.95

Order by mail. All Ward Phillips items must please or money refunded.

---

**FAMOUS ROYAL COPENHAGEN & 'HORSELESS CARRIAGE' PLATES AS SEASONAL GIFTS**

We have chosen these outstanding plates to symbolize good wishes for the holidays. Choose a 12 piece set and receive one-half the price. Acceptable sets or pieces, returned by popular demand. Guaranteed immediate shipment from our unique shop in the heart of quaint Westwood Village.

FOSTER'S

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

126 GLENDALE AVE. - LOS ANGELES 24, CALIF.

---

**NEW IDEA HAT BOX**

See the hat—Slide the plastic door

For ladies’ hats!

12½” wide 10½” deep $3.89 each

16½” 9½” $5.29 each

Floral pattern, red or black background or solid colors, green, blue, pink, rose or yellow. For a man’s hat EXELD $4.29 each

Oval shape, knits pine pattern.

Name printed in gold on box, 5½ per box.

Cheek or M.O. Selly, no C.O.D.’s.

NYC residents add 7% sales tax

LUCINDA CONTAINERS

163-G Greene Street, New York 12, N. Y.

---

**CRAYON GLASS TUBE & CYLINDER CO.**

437 EAST 71ST STREET

CHICAGO 19, ILL.
AROUND

DECEMBER, 1949

Your handwriting gives you away when it's analyzed by this uncanny Anlystics. The slant, shape and spacing of your letters determine whether you're a lion or a mouse! It's fun to be analyzed and the results will be entertaining for your guests. With instructions and analysis pad, $1.00. Breck's, 527 Breck Bldg., Boston 10, Mass.

Pine cone table mats and companion "lapkins" are seasonable for Christmas use and fine for the country next summer. Mats are white canvas, green "lapkins" are long and narrow to spread across the knees. A set of 4 (8 pieces), $4.95, ppd. Brentwood's, 459 Clark Avenue, Los Altos, Calif.

FLOWER RACK

This attractive metal flower rack adds charm, friendliness to your home. Plants or cut flowers may be effectively arranged on it. There's a place for this flower rack in your house or on the porch. Year 'round usefulness.

- There can be no slip-up, for the steaks are brandable. Each guest at the grill party has the right steak, cooked exactly the way he wants it. There can be no slip-up, for the steak are brandable. Each guest at the grill party has the right steak, cooked exactly the way he wants it.
- Each $4.95
- Complete set 

KRAUTH & BENNINGHOGEN
Dept. HG, HAMILTON, OHIO

STEAK BRANDS

It's the little things in entertaining...like branding steaks...that rank you as a good host. Each guest at the grill party has the right steak, cooked exactly the way he wants it. There can be no slip-up, for the steaks are brandable. Each guest at the grill party has the right steak, cooked exactly the way he wants it.

- There can be no slip-up, for the steaks are brandable. Each guest at the grill party has the right steak, cooked exactly the way he wants it.
- Each $4.95
- Complete set

KRAUTH & BENNINGHOGEN
Dept. HG, HAMILTON, OHIO

NO MORE CREASES IN YOUR SKIRTS

...when you use this newly designed Prac-T-Rack. Holds up to twelve skirts at a time, yet one can be removed without disturbing the others. Another useful feature—the rack hangs flat against door or wall, conserving precious closet space. Smoothly finished in yellow, pink, green, or blue pastels. An Ideal and Different Gift.

Each $2.95

Add 25c for Postage and Handling

PRAC-T-RACK, STILLWATER, NEW JERSEY

Colonial Charm FOR YOUR HEARTH!

Design simplicity, grace in contour, and brilliance in finish, accent this fireplace log holder.

A massive size, 23½" long x 19½" high, permits its use, as a handsome magazine rack. Hand-finished in heavy gauge brass, a highly polished finish is protected by an everlasting lacquer.

$14.30

In black with brass trimmings—$9.50

Shipping Charges Collect

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Carla Stevens

Bay Shore Road, Violas, N. J.

BROADWAY MILLS, Dept. HG8
220 5th Ave., New York 1, New York

UNUSUAL French Candelabra

French Candelabra copied from a pair found in a chapel near Soissons. $85 per pair.

The Country House, Inc.

280 East Deerpath, Lake Forest, Ill.

BEAUTIFUL FLAMES WITH MAGIC PINE CONES

Here's a marvelous holiday gift! A basket full of magic pine cones will light up any beautifully decorated home. The decorator is provided with a combination of red, white, and green cones, and directions for lighting the cones. Gift wrapped for the Season, it's a real prize to give to someone you care for.

FREE Fire Crystals

Order today and a free $1.00 bonus of multi-colored fire crystals will be sent with each order.

Nature's Novelties

Dept. B, 1320 Maynard Drive, Toronto, Calif.

NEW SENSATIONAL (original)

RODLESS CURTAIN

(Nationally Advertised-WINDO-TREAT)

Elastic Action! Will allow ruffling to occur instead of flapping like old-fashioned, single, double or miniature.

No ruts, no undoing, no ironing. Easier to hang and dry...Ready to hang, complete with hardware and simple directions. Versatile! For Every Room in the House! Most elegant blinds, curtains or draperies are illustrated. Because no ruts, no ironing, no tangles of strings, your draperies will hang more beautifully. Quality and craftsmanship are unconditionally guaranteed!

1. PLASTIC (Knobs like chintz) $2.25

- Cherry Red
- Redundant
- Kelly Green

2. GINHAN CHECK PERCALE $3.25

- Green and white

3. POLKA DOT PERCALE $3.25

- White and green

4. PLUSH (Percale) $3.25

- Kelly Green

- Blue

- White

- Green

- Red

- Gold

- Blue

- Kelly Green

5. EVEIL BLAIZED CHINTZ 4.25

- Kelly Green

- Blue

- Red

- Gold

- White

- Kelly Green

6. LINEN (Percale) 4.25

- White

- Green

- Red

- Gold

- White

- Kelly Green

7. PLASTIC (Looks like chintz) $2.25

- Cherry Red

- Redundant

- Kelly Green

8. FIRE RESISTANT $3.50

- Kelly Green

- Red

- Gold

- White

- Kelly Green

Mail check or money order...if cash D.S.M.

Bicke'k S. ll.iU. 10, New York

TRADEMARK

"RODLESS CURTAIN"®

FREE Envelope with Order. We Pay postage. . . . Cod's. Don't pay postage. Money back within 10 days if not satisfied.
From the North Country.

Real deerskin gloves wear like iron, yet are soft as butter and stay that way even after many washings. They are natural creamy tan color with whip-stitch seams, and come in men's sizes for $6.50, women's, $6. Postpaid. Add 25c W. of Miss. From The Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vermont.

Double shell opens to offer butter, cream cheese, relishes; closes to protect the contents from dust or insects. An English import, it's silver-plated and has a well-fitted glass liner, 4½" wide, with butter knife. $7.50, postpaid and including Federal tax. La Palette, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

Mexican miniature. The tiny cook in this tiny kitchen has all the equipment she needs to make her tamales and tortillas. There's the stove, pottery bowls and plates, jars to hold corn—all in bright contrast to the dove wall. 4" across. A lot of local color for $1.50, postpaid, from The Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

STAMP BOX

of highly polished brass topped with a charming verdigris spring. Simple and well-designed, heavy enough to use as a paper weight, it is an attractive addition to your own desk, a gift discovery at $2.75.

May also be had in plated silver.

$6.00 (including tax)

Postpaid—sorry, no c.o.d.'s.

Constance Leiter

200 W. 47th St.
Kansas City 2, Mo.

TABLE STANDBY

Don't throw up your hands in despair because card tables are marking your walls and cluttering your closets. Here's a wonderful new table rack that stacks two card tables neatly—holds them in place and out of your way when not in use. Takes up no floor space, and has a well-fitted glass liner, 4½" wide, with butter knife. $7.50, postpaid and including Federal tax. La Palette, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

Double shell opens to offer butter, cream cheese, relishes; closes to protect the contents from dust or insects. An English import, it's silver-plated and has a well-fitted glass liner, 4½" wide, with butter knife. $7.50, postpaid and including Federal tax. La Palette, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

Mexican miniature. The tiny cook in this tiny kitchen has all the equipment she needs to make her tamales and tortillas. There's the stove, pottery bowls and plates, jars to hold corn—all in bright contrast to the dove wall. 4" across. A lot of local color for $1.50, postpaid, from The Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Jewels travel in style in these satin cases that open like the petals of a flower. In luscious colors—American beauty lined with blue, moss green with pink or royal blue with chartreuse.

The 5¼" size is $3.95, smaller ones for earrings, $2.50 postpaid from Crane's, 419 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y.


Mexican tin makes an attractive, durable, fireproof wastebasket for living room, study or office. The design is hand-etched. 10" square at the top and 10½" high, it's also an attractive container for a large flower pot. $4.50, ppd. The Pan-American Shop, 822 Lexington Ave., New York 21.

**Practical XMAS GIFTS**

**CIG-O-MAT**

Hands You A Pack of Cigarettes

For pantry, garden, or play room—Cig-O-Mat hands you a pack of cigarettes whenever you want them. Holds 16 packs. Shows how many you have. Made of Plastic in rich antique honey finish. Have two or three about the house and save runs out of cigarettes! Ideal Xmas gift for all who smoke. Ppd...$1.50

**GLADRACK**

For Living Room, Bedroom, or Sun Porch

Gladrack hangs on wall or door, holds magazines, newspapers, telephone book near your bed or favorite chair. Use in kitchen for paper bags or pot covers. Hand construction. 12" x 12" x 4". In either White or Decorator’s Green. Each ppd...

No C.O.D.'s, please

**ARTISAN GALLERIES**

FOR THE DOOR

**SLACK RACK**

**SKIRT RACK**

**DOOR RACK**

FOR THE DOOR

**ALL PURPOSE HANGER**

Fits On Any Door

Holds up to 12 Hangers

59¢ plus 10¢ postage

**COMPLETE SET**

$2.98

**PROTECT YOUR CLOTHES**

Hang your skirts, slacks, shorts in the space of one hanger. No screws—no bolts—No rustproof. Folds instantly for traveling.

Product Covered Warranty—Sorry No C.O.D.'s

The FLORELL CO.

5009 Copley Road, Dept. HG-2 Philadelphia 44, Pa.

**SCOTS GUARD AUTOMATIC FIRE ALARM**

No Wiring...

No Batteries

Protect your home and family from the danger of fire. This low-cost dependable device. Requires no battery, wiring or costly installation. On guard day and night—if will ring out loud when temperature reaches 130° F. Doesn’t require contact with flame to sound alarm. Just hang 18 inches from ceiling in any room. sturdy construction with durable plastic back plate. 6½" high. 4½" wide. Order several and place strategically throughout the house. Put one on your Christmas tree as a precaution. Send them as gifts to your neighbors and friends. Individually boxed.

Only $3.95 each

3 for $10.95 postpaid

**PRACTICAL MELODIES**

Moodings of your big brains, recorded by reproducing the sweet tones of beautiful instruments of many years ago. Includes different original recordings:

*1 Album B - "First Edition": Silver Night—9 Beautiful Tunes—Alpine Fiddle—Are Marie—Three Old Waltzes—Three Overture All-

*2 Album B - "Old Favorites": On a Sunday Afternoon—Home Sweet Home—Shocking Bird—Love's Old Sweetheart—Silver Spanish among the Gypsies—The Gypsies.

*Children's Gift Album: Brahms' Cradle Song—Rockabye Baby—Victor Herbert's Star Lute—Star Bright—Fairy Tales

$2.55 complete Postpaid. All standard 10" plastic records.

Borndan Music Box Record Co.

334 5th Ave.

**OLD MUSIC BOX MELODIES**

*ANTSIE REPRODUCTIONS* (28.00 Early American Amb—Solid brass, 4½" High—$3.80

*230.00 Marking on 4 pr. Present. 25½" high. $20.30

*350.00 Early American Amb—Solid brass, 22½" High—$16.30

*3 panel Screens to match, Solid brass frames. $16.49 each. 4 pr. Anderson sets as low as $31.58

**J. F. DAY & CO.**

1963 Fourth Ave., S., Birmingham, Ala.
Do your Christmas shopping this easy way

Give RARE FRUITS

Huge Du Comice Pears — so big and juicy you eat them with a spoon. Introductory Box A, containing 6 to 8 pears . . . $1.95. Gift No. 1, 12 to 14 pears . . . $2.45.

Giant "Delicious" Apples . . . $3.45. Gift No. 9, approx. 10 lbs. same delicious variety. Crisp, crunchy, laden with tingling juice. Gift No. 10. 12 to 14 immense Stagecoach variety. Crunchy, laden with tingling juice.


RARE FRUITS

Christmas Fruits

Beautifully decorated boxes and baskets of delicious, tree-ripened oranges, grapefruits, tangerines and other Florida delicacies . . . make wonderful gifts that will be enjoyed and long remembered.

FAMILY JUICE RUSHEL

A genuine Florida orange . . . $1.50. Contains all oranges, all grapefruit or mixed. Gift No. 4, 5 lbs. . . . $2.50. Gift No. 3, 2 lbs. . . . 3.00.

Deluxe packs of oranges, grapefruits, tangerines and an assortment of Florida delicacies.

INNISFREE'S

PÂTE DE FOIE

with TRUFFLES! Rich & smooth & delicately flavored for canapés and hors d'oeuvre . . . $1.75 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $5.00 for a lb. jar.

&

RILLETTEs

a superb paté of pork & herbs & spices . . . for generation use of the outstanding delicacies of France . . . $1.00 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $2.50 for a lb. jar.

Gift Combination . . . one jar & each of as above . . . $8.50. Shipped postage prepaid East of the Mississippi. West add 60c for each 1/2 lb. jar & $1.00 for each additional jar. No COD's.

INNISFREE FARM COMPANY

Lemington, Virginia

List of products sent on request.

INNISFREE "Miniatures" . . . $4.95

4 Doz. "Personal" Servings

Smoky Ridge Syrup, 2 oz. ea.

Happy Breakfasts! Family and friends love syrup . . . why not theirs? Rich, moist, mellow, with loads of placed fruits and choice cinnamon. Makes a superb pâté of pork & herbs & spices . . . one of the outstanding delicacies of France . . . $1.00 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $2.50 for a lb. jar. A LIGHT CAKE—2 lb. . . . 2.25; PUDDING—1 lb. . . . 1.50; RILLETTES—W. & L. Wood's Revolver. A revolving base with loads of placed fruits and choice cinnamon. Makes a superb pâté of pork & herbs & spices . . . one of the outstanding delicacies of France . . . $1.00 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $2.50 for a lb. jar. A LIGHT CAKE—2 lb. . . . 2.25; PUDDING—1 lb. . . . 1.50; RILLETTES—W. & L. Wood's Revolver. A revolving base

INNISFREE'S

FOR HOLIDAY GLAMOUR

THICK and Smooth

Smoky Ridge Syrup

Richer in Real Maple!

SUGAR CURED!

Sugar cured in fragrant herbs and spices. Smoked to a rich brown in a blend of mountain hickory and sassafras. Perfect for parties! Gift card included if desired. "Vaken" on anything else! (live them)

INNISFREE FAMILY JUICE RUSHEL

with TRUFFLES! Rich & smooth & delicately flavored for canapés and hors d'oeuvre . . . $1.75 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $5.00 for a lb. jar.

&

RILLETTEs

a superb paté of pork & herbs & spices . . . for generation use of the outstanding delicacies of France . . . $1.00 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $2.50 for a lb. jar.

Gift Combination . . . one jar & each of as above . . . $8.50. Shipped postage prepaid East of the Mississippi. West add 60c for each 1/2 lb. jar & $1.00 for each additional jar. No COD's.

INNISFREE FARM COMPANY

Lemington, Virginia

List of products sent on request.

Ozark Mountain

FAMOUS

Ready-to-Eat

Hickory

SMOKED TURKEY

Sugar cured in fragrant herbs and spices. Smoked to a rich brown in a blend of mountain hickory and sassafras. Perfect for parties! Gift card included if desired. "Vaken" on anything else! (live them)

INNISFREE'S

PÂTE DE FOIE

with TRUFFLES! Rich & smooth & delicately flavored for canapés and hors d'oeuvre . . . $1.75 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $5.00 for a lb. jar.

&

RILLETTEs

a superb paté of pork & herbs & spices . . . for generation use of the outstanding delicacies of France . . . $1.00 for a 1/2 lb. jar & $2.50 for a lb. jar.

Gift Combination . . . one jar & each of as above . . . $8.50. Shipped postage prepaid East of the Mississippi. West add 60c for each 1/2 lb. jar & $1.00 for each additional jar. No COD's.

INNISFREE FARM COMPANY

Lemington, Virginia

List of products sent on request.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

Revolver. A revolving base turns any bowl or circular dish into a lazy Susan for buffet or table. Use it either way up, according to the size container. Use it, too, when icing a cake or for easy access to refrigerator contents. Chrome plated. $2.50, postpaid. Myron Berlow, Winchester, Mass.

Cooking for two is simple when you have the Just For Two Cookbook on hand. It contains 800 bride-tested recipes that should never fail, guides to budget buying, company menus and hurry-up meals, pressure cookery, using frozen and canned foods, even carving! A lot of know-how in 320 pages, $2.50, ppd. M. Barrows, 114 E. 32 Street, New York 16, N. Y.
Beit^aling Pecans In The ^World!

Dept. 6, Box 201, Mobile 2, Alabama

A little donkey in a jumbo coffee cup of brightly colored pottery is as cheerful an eye-opener as you could wish for in the morning. The cup holds over average servings, would also look well displayed on a shelf. $2.75 plus 30c postage from Duttons, 270 Park Ave., New York 17, New York.

MOBILE BAY PECAN GROVES

MOBILE BAY'S rich, fertile shore for selected from CULTIVATED groves on the famous Nashoba Valley of Massachusetts. AA grade, extra large, crisp and juicy. All hand picked, carefully packed in sectioned cartons, one apple to a section. Send them to friends as holiday gifts—have a carton a month sent to your home or to the boy or girl away at school. See coupon.

CHRISTMAS JUMBO—OR SHIELLED! IDEAL FOR CHRISTMAS—GAME ENTERTAINING—CHRISTMAS GIFT SMOOTH, FLAVORFUL, DELICIOUS

Handmade—Handpacked—Handcracked papershells—Delicious—Unique—Sure to Please

Amber Marmalade Apricot-Pineapple Jam

Blueberry Orange Marmalade Cranberry Orange Marmalade

Relishes

Wildberry Green Horseradish Relish

Made from prized old family recipes, used by prominent Southern families for generations. Ideal Christmas gifts. Box of three, express prepaid...

Send your gift list for immediate attention to:

HOLLY FARMS

ORDER BY MAIL

JOLLY FARMS KITCHEN

Cordova, Tennessee

Handmade—Handcracked—Handpacked

Jumbo grades (Stuart, Success, and Jumbo Pecan Mixtures)

Special) Natural colors. No artificial frills, no harmful treatments. Especially offered to the general public. Family recipe and never before

TEN FOO TEAS

Name.

Address.

Carton of 48 $4.75

$1.35; 4 crates for $10. Send check or money order.

$2.50

Send box of 48 • 96 • Macs • Dels • for $9.95. Billed at

10 Park Place, New York 7, New York.

ONE LB. BOX $1.75 POSTPAID

OLD SLAVE MART

6 CHAIRMEN ST., CHARLESTON, S. C.

THE BRASS MART

10 Park Place, New York 7, New York.

Aluminum mortars are high. $9.75. Postpaid. Necessary for home or office. A nostalgic note for home or office.

A plastic—lacquered brass, mortar is high. $9.75. Postpaid. Necessary for home or office.

Tienn Foo Blend, 8 oz., $2.50; Green Delight, 8 oz., $2.20; Jasmine Flower, 8 oz., $1.95; Rose Flower, 10 oz., $2.20; Tien Foo Blend, 8 oz., $2.50; Green De Luxe, 8 oz., $4.50, Postpaid. Prompt delivery.

EXECUTIVES: the ideal solution to gifts-for-personnel! Cellosheeted 1-lb. gift crate, $1.35; 8 crates for $10. Send check or money order and names; we enclose card with your name.

Prompt delivery. Order NOW!
With mustard or without, a child can suit his customers' tastes. Miniature hot dog and hamburger stand has all the fixin's even to the tiny cash register and the barrel which really dispenses soft drinks. 10" long. Only $1.98, postpaid. From Blinn's, 64 Cannon Street, Bridgeport 3, Connecticut.

Pyrex-lined pie dishes made of hammered aluminum have a silvery gleam, look well on the table and require no polishing. Without glass baking dish, metal part is a handsome fruit or cake dish. They have neat beaded edges. With 8½" Pyrex liner, $3.50; 9¼" $4.50; 10¼" $5.50. Add 45c post. From Chelton, 106 E. 57th St., N. Y. 22.

My big SAMPLE BOX of California Christmas fruits, shipped prepaID to any address in the U.S. This is a special introductory offer to acquaint you with my JUNIOR TENDERBOUSt fruits—California's finest, Maple Dates, Figs, Apricots, Prunes, Rume Fruit Nuggets and my 100% Fruit-Nut Confections, all packed in a beautiful box, decorated in 2 shades. Order this lovely box of superb fruits for your own use and for Christmas gifts. I will ship direct to your friends, enclosing your gift or Christmas card.

SHIPPED POSTPAID

My big SAMPLE BOX of California Christmas fruits, shipped prepaID to any address in the U.S. This is a special introductory offer to acquaint you with my JUNIOR TENDERBOUSt fruits—California's finest, Maple Dates, Figs, Apricots, Prunes, Rume Fruit Nuggets and my 100% Fruit-Nut Confections, all packed in a beautiful box, decorated in 2 shades. Order this lovely box of superb fruits for your own use and for Christmas gifts. I will ship direct to your friends, enclosing your gift or Christmas card.

Famous Wisconsin CHEESE

Yes, you can give this cheese box with confidence. It contains all nationally known and universally loved cheeses—Kadota Red Cheese Food, in six different flavors, a full pound of aged Wisconsin Natural Cheddar and a Baby Gouda. Packed in a beautiful morone, imitation leather box that makes a practical work box—a lasting reminder of your thoughtful giving. We pay the postage on cash orders. Postage must be included in C.O.D. shipments.

EIGHT VARIETIES OF CHEESE FOR ONLY $6.00
**AROWAN FRESH DATES**

Square crystal decanters line up nicely, have a substantial look that will please the man who uses them. 3/4 quart capacity, $4 ppd. Decanter tags in sterling for scotch, bourbon, rye, brandy, sherry or port, $2.95 ea. incl. tax and post.

From The Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., New York 28.

The Aqua Triever helps prevent loss of rod, gun, camera, etc. Simply attach tiny 1/4” cartridge (it won’t interfere with their operation) and should they fall overboard, it disintegrates, shooting a marked bobber on a 50’ nylon line to the surface, so all you do is haul away, $1 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

**PERFECT GIFT! Delicious Assortment in a Gaily Decorated Metal Container!**

FAMOUS WISCONSIN CHEESE

3.95

**AROUND RUTH WAKEFIELD, TOLL HOUSE, WHITMAN, MASS.**

Direct from America’s famous choice center. This selection contains: Gouda (10 oz.), Roanne (2½ oz.), Rouge De Noire (2½ oz.), Smoky Roll (6 oz.), Blue Roll (6 oz.), Wisconsin Cheddar (two—1 lb. each). Send us your gift list and Christmas cards, we’ll do the rest. Gift packed, addressed, shipped express prepaid anywhere in U.S.

**Zombies!**

The TROPICAL TASTE TREAT

Delicious Coconut—Loaded with twin imported rum. The two perfection sensations, originated and sold only in Florida. Made of finest coconut, deliciously blended with two rum. Beautifully packed for gifts or your own enjoyment at home.

PARCEL POST PREPAID $2.50 Lb. (on 5 lb. to above)

We will mail ZOMBIES direct to your friends with your gift card enclosed.

CANDIED CITRUS PEEL $2.25 Lb.

See our citrus fruit ads. In this issue.

HADLOCK FRUIT COMPANY
Box 8P MOUNT DORA, FLORIDA

**Old Southern FRUIT CAKE**

of legendary goodness

Made by a secret recipe cherished by five generations in one family, Old Southern Fruitcake is the gourmet’s delight—rich with curr and sweet fruit...chockfull of plump jumbo pecans, almonds and Tennessee black walnuts ...mellow with a secret formula blend of rare spices ...all captured in a moist but light cake crumb of melt-in-the-mouth goodness.

2 sizes—1 lb. and 2 lb. @ $2.95 per pound, postpaid to any point in the U.S. Beautifully gift packed in gay Holiday tins, and safely shipped to please the most discriminating gourmand. Smoked, cured by centuries-old process, boiled, then baked with spices and southerne wine, in the true east’s settled tradition. Arrives on your home ready to serve. A perfect treat. Send check with order. Express collect.

We suggest ordering now for Christmas Delivery.

EPICURE HAM CO.

P. O. Box 286
Portsmouth, Va.

**MAKES DELICIOUS COFFEE In Any Cup, Bowl or Container**

COFFEE MAKER

KROLL

Made of Beautiful Chroma

NO MORE Messy Grounds

The most practical coffee maker ever invented! Next good-looking, makes one to eight cups of delicious coffee. No more messy ideal gift.

Sorry! No C.O.D.'s. Send Check or Money Order We Pay Postage

P. J. KROLL

430 Dauphine St.
New Orleans, La.
FROM THE DEEP SOUTH
three, $2.60
of assorted grades, all
pasteurised to prevent mold.
This old-fashioned open kettle syrup made from the pure juice of Louisiana plantation sugar cane, it is a full-flavored syrup with none of the sugar extracted and no chemicals added.

SAMPLER PACKAGE
100% PURE SUPREME QUALITY
$1.25 for 25 fl. oz. No. 2½ Can
A treat for your own table and a
delicious gift for employees, clients, relatives, friends and associates...

TRUE AMERICAN TREAT
FOR YOUNG AND OLD
Curly Top Popcorn is sold on the ear only
to preserve the flavor and condition for long-periods.
Sold—9 pounds for $1.00
Christmas clock—a gift of 3 lb.
case for only $2.50
Postpaid C.O.D. No C.O.D.’s

CURLY TOP POPCORN FARM
Box 238
Bloomington, Illinois

HOTELS • SHOPS • RESTAURANTS
Delivered
Curly Top—Spalding Road, Montezuma, Georgia

Popcorn that has been developed for taste,
tenderness and volume for home users.
It is the most tender and finest popcorn in the world. Sold—3 pounds for $1.00

BRING BUTLER APRONS
(not shown). Pockets hold
spoon holder, corkscrew, tape measure, lipstick remover, hi-ball glass, nuts, olives, cigarette, phone numbers, etc. White duck with red
lining. $2.50 postpaid.

DRAIN CLOCK. Tells who’s drinking what—at a glance. Just turn dial to bottle and soda or rye and water. Made of plastic with Aluminum clip
that fastens to glass. Sipper for guest’s initials.
$1.25 set of 8 postpaid.

HANGOVER HAT. This comical contrivance is
laugh insurance for the “morning after.” Fill picture
ice bag top with ice and patient will hold his sides instead of his head. Pockets for everything from plasma to bones, rubber ear plugs, blinders—
to shield eyes. Made of white duck. $2.95 postpaid.

THE SALT AND PEPPER SHOP
445 East 86th street, New York 28, N. Y.

Georgia Sweet Peach Pickle
and lot of other mighty good things to eat!
Prepared in a spiffy modern kitchen—hand-
packed, hand-sealed, hand-packed. Not cheaper—
just better, that’s all!
Special order on 2 or more packages. Ideal
gift for employees, customers. We mail by your
line. Limited.
Aunt T—6 lb. Fresh Pickles. B. size jar of Watermelon Brand. Descriptive
label attached. Killer taste. 6 lb. jars, white half pint sealed perfect.
Preserve Brooklyn—6 B. size jars of pro-
tenese. 2 Watermelon Brand. 1 New York. 1 Peach. 1 Plum.
Pickle Special—64 B. size jars—Green Tom-
ato Crisples, Apricote Pickles, Cornister Cris-
Dles, Articled Relish, Vegetable Relish, Water-
melon Brand Pickles.

DRINK CLOCK. Tells who’s drinking what—at
a glance. Just turn dial to glass. Space for guest’s initials.
$2.95 postpaid.

FAMOUS RECIPES
and Sketches of Georgetown Homes
Order by mail $2.75 postpaid
CHRIST CHURCH, GEORGETOWN, O. C.
Unbreakable bottles of lightweight plastic were born to travel. They hold 4 ounces, have leakproof tops and a set of three comes in an attractive zippered case—either green or red leather for $4.95, or Scotch plaid $3.95. Postage 25c. No tax. From T. Anthony, 731 Madison Ave., New York 21.

The magic crystal clock is one of those things you don't believe even when you see it. It is absolutely transparent and the hands appear to revolve in space. The slim disc, rimmed in gold-colored metal, rests on a walnut base, 7 1/2" x 10" high. AC. $29.50, incl. tax; add 75c post. Tourneau Watches, 431 Madison Ave., New York 22.

FAMOUS FOR CONTINENTAL CHOCOLATES

BARTON'S Chocolates
FOR A MERRY XMAS

Send Barton's—the candy favorite of millions of New Yorkers and the world—send all over the World. Obtainable in Barton's own 25 Stores in Greater New York and by MAIL ANYWHERE in the U. S. A.

BARTON'S CANDY TREASURES

One lb. PINEAPPLE CORNISH bottled in character. PLUS 1 lb. of BARTON'S choco­lates $2.78 and 30c mailing charges.

Over 2 lbs. of Imported Cheeses from 4 Different Countries
- Smooth Kevli and Celery from Norway
- Early Gruyere from Switzerland
- Baby Gouda from Holland
- Tangy Roquefort from France

Christmas gift to make any gourmet's mouth water. In attractive package—($34.98 with Christmas presentation). Will arrive in time to keep you remembered throughout the year.

A Special Gift Suggestion for TEA LOVERS

Rigby's Hot Majestic's Blend Tea—a holiday gift suggestion sure to please the most discriminating tea-fancier—in once again available in limited quantities in this country.

This famous tea, originally blended for the Queen Victoria, is a superb blend of choice, delicately flavored Ceylon, India and Famous Oolongs. This tea is packed in England in small tins by Rigby's, Ltd. We suggest that you place your order early for delivery. Print your name in red and your Club for Christmas present.

Send check or money order (no COD's) to:

SUSAN LEE
2404 Alsip St., Baltimore 10, Md.

Give a
world of eating pleasure with

PHIL ALPERT'S CHEESE OF ALL NATIONS
gift assortment
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Order by Mail for
HOLIDAY ENJOYMENT

Holmesmade Pecan Pralines
Famous New Orleans candy generously studded with choice, new-crop pecans, smoothly blended with pure sugar. Freshly made by a treasured recipe in Holmes’ own kitchens.

10 patties in attractive cotton bale, $1.75.

New Orleans Remoulade Sauce
Here, packed for easy use, or Christmas giving, is one of the Creole Sauces that have made New Orleans known far and wide.

Three 8 1/2 oz. bottles $1.20.

Holmesmade Fruit Cake
Baked with the rare skill of Creole chefs, crammed with luscious, tender fruits, choice nuts, fragrant spices, pure Louisiana sugar and molasses, and molded in fine brandy.

In colorful tin, 3 lb. tin $4.25
5 lb. tin $6.75

Pause for reflection. Here’s a mirror that’s really a charmer and its lacework frame, that may be swung with your own ribbon, ties it into the color scheme of your room. It has an easel back or hole for hanging.

In white and gold or all gold finish. 14 1/2” high, it is $5.50 postpaid from The Squire, Box 559, Brookline Village, Mass.

“Honeycomb” candles of pure beeswax are wax-proof, drip-proof and won’t crack if you drop them. They’ll burn for at least 12 hours, and will look handsome every minute whether lighted or not. 15” tall. Old ivory or Christmas red; box of 4, $2.30, ppd., East of Miss.; West, $2.20. From Ger- ard & Sands, 1268 Prospect Street, La Jolla, California.

Honeycomb Candles
Honeycomb Candles are pure beeswax candles that are liquid-proof, drip-proof and won’t crack if you drop them. They’ll burn for at least 12 hours, and will look handsome every minute whether lighted or not. 15” tall.

Price: Old ivory or Christmas red: box of 4, $2.30, ppd., East of Miss.; West, $2.20. From Gerard & Sands, 1268 Prospect Street, La Jolla, California.

XMAS GIFTS SOLVED
For Relatives and Friends
Executives and Business Associates

AUD LANG SYNE
A NEW AND RARE CHEESE GIFT

For Relatives and Friends

Dutchess Food Specialties Company
1943 Park Avenue New York 35, N. Y.

Gleaming Silver 2 pc. Carving Set
$9.75 Complete
(Federal Tax & Postage Included)

A TIMELY GIFT FOR THE SEASON
An elegant Host and Hostess gift to grace that festive board at Christmas! Any Holiday host or hostess would be proud to serve this superb Sterling Silver Carving of Steak Set.


JACK JOSEPH, JEWELERS
225 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. A, Santa Monica, Calif.

VALLEY FORGE IN WINTER SPLENDOR!
PLACE MATS
Unique, Interesting and Historical

8 Actual photographs of Beautiful Valley Forge depicting the outstanding places of interest of this Historic Shrine in unsurpassed Winter Beauty. Every American family will cherish one or more sets of these MATS for their own use or when entertaining. Beautifully reproduced photographs on linenized paper. Make an ideal gift. 8 Mats to set, Size 11 x 14 inches. $1.00 postpaid—check or money order. No C.O.D.’s, please.


CHRISTMAS PRESERVE GIFT

A garter . . . not a cracker
The perfect gift—to give or receive. A nut sheller that does not crush the meat; does not scatter the shells! Chip off the shell . . . not a cracker!...

Please! No C.O.D.’s

The White House
Beaumont, Texas

SHOPIING

Christmas Preserve Gift

CARTON OF 6

- YORK NUT SHELLER

a sheller . . . not a cracker

The perfect gift—to give or receive. A nut sheller that does not crush the meat; does not scatter the shells! Chip off the shell . . . not a cracker!...

The White House
Beaumont, Texas
AROUND

December, 1949

Kettle Cove Orange Slices

A welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Kettle Cove Orange Slices in syrup take the time and guesswork out of Old Fashions. Follow this simple rule: one Orange Slice, a teaspoon of our rich Syrup, bitters if you like, a jigger of your favorite whiskey or rum; then ice. Easy? Nothing to it! And you'll say Kettle Cove Old Fashions are the smoothest ever. Send your gift list; we'll mail direct. Three 12-oz. jars for $2.30, six for $4.50, postpaid. Add 10% West of Mississippi.

Kettle Cove Industries, Inc.,
Box 449, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.

Musical Ice Vault

S. U. M. A. V. 12 feet, AC-DC, $19.95 ppd. Acorn Warming unit keeps a pot of coffee at serving temperature...brew coffee while you enjoy your guests! It's National's handsome Hostess set brews 4 to 16 cups of comical titles. "D'munk as a Skunk", "I'm Over the Hill", and other gay colors: "Slightly Bedraggled", "Pleasure Balls" bear hand-painted inscriptions in silver, fruit, flowers, butters, eggs, sugar and only 2% Rose! Order early to be sure of Holiday delivery, Kettle Cove's Cakes, packed in individual cased colors: (2 lbs. 83.50); 3 lbs. 85.25); 4 lbs. 87.50; 5 lbs. 92.75, plus 25¢ handling and postage per box. More than 20 Zausner cheese wedges. Be the first to get and give this Treasure. Jewel Box a thrilling gift in itself. 7 in. long, 4 in. wide, 2 in. deep. Money-back guarantee.

Zausner's Cheese House, Dept. 1HC
Harrison, New Jersey

Please rush me Jewel Box(es) filled with 20 Zausner Old World cheeses. Brandy Blue, Wine Cheddar, Aged Gruyere, Sharp Aged Cheddar, Kummel & Swiss, Smoked Cheddar, Tomato & Swiss, Cheddar & Limburger, Edam, and Munster. Each a secret recipe blended by the world's finest cheese makers. Each generous-sized wedge wrapped in heavy gold foil, to protect flavor and freshness indefinitely. Jewel Box a thrilling gift in itself. 7 in. long, 4½ in. wide, 1½ in. deep, Money-back guarantee.

Send no money. Order now for Christmas delivery.

Zausner's Cheese House, Dept. 1HC
Harrison, New Jersey

Please rush me Jewel Box(es) filled with 20 Zausner cheese wedges. I will pay postage $2.95 for each box plus a few cents postage and C.O.D. charges.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

No C.O.D.'s. Orders received by Dec. 12, 1949. All postpaid in the U.S.A. and possessions.

Jewel's by Mail!

Now, Jewel's famous Fruit Cake may be ordered by mail to put this famous tempting treat on your gift list. Years of experi­ence and careful blending make each Jewel's Fruit Cake an exceptional taste pleasure. Check full of choice ingredients: nuts, fruits, butter, eggs, sugar and only 2% Rose! Order early to be sure of Holiday delivery, Jewel's Fruit Cakes, packed in individual cased colors: (2 lbs. 83.50); 3 lbs. 85.25); 4 lbs. 87.50; 5 lbs. 92.75, plus 25¢ handling and postage per box. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight . . . a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight . . . a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer.

Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday cheer. Jewel's by Mail...a real Southern Delight...a welcome gift...a boon to the host when guests drop in for holiday che...
FREEZE-O-TRAY ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER

NOW YOU CAN enjoy real home-made ice cream with that delicious hand churn flavor and texture. Freezing quickly and easily the new FREEZE-O-TRAY way. Turn your imagination loose on ice cream recipes but use delicately different fresh fruit flavors...many others...refreshing sherbets. Your family and guests will beam about the old-fashioned flavor.

So simple to use too! Just plug FREEZE-O-TRAY into ice cube compartment and forget it! No stirring...no leaking...full court of one freezing. Precision built of polished stainless steel. Lifetime motor. Factory guaranteed. Order your FREEZE-O-TRAY today...delight your friends and family tomorrow. Only $14.75 postpaid.

FREEZE-O-TRAY CO.

ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER and fomily tomorrow. Only S14.7S postpaid.

FREEZE-O-TRAY CO.

Marvelous, hard-rubber. Charmingly hand-painted, it's a decorative addition to any room. Plenty of space for brushes, polish and cloth. Help "him" to keep well-groomed . . . Choice of Ebony, Chinese Red, Peacock Blue and Oyster White. Size 5 1/2 x 5 1/2. ONLY $7.75 PPD.

"Happy" Bank Lite . . .
A practical gift, this shoe-shine box looks like the beautiful ceramic, but is made of unbreakable plastic. Includes instructions and priceless old southern recipes. No COD's. Only $5.95 PPD.

SALLY GRAVE
10 E. 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

Shoe-Shine Box

Decorative
Shoe-Shine

unsual Gift

HILLCRAFT
720 S. Burgess Avenue, Columbus 6, Ohio

Now! Easy Way to Hang Vacuum Cleaner on Back of Door

You can keep your vacuum cleaner off the floor and out of the way. Simply boil water and place with your vacuum cleaner holder.

VAC-BACK $1.98

L. R. BEAVIS & CO., INC.
33 West 60th Street, New York 23, N. Y.

Unbreakable ornaments for the Christmas tree are as colorful and look as delicate as those you've always had but these needn't be handled with care! Replace last year's casualties by ordering plenty of these. Box of 10 (5 balls, 5 bells), $1, post. 25c for one to five boxes. Tottie Dolme, 162 E. 86 St., New York 28, N. Y.

Lanadown
516 Madison Ave.
New York City 22

Four Screen Initials
OF THE FINEST POLISHED BRASS

The newest gift ever, for "today's Homemaker". Personalizes and enhances any fireplace setting. An Old English letter in gleaming brass that attaches to screen easily—quickly. Brass is large enough to prevent brushing. Letter is about 6" high by 1 1/2" wide. Nicely boxed. Place orders immediately to insure Christmas delivery.

Each letter is $5.00 ppd. No COD's.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

Frank J. Danner
H. 12, 101 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.
AROUND DECEMBER, 1949

Crystal Clear Glass Display Domes

For Coverings:
- Clocks, Figurines, Objects D'Art, Wedding Cake Ornaments supplied with walnut or black wood bases.
- 5 x 7" $5.00
- 6 x 8" $6.70
- 10 x 15" $15.00
- 5 x 9" $4.50
- 8 x 10" $6.00
- 10 x 15" $10.00
- 5½ x 11" $8.50
- 8 x 12" $12.00
- 12 x 16" $25.00
- 6 x 8" $15.00
- 8 x 10" $16.00
- 8 x 12" $22.00

For 400-day clocks
- 5 ½" x 11" (without base) $7.00
- 6 x 12" (without base) $14.00

Send Check or Money Order, No C.O.D.'s.

CRYSTAL GLASS TUBE & CYLINDER CO.
437 EAST 71ST STREET
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

BING "TREASURE CHEST" OF AROMATIC EVERGREENS

Truly expressing the spirit of Christmas is this clever chest filled with over 500 fragrant and hand-painted decorations from the Pacific Northwest. Ideal as gifts...grand for your own use at Christmas time.
- Small "Door Charm" with bright red weather-proof ribbon and large cone.
- Selectled English holly sprays with natural red berries and bright green leaves.
- Miniature "snow white" Christmas tree and a generous selection of painted cones.
- Cluster assortment of pine, fir and cedar sprays and bouquets.
- Wreaths expertly made of fragrant cedar.
- 12 feet lacy cedar garland.

Complete "Treasure Chest" prepaid in U.S. $985

OTHER GIFT-PACKED EVERGREENS
- "Home Decorative" box of loose evergreens, carefully chosen for beauty. Box, 901628 $6.85
- English Holly with bright green leaves and brilliant red berries. Box, 3941242 $2.95
- Large "Door Charm" (described above). $2.50

Send name, money order or check (No C.O.D.'s) to
KIRK'S EVERGREENS, Dept. 2-T, Tacoma, Wash.

“Amapola” LOVE UNDER A SOMBRERO

South of the Border Siesta enjoyment is engagingly portrayed in this cute LAZY LOVERS ASHTRAY. An unusual design in California ceramics, colorfully underglazed decorations, definitely make it an appealing “eye-catcher.”
- Size 5 x 4 x 2" $2.50 postpaid

Send for our new catalog of Unusual Gifts.

BREN LINDA
Dept. H, 545 Fifty Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

Look! It's New!

Lazare et cellophone, plastic, glass any metal surface china, everything!

Magical new precision-made all aluminum pencil that will write on anything!

Fitted with extra heavy full 3" red or black lead. Finger-tip control, instant supply of fresh lead.

Hundreds of uses in your home, office, factory, school, churches, garages, workshops, etc.

"Marks-All" Mechanical Pencil — everything!

Only $1.485 postpaid

Dremel Mfg. Co. • Dept. SP369-M • Racine, Wis.

CRYSTAL CLEAR GLASS DISPLAY DOMES

For Coverings:
- Clocks, Figurines, Objects D'Art, Wedding Cake Ornaments supplied with walnut or black wood bases.
- 5 x 7" $5.00
- 6 x 9 ½" $6.70
- 10 x 15" $15.00
- 5 x 9" $6.00
- 8 x 10" $11.00
- 10 x 15" $18.00
- 5½ x 11" $8.50
- 8 x 12" $12.00
- 12 x 16" $25.00
- 6 x 8" $5.50
- 8 x 10" $15.00
- 8 x 12" $22.00

For 400-day clocks
- 5 ½" x 11" (without base) $7.00
- 6 x 12" (without base) $14.00

Send Check or Money Order, No C.O.D.'s.

CRYSTAL GLASS TUBE & CYLINDER CO.
437 EAST 71ST STREET
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
Children's mugs say "when" the milk's all gone, so youngsters feel they've accomplished something when they reach "the end." Of blue and white New England stoneware that retains heat and cold, there's a fluffy little chick for girls; a rooster for boys. $2 each ppd. W. of Miss. add 25c. Frances Hall Perrins, Old Homestead Orchards, Westford, Mass.

Cornered. Here's a convenient phone holder that fits neatly into a corner yet provides enough space for an ash tray and note pad on the top shelf and books on the lower. In mahogany, walnut, maple or natural birch finish or unfinished for you to paint, 11½" sq., $8.95 ppd. Charles W. Chase, 5 Roaring Brook, Hadlyme, Conn.

deluxe STEAK KNIVES . . . a mighty thoughtful gift!
Six fine stainless steel knives . . . the same superb knives with rated blades need no sharpening, the handles are hard black rubber. Complete . . . $3.79

The PRACTICAL Gift for everyone who subscribes to magazines or has newsmenators delivered. The PERFECT Gift because IT is a daily reminder of the decorator's touch.

Only $5.95 Postpaid

VENUS CORP., 1170 B'way, New York, Dept. HG-12

Bottle Guard

So Crisp—So Sheen—So low in price!

ORGANDY CURTAINS
You'll be proud of that "Decorator Touch" when you hang these extra full, deeply ruffled curtains in your windows . . . deftly made of five quality, high count white organdy with 6-inch pint tucks . . . 84-inch width per pair permanently finished to keep them new and lovely. Order several pairs now at these low, low prices. Your money promptly refunded within 10 days if you are not satisfied.

VENUS CORP., 1170 B'way, New York, Dept. HG-12

So How Are You Today? . . . A good day starts with GOOD COFFEE.
AROUND

Display bracket grooved to hold two of your favorite old plates, also makes a suitable background for flowers, greens or a bright bit of pottery. Of simple bell shape, it’s honeyed pine, and touches of Pennsylvania Dutch craftsmanship are apparent. $3.75 ea., ppd. $7.50 pair. Baur-Melvin, 2020 North Broad St., Philadelphia 21, Pa.

Round-the-world soap. A suitcase-full will tickle a child’s fancy, introduce him to far-away places and (maybe) encourage him to wash his hands before meals. Wrappers are all authentic—all different—all exciting. The cardboard case and contents, $1. ppd. The Weatherman, 430 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

FOR A TOUCH OF TRADITION—
French Trail Braided Rugs

Lend a touch of tradition to your decorative schemes with authentic French Trail Braided Rugs. They’re soft, warm and luxurious: they’ll match your colors in living room, bedroom and den. Each rug is carefully hand made in a pattern distinctly your own—hugs the floor without curling underfoot. Any size — circular or oval—up to 16’ by 26’. FRENCH TRAIL INDUSTRIES Dept. 9-K St. Marys, Ohio

MULTI-COLOR STRIPED SCARF

A gift of sheer beauty, handloomed, multi-colored striped wool scarf 20” by 66”. This light weight scarf in a smart color combination of soft toned green, red, beige, and black, enhanced with metal threads, is a joy to give or wear. Adaptable for any climate. Price $5.50 each, plus 25c postage.

HAZEL M. MC KAY, 209 SOUTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO 4, ILL.
**CASKET CELLARETTE**
Clover miniature casket for desk or shelf. Beautiful highly-polished but- clever miniature casket for desk or shelf. Beautiful highly-polished but- clever miniature casket for desk or shelf. Beautiful highly-polished but- clever miniature casket for desk or shelf. Beautiful highly-polished but-

glasses included. $3.95 ea., litces

- **FOR HIS CHRISTMAS...**
- **RADIO CELLARETTE OR CASKET CELLARETTE**

These unusual gift items are new and novel, and quickly capture the fancy of men who appreciate having a proper place for storing a “Fifth”! Very decorative for office desk or den, yet impres- sively inexpensive. Order now for Christmas.

**INDEPENDENT STAVE COMPANY • Dept. H.G., Lebanon, Mo.**

**TERRY'S NEW CHEF-AN-ETTE**

And What A Gift They Make

The only recipe file that keeps your recipes in order without an index. Order yours to-
day.

A seven volume recipe file, each volume hinged to a steel frame. Black design on tri- ceraic. $3.95 ea., litces

**For Men...**

He plays catch and never tires of it. How does he do it? Well, there's a magnet inserted in one of his paws, so when Junior tosses the lightweight metal ball, he catches it like a big leaguer. Teaches hand and eye co-ordination. Of soft plush, 12" tall. $4.95 postpaid. Spenser Gifts of Atlantic City, N. J.

**AVALON GIFT HOUSE**

Front Royal, Virginia

**SHOPPING**

Switch plates for a child's room are gay and entertaining. Fingermarks, left as little hands turn the lights on and off or trace the painted fig- ures, disappear in a jiffy with a damp cloth, for Beau-
lites are ceramic. $3.95 ea., ppd. Bea Ceramics, Box 464, Manhattan Beach, California.

**NAMECHAIN MFG. CO.**

19 E. Pearson St., Dept. C-2 Chicago 11

**FOR HANDYMEN**

TOWN & COUNTRY TOOLS

23 PIECES IN METAL CASE

For those minor repairs father and son can do much cheaper... for the boy who wants real tools this chest of 23 quality hand tools makes a perfect gift. All tools guaranteed... housed in durable metal, non-slip plastic-like case 31/2" x 14 1/2" x 4 1/2". Send check or money order. Money back if dissatisfied.

$44.95 Send $47.25 In or W. Of Mnt., Wyo., Colo., N. M.

WRITE FOR CATALOG OF OTHER ITEMS

**NAMECHAIN**

Personalized

KEY CHAIN

Spells YOUR NAME in full...

Durabley Constructed

The Perfect Gift Each NAMECHAIN made to your order—up to 14 letters allowed. Packed in gift box. Orders shipped in 48 hours. Tax and postage included in price.

- **STERLING**
- **GOLD PLATED**
- **SILVER**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/100—14 Kt. Gold Filled</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/750—14 Kt. Gold Filled</td>
<td>14 Kt. Gold</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Refunded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check or Money Order • No C.O.D.'s

**OLD COLONY LEATHERCRAFT**

730 Main Street • Shrewsbury, Mass.

**SO GOOD LOOKING SO USEFUL**

BRIEF-ETTE

A Gift He'll Appreciate

A hurdy-gurdy needs only a little monkey to go with it, so if you have one around the house, hang this around his neck and he'll be the organ grinder man, too. The box 5¾” x 6” has a real music box to wind and the price is only $1.35 postpaid from Janes, 163 Market St., Perth Amboy, N. J.

Donald and his nephews Huey, Louie and Dewey need no introduction, being All-American favorites. So we'll just say they are made of plush, in all their Technicolor glory, with flexible arms and legs. Donald, 12½” tall, is $5; duckling nephews, 8” tall, $3.50 each. Add 25¢ post. Dee’s Gift Box, 246 E. 46th St., New York 17.

**GIFT SCOOP OF THE SEASON**

Unique book ends for the sportsman in your life. Jockey book ends...a smart gift that is literally made to order for the sportsman in your life! Fashioned of hand-wrought metal, then hand-painted, they're clever and colorful in their typical jockey club attire. Better hurry, though. Only a limited supply at $7.90 per pair, which includes postage, No C.O.D.'s, please.

Kentucky Tavern Creations Inc.
C/O Glenmore Distilleries Company, Box 900, Louisville, Ky.

**LOOK... no hands to mix-up!**

Use NEW FORCOLAR playing cards to avoid costly mix-ups! Each suit a different color. Good values! $1.35 in 4 colors.

**THE DIFFERENT CHRISTMAS GIFT!**

7 in 1 Leather Wallet, Billfold, Memo Pad, Pencil Comb, Nail File & 2 Card Holders. Send for free booklet of many attractive make-up and shaving types. Send smartly boxed with gift tag. Original price on mirror. Send with $5 prepaid. In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. 12 x 18". $12.50 Express Check. Col. Check or Money Order No C.O.D.'s. Please

**COMpletely Assembled SHIP MODELS**

545 5th Avenue, Dept. HC NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

**A Pipe Man's Pipe Rack**

Does... Everything A Good Pipe Rack Should Do! Hangs on wall...convenient, saves precious desk or table space. 1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes! 2. Air-tight humidor jars and drawers. 3. Larger drawer for accessories. In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. 18½" x 18". $12.50 Express Check. Col. Check or Money Order No C.O.D.'s. Please

A Pipe Man's Pipe Rack

Does... Everything A Good Pipe Rack Should Do! Hangs on wall...convenient, saves precious desk or table space. 1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes! 2. Air-tight humidor jars and drawers. 3. Larger drawer for accessories. In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. 18½" x 18". $12.50 Express Check. Col. Check or Money Order No C.O.D.'s. Please

**THE DIFFERENT CHRISTMAS GIFT!**

7 in 1 Leather Wallet, Billfold, Memo Pad, Pencil Comb, Nail File & 2 Card Holders. Send for free booklet of many attractive make-up and shaving types. Send smartly boxed with gift tag. Original price on mirror. Send with $5 prepaid. In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. 12 x 18". $12.50 Express Check. Col. Check or Money Order No C.O.D.'s. Please
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SHIPPING
AROUND

“Here’s ta me, an ma wife’s urban, not lo’ getting mesen” is the toast of the Englishman on this mug. His motto, expressing similar sentiments, appears on the other side, as well as on the matching saucer. In color with gift rims, the set is $4.95 postpaid from W. & L. Novelties, 10 Beverly Road, Huntington Station, New York.

From garden to library the natural beauty of fresh flowers is permanently preserved in these plastic book ends. Unusual and decorative, they may be ordered with small roses, gardenias or pansies set in green, blue or clear plastic. $9 a pair ppd. from Helen Parke, Box 496, Glen Cove, New York.

KLEPTOMANIAC TROUBLE?

Are you constantly saying, “Wait a moment until I get a pencil” because most members of your household have a habit of misplacing the pencil you meant to keep near the phone? If so, buy every phone in your home one of these little telephone pencils. Clips on the dial stop of your phone very simply.

Has a long 15” chain. Gold finished metal. Mechanical pencil. $1.00 each.

Write for catalogue of other items.

No C.O.D.’s please.

50 Piermont Avenue • NYACK, New York

NEW!
no eye sting

THE SHAMPOO CHILDREN LOVE

I’m an old fashioned mother, but here’s one modern improvement I’m tickled pink with—Yanta Shampoo. Made specially for children, it won’t sting the eyes! It makes shampooing youngsters so easy, quick and pleasant you’ll be amazed. And it’s fine for us grown-ups, too—leaves hair soft and beautifully clean. I’ll send you three generous bottles for only 52. No C.O.D.’s please.

Louise Little
THE LITTLE HOUSE
Box 222, Concord, Mass.

6 MECHANICAL MARVELS

Dancing Couple whirls around gracefully. Bronco Cowboy on fast-galloping horse falls from saddle hangs on to reins. Crawling Baby wiggles from side to side as the crows along realistically. Bumppo-bumpponobile shuts back and forth between obstacles. Pecking Bird hops along and pecks as he goes. Boy on Sled都要 round and round in a circle. Just wind them up and they perform. All c.i.f. Shell any youngster, postpaid. $4.95.

J. J. ANTHONY
Box 402
Milwaukee, Wis.

EDITH CHAPMAN

LAZY-LAP BOARD FOR STUDENTS

Developed by Educator for Junior and Senior High School students for bronze study, reading, patrons. The material costs the student $2.00 which pays for the board and pays 50 cents per book of 30 pages for 12 books. Table of references has been added from world’s great thinkers, their dates, principal works and philosophy. Christmas present for language students, American history, French, English. Board is finished in plastic and measures 12 x 18.

Send $5.95—cash or Money Order to:

VALLEY CENTER DISTRIBUTORS
San Francisco, California

Irresistible XMAS TOY & GIFT IMPORTS

Order to mail, as usual. We pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. In stock on orders of 750 or more. Minimum order $4.00. See our Full Page November and December for other wonderful gifts. 4-1/2” safe posts into mirror polishing base. Face and hands move like real. Durable plastic. Mechanical action.

(k) BLOW HIGH... BLOW LOW—Handsome silver-colored tin, for $1.25.

(c) RIDE ‘EM, COWBOY—Wind up this bronze bronco and he runs along in his action-happy horse, twirling his lariat with graceful pull. Beautiful tin. Special sale price—$2.50 ex. f or $1.25.

(5) MAGIC TRICK BOX—Imitation leather Japanese plum with an array of panels hidden key compartment. Perfect for cigarettes, cards, small tissues, etc. $2.00.

(d) MECHANICAL FIRE ENGINES—Real red fire engine runs on double extension box and automatic water. Special sale price—$1.00 ex. for $.95.

(6) GIANT PLUMER CHORAL TOP—Truly remarkable Sound Fantastico and movement. $4.50.

(l) METAL TELESCOPE—10-power magnifications. Special sale price—$1.00 ex. for $.95.

(5) SET—Extremely popular. Combination Dolly, wind-up toy, Mirror Top and Magic Tricks. $6.75.

(6) ORANGE & GRASS BLOW-UP—Blow up to 4 ft. high. Special sale price—$1.00 ex. for $.95.

G. D. NOVELTY CO., INC.

Want Some Luck?

Here it is all dressed up in a bright green suit.

The Lucky Sprites
Rub his head and hands each day. Sure to chase bad luck away.

Impy—On his tummy
Dreamy—On one elbow
Happy—Sitting on the ground
Lucky—Sits on shelf
Take your choice or take 'em all.

Price $1.25 each. $4.50 complete set.

Postpaid. Send check or money order. No C.O.D.’s please.

IDA T. SCHULTE
702 & 740 Boardwalk, Ocean City, N. J.

LAZY-LAP BOARD FOR STUDENTS

Delightful, practical gifts for Mother & Baby!

LORAINNE LANE... GIFTS BY MAIL

RINCON ANNEX BOX 2294
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
HERE IS SANTA.
Magnificently costumed in red satin trimmed in rich white fur cloth, he is hand made and hand painted, stands alone and is unbreakable.

$20.00 express prepaid

20"...

24th Annual Gift House
717 West Avenue
Austin, Texas

Boys' & Girls' LITTLE WORKER CARPENTER SET
Personalized with Hand-Painted First Name
only $2.98 Postpaid

SET CONTAINS:
- Guy a color separately washable toy kit for use in building own boys' projects.
- Pocket. Several designs to copy.
- Quality 10" hammer, pocket of nails.
- Screws & jigsaw for cut outs.
- Knots for building own toys.

This LITTLE WORKER CARPENTER SET is ideal for children in the age group 6 through 12. It provides hours of entertainment and fun for all ages. Build to self instruction. Kit contains authentic workshop tools, name on box and address, and a money back guarantee. Only $2.98 post within the U.S. for four hours. First-time purchasers, please, order the full kit of 20 sets. Full satisfaction guaranteed. From children and adults for every occasion. Gift for every child and adult. Great for family travel or long journeys and outings. Send check or money order.

A Gift for the Baby
BABY'S BOTTLEMASTER

Even the mother or father would be pleased to have this novel, pocket-size book. It's small enough to carry, but big enough to supply hours of fun. "Bottlemaster" is a picture history of the American bottle. It is full of the names of bottles and the days when they were popular. It tells all about bottles, from ancient times to the present day. Over 1,000 bottles are pictured. Only $2.95 post within the U.S.

DEVONSHIRE GIFTS
Dept. 4823
Washington, D.C.

A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR YEAR 'ROUND FAMILY FUN
Give your family the relaxed comfort of a beautiful, all-season PLANTATION HAMMOCK.


Style Body Size Price
A 26 x 62 in. $15
B 56 x 60 in. $19
C 66 x 82 in. $26

Specify size. Send check with order. Prompt shipment by Express Collect.

MARIAN BRAWLEY
865 E. Washington St., Greenville, S.C.

"YOUNG FRY"
3 to 11 years old will be thrilled to receive gaily illustrated weekly letters each letter enclosing a clever little gift from Herculano Hare. A rabbit extraordinary. Herculano's way of telling his colorful merry yarns stimulates the child's imagination and encourages interest in history and geography and animal life. Just what you've been looking for in a novel gift that will bring pleasure to the child and grateful remembrance of you long after other gifts have lost their interest. 4 letters and 4 gifts $1.95. 12 letters and 12 gifts $2.95. Please send child's name, age, from whom, address to HERCAMO HARE
Rabbit Extraordinary
Pepersur Ranch, P.O. Box 180, Dept. A, San Diego, California

Give him the famous "DANIEL BOONE" Cap...

Make that young pioneer happy with a genuine "DANIEL BOONE" Cap. It's a knockout! He'll be the envy of the neighborhood. Trangiers love it.

IT'S MADE OF GENUINE RACOON FUR WITH A REAL RACOON TAIL, just like the cap made famous by DANIEL BOONE himself. The overprinted band and all-wool lining make it soft, warm and comfortable in all weather.

Order a "DANIEL BOONE" Cap today and we'll enclose your gift card and guarantee delivery before Christmas. Only $7.95 Postpaid (no federal tax). State size. Perfect fit and unnoticeable satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

RICKAPOO PRODUCTS, INC., HOLLY H, MICHIGAN

Shopping

Folding money goes into the front of the Flap-Jack, comes out the back as you need it. Of leather, in all the usual colors, it rarely costs folding money itself ($1.25 ppd. taxes). What a stocking stuffer or going-away-school gift, especially if you line it with a bill or two! From England Bros., Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Number please. It's right at your fingertip in the Fone-Dex, a handy index that fits under your telephone base. Eight cards hold 240 names, addresses and numbers. Saves space on your desk and time spent in fumbling through a book. Order several for home or office efficiency. $2.49, ppd. from J. Braskich & Co., 6331 S. Justine Street, Chicago 36, Illinois.
ANOTHER FIRST AT BLINN'S
The Film Fun Theatre presents Safe, educational entertainment for the whole family. Complete with heavy plastic projector, a roll of film of 35 frames each, screen and two flashlight batteries! Simple to operate...just press a button and the picture changes. A wonderful gift for Christmas stockings. Additional film: Set of 2 completely different reels only $1.00. Set of 12 different reels $2.00. Christmas near, so send for this sensational new toy today!

Handy. A good comb of real tortoise shell encased in a well tailored glove of fine English leather stays fresh, clean and ready for use. Order one to keep in each of your handbags. They come in red, green or saddle tan. $2.25 postpaid from Annie Mock, 3214 O Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Extra ash trays and coasters are always a welcome present, and here's a particularly nice set that anyone would be pleased to own. The "coast-trays," as they are called, are perfectly plain and stack neatly in a gold-tooled leather holder—red, green, brown or maroon, $3.25 postpaid from Wight-Hal Gift Shop, Box 197, So. Egremont, Massachusetts.

PIGLET in gay stripes $3.00

His pal...
WINNIE THE POOH $5.50
12" high in his bright red shirt. And smug...
KANGA, with baby ROO snuggled in pouch $7.50

All from the famous A. A. MILNE Books
Add $1.00 for Postage; and 2% Sales Tax for NYC Delivery
More MILNE Animals • Ask for Catalogue

DUTTONS, INC.
270 Park Ave., N. Y. 17, Plaza 3-7400

Straight to your Child's Heart


NEW! Bigler JACKPOT BANK
Exciting! Intriguing! Practical! Pays for itself repeatedly. Plenty of fun and incentive to save small change that quickly adds to useful dollars. Enjoy the action of a slot machine without the risk! NOT A GAMBLING DEVICE; jackpots all done up realistically with polka-dotted net ruffling. An ensemble of beauty so breath-taking, it can also adorn the vanity or dresser of the biggest of girls (up to eighteen!).

Overall length 7 1/8 inches
$3.95 postpaid

Send for new catalog of unusual gifts
BREN LINDITA
541 Fifth Avenue, Dept. H.G., New York 17, N.Y.

KEYMONICA .... blows like a harmonica, sounds like an accordion, It's the first musical instrument for every child. Simple tunes played by older children by reading numbers. Personalized with child's First Name. Varied colors. $1.25 postpaid.

THE PERFECT CHILD'S GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

TOTS' DELIGHTS

DAYTON & SCOTT GIFTS
185 Madison Ave., Dept. G4, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

5% SAVINGS TO WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS
DOUBLE PORTION OF CHRISTMAS GIFT
FREE POSTAGE ON ALL ORDERS
FREE CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

WINNIE THE POOH $5.50
His pal...
ROO $3.00

From the favorite A. A. MILNE Books
Add 20c for Postage; and 2% Sales Tax for NYC Delivery

A delightful set for the whole family.

SWITCH COVER...

Knob size 1 1/8"... red or metallic red, plus First Name.

Pull and seat the switch . . .

STREET. N.W., Washington, D. C.

745 Eighth Ave., Dept. AG-1, N.Y. 19, N.Y.

TRULY A COLLECTOR'S ITEM!
A wonderful gift for that hard-to-fill Christmas stocking. Each doll is a charm coin, perfectly the size of a desirable miniature pet. 4" high, weighing 1 1/2 oz. Made from a special material, these can be made in any desired position, no matter how plastic. Extraordinary attention to detail makes them a delight to own and display. Each is individually boxed in a dainty china box placed in a dainty box of lace. Each is clearly marked with name. A very pretty gift for a little girl.

TRICKS TRICKS TRICKS
An amazing collection of easy to do unusual magic tricks. The greatest value that has ever been offered through the mails. Compare favorably with sets selling for as much as $12.50.

WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT
No skill required
25 MAGIC SENSATIONS $2.99
posted at C. O. O. D.

Send for new catalog of unusual gifts
BREN LINDITA
945 Fifth Avenue, Dept. H.G., New York 17, N. Y.

SNACK SET . . . This square plate, cup, and spoon come in red or yellow plastic, hand-decorated with a little Indian and child's name. Practical, very gay, and a bargain at $1.45 postpaid.

MORTON GIFT SHOP
Hotel Morton Atlantic City, N. J.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
711 Fremont Street Las Vegas, Nev.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT CHILD'S GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
With A Free Surprise In Every Set Boys and girls of all ages love this gay toothbrushing set with their very own name. Makes tooth care fun! Hand-painted, textured tumbler of fine plastic is tasteless, odorless, will not bend out of shape. In pink, blue or red, with heart and flower design and name. Matching toothbrush with white nylon bristles. Tumbler...$1.00 Toothbrush. $0.75 Postpaid.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
106 Madison Ave., Dept. 64, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

BARRETT SALES CORP.
538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Add a touch of France to your home... QUEL-AIR fills your rooms with Spring all Winter long

The rage of Paris—Quel-Air—the original lamp Berger, can be yours, too. Does more than eliminate smoke and undesirable odors, it actually creates the kind of air you want by subtly permeating the room with a clean, delicate fragrance. Comes with three bottles of special scented fluid, one each: Bouquet, Pine and Lavender.

Quel-Air lamps are made of the finest French porcelain, handcrafted by skilled artisans. Each is a work of art about 7" high.

Available in five beautiful designs: 1—Rosine (floral) illustrated above; 2—Bleu nacre (white and gold, aqua background); 3—Chandron (white and gold, rust background); 4—Les Cerfs (wild life); 5—Chasse a courre (the Hunt).

Put Quel-air at the top of your Christmas gift list or for that special present you owe yourself.

Sorry no C.O.D.'s

Only $15.00 postpaid

EMILE GARDEN

15 Moore Street • New York 4, N. Y.

Their Model Dream House
For Christmas—Plan-O-Blocks

Perfect gift for home owner planning alterations or prospective home builder. With Plan-O-Blocks you can build your 1/4"-scale model house in three dimensions. See it from every angle, plan it to suit your needs. Plan-O-Blocks are not a toy, but precision-plastic; accurate enough to enable to estimate costs. One set lists you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. A set of your own will provide years of entertainment.

SPECIAL 10-day Trial Offer

Send $10.95—check or money order. Set sent postpaid. Money refunded if set is returned for any reason within 10 days.

PLAN-O-BLOCKS, INC.
311 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

Decorative PLANTER

Beautiful brass planter with pseudo Chinese ornament on ebonylike slaml. Small ilell" riiiliMjctnlron ami detaii enough with brass iilaiiter with )iseudo Chi-Be

EMILE GARDEN

15 Moore Street • New York 4, N. Y.

PLANT-O-BLOCKS, INC.
311 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

figs For the Garden

These solid bronze finials will add charm to any garden. Made to last a lifetime, they will be long remembered. 16 other designs to choose from, all styled by R. F. Duryea.

Catalog upon request

$8.50 ea., plus 5c postage. California residents add 5% tax.

Mack Poles Company
58 Idora Avenue, San Francisco 16, Calif.

THE ORIGINAL FOLDING TABLE 💥TOP $4.95💥

The Ideal Christmas Gift

T-Top is a light rigid top which fits over your card table and is carried from room to room. No more pulling out and putting away. Ships in 48 hours or less. Measures 25" high, 46" in diameter. Unibodied plastic form is perfect for Christmas and year round. No corner to get hung up. Comes with convenient carrying handle and, of course, our Totally Silencer. Offers complete equipment. Available unpainted or in colors Brown, Red, Green.

Unpainted $4.95—Painted $5.95

No P.O.'s please. Shipping charge full lar.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

T-TOP COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 74
Salem, Mass.

HANGING DRAWER TROUBLE?

Hung - Stuck - Swollen Drawers

Quickly Eliminated for 50c per Drawer

Why tolerate temperamental drawers when in only 5 minutes time you can install silent HURR-A-LIDE® on any wooden drawer! Guarantee absolutely silent finger-touch operation of drawers for LIFE!

Minimum Order $2.00 for 4 Drawers

Send check or money order. No COD's please

FURNITURE PARTS MFG. CO.
704 SW 14th Street, Birmingham, Alabama
AROUND

Classic. Patterned after a Grecian urn, this cigarette cup, 3½" high, is also a graceful holder for a short-stemmed bouquet. Of lead blown glass, with pigeon's blood ruby bowl and two ash trays, the set is $3.50; in chartreuse glass, $3.25; in clear crystal, $2.75. Post. 25c. The Glass Box, 430 Parker Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa.

House & Garden's Portfolio of Flower Prints consists of 25 four-color masterpieces by French, English and American artists, printed with wide margins on fine paper, 10¼" x 14", and accompanied by biographical notes. Introduction by Richardson Wright. Handsomely boxed for $7.50, postpaid, from The Condé Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

Christmas Delights in colorful plastic! Modern, graceful stemware of gleaming plastic...rub or green on crystal-clear stems! 8 goblets, sherbets, wine or cocktail glasses (the sherbets are for champagne, too!). For every host and hostess you love. Any 8, gift boxed...$32. Add 25c for postage. Holiday orders filled.

Bases for Vases
Dull Black
For home lovers who arrange flowers—a gift for constant use
$3.85 the set of three postpaid
Hardwood 4½" x 8½", 8½" x 6", 10" x 14" APPROX.

Georgia Curtis, Fairfield, Connecticut

ARTIST'S OFFER:
Exquisite, signed Aquarelles hand painted on French paper in deep, light, hand finished frames, 11½" x 13½" over all. Colors chosen to harmonize for use in sets, in any combination of 5 different subjects. Four florals: Roses, Magnolias, Carnations, Asters. Four figures: predominant colors Red, French blue, Rose, Olive green.

Price $7.50 each, postpaid.

ESTABÉ, Carmel, N. Y.

UNIQUE in DESIGN

Versatile occasional piece from Italy—expertly constructed and finished in Black Lacquer on Hardwood—Natural rush seat.

Overall dimensions 17" wide by 17" deep by 32½" high.

STEWART ROSS JAMES
598 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

Invitation TO SMOKE

Send the next wedding invitation or announcement you receive to us and we'll etch it on a fine Fostoria glass cigarette box. The lucky couple will cherish forever such a lasting reminder of their wonderful wedding day. It measures 3½" x 6" x 1½".

$7.95 postpaid.

Please address Dept. G-1

HOLIDAY HOUSE
Belleson Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

You'll get your best gift inspirations from LEWIS & CONGER

There's still time to get the famous Lewis & Conger 48-page Christmas Catalog (free!) if you send right away! Here's just one example of the hundreds of fascinating gifts you'll find illustrated.

HANG MAGAZINES ON A DOOR or wall. At last that troublesome question of where to keep current magazines gets a satisfactory answer in this wooden Magazine Rack—easily installed, 24" x 41"; ivory or green. 10.50

LEWIS & CONGER
Ave. of Americas at 43rd St.
New York 18, N. Y.

Please send me: Christmas Catalog 8-page free

Name
Street
City
State

Hand-Wrought PERSONALIZED SILVER GIFTS
Beautifully designed, hand-wrought of heavy Sterling Silver by famous "Still-"

ers". Smart and practical keepsakes.

CLASSIC BOOKMARK incl. Tax...$4.00
KEY CHAIN incl. Tax...$4.00
TIE CLASP incl. Tax...$4.00
CLASSIC LETTER OPENER 4½" made...incl. Tax...$5.00

Send orders filled until Dec. 20th

Rhea McAllister
113 East 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.
make memorable gifts for your weekend hostess. 100 sticks to a box, $3.50 postpaid.

"Marble" dull black stand to hold matchbox $1.50 postpaid

**SHORT STORY**—Known the world over—"La Petite"—the famous luxury miniature matches from Sweden are the safest safety matches made. Vest pocket size—they are charming additions to your home—splendid "thank you" gifts. Distinctively boxed.

2 cartons (16 small boxes in each carton) only $1.00 postpaid
Send us your greeting cards and we will gladly enclose them with any gift orders we want you to ship for you.

No C.O.D.'s please

CHARLES BENT CO. BOX 200, GLENSIDE, PA.

**THE LIFE OF THE PARTY**

You'll mix drinks with the superb aplomb of a professional bartender when you use his tools—the very same bar accessories you see in the smartest night clubs and top rooms in town. The thirst-quenching quartet includes a cocktail shaker, a mixing spoon, a wire strainer—all made of rust and acid proof stainless steel—and a mixing glass. Easy to clean and generously proportioned, they mix a party-size batch or just enough for two. Order one for yourself, send one to your favorite host.

$5.95 the set postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please

The Lowell Co.
P. O. Box 15
Minoa, L. I., N. Y.

**WALL PLAQUES!**

The Unusual in Decorative Wall Plaques.

Here are imported collector's items which will add a smart decorator's touch to the home. Rich full-colored mahogany wood--imported from the original sites of the plates. Engraved from the original sites onto the plates. Engraved from the originals onto the plates, then hand-colored. Two presentations: in the bark mache hanging or wall plaques simple. They are also excellent embroiored, living room and table setting pieces.

14 diameter $2.50 each. plates or set of 4 for $9.00 postpaid
14 diameter (plates or plaques) $2.00 each, or set of 4 for $8.00 postpaid Order by number from pictures.

Avondale Foundry Co.
2502 27th Ave., N., Birmingham, Ala.

---

**SHOPIING**

ShmooS clean up the youngsters so they'll pass a daily checkup for well-scrubbed and shining faces. For small fry on your list, get the colorful terry towel and washcloth set for $1.98 plus 15c post., or a few hand towels, 98c each plus 10c post. Beaumond Distributors, 133 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 16.

**Horse sense.** For a boy's room, pick this horsy bedspread that will appeal to him for looks, and to his mother for its practical qualities. In yellow, green, dusty rose, blue, beige, peach or white with self-colored or contrasting tuft trim. Single, $12.50; double, $13.50; matching draperies, $10.95 a pair. I. Davis, 248 Miracle Mile, Coral Gables, Fla.

---

**EASIER TO CLEAN AND GENEROUSLY PROPORTIONED,**

You'll mix drinks with the superb aplomb of a professional bartender when you use his tools—the very same bar accessories you see in the smartest night clubs and top rooms in town. The thirst-quenching quartet includes a cocktail shaker, a mixing spoon, a wire strainer—all made of rust and acid proof stainless steel—and a mixing glass. Easy to clean and generously proportioned, they mix a party-size batch or just enough for two. Order one for yourself, send one to your favorite host.

$5.95 the set postpaid
No C.O.D.'s please

The Lowell Co.
P. O. Box 15
Minoa, L. I., N. Y.

---

**STAKE YOUR DOGS**

An enchanting sterling silver tea bell to give your...
AROUND

Bronze plastic is used for a pleasing, and pleasantly inexpensive, set of flower pots and matching saucers for your window garden. The largest is 4½" tall; 4½" across the top. You get all six pieces for exactly $1. postpaid. Order from Giftcraft, 1234 East 47th Street, Chicago 15, Illinois.

Blackfeet Indians. Now you can get your man famous Nor-King moccsins in black as well as brown. Hand-sewn from one piece of leather, they are the essence of comfort as slippers or for country walking. Sizes 5-12 in widths AA-E. $10.95 pair, post. 25¢. Fellman, Ltd., 855 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.

Snapshots
For Daily Enjornment
3½" x 4½" beautiful enamel finished cigarette box large enough to hold over a full pack. In rich Red or Dark Green—your choice.
Send us any photos you've taken of friends, children, landscapes, pets, etc. All photos reprinted beautifully onto these fine cigarette boxes. Send negative or print. Your original photo returned intact.
Wonderful Christmas Gift
$5.00 each instantly. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.
Jay Hooke Studios Dept. 44
2 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

The Butterer
The Ideal Christmas Gift for People Who Have "Just Everything"
Here's a novelty gift (item that is both unusual and useful). Can be used for buttering hot buns, pancakes, etc., but especially corn on the cob. Handsomely silver plated. Packed 8 to the box. Christmas packaged. $5.00 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. Please send check or money order to
CARL NIELSEN ASSOCIATES
1627 Gold St., Redline, Wis.

SOUTHERN BROILER
A Perfect Gift
$9.75

Unique year 'round all metal SOUTHERN BROILER is always handy for winter charred broiling in your fireplace or summer cooking on picnics and camping trips. Has a removable nickel grill with 16" x 24" cooking surface and a sturdy charcoal grate, properly ventilated. Finish is beautiful bronze hammer tone. Only $9.75 postpaid. Boiler complete with SOUTHERN electric spit (not shown), $37.25 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. Please order now!
WALLACE O. LEONARD, Inc., Dept. 129H
373 South Fair Oaks Avenue • Pasadena 1, California

Decorate Your Own CHINA, GLASSWARE, TRAYS with DELLA ROBBIA GLAZE
No Art Ability Needed!
Use amazing, new 3-Stroke Method (it's easy as A-B-C) sent with Kit. Perfect object into kitchen oven—out comes colorful, permanent glaze. Can't wash off and is alcoholproof.

Try Kit for a Week—Send No Money! Mail coupon and get Kit for 7 days' trial. Contains everything you need to do a perfect job. Comes with complete instructions; 14 pcs of beautiful decorators' colors; 2 sets of monogram letters and the 3-Stroke Method Book.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE NO.
(If any) STATE

FREE Trial Kit, 5 knobs, 1 brush, unlimited glaze, 7 days' trial! Offer expires November 30.

SCULPTURE HOUSE, Dept. 2212
304 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Sculpture House, Dept. 2212
304 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

SEND ME FOR 7 DAYS' TRIAL A DELLA ROBBIA GLAZE KIT. ON ARRIVAL I WILL ORDER KIT FOR $37.25 POSTPAID. IF NOT SATISFIED, I APRIL RETURN KIT AT MY OWN EXPENSE. (OK, SEND KIT)

C. O. D.'S CHARGED. Check here if you wish to save C. O. D. CHARGES. (No money is required if you don't wish to save C. O. D. CHARGES.)
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**THE PLANNING GUIDE**

The modern memo-organizer. One $9.95 of the most practical desk reminders ever developed! Hand-sewn 7 1/2" x 10" loose-leaf binder, with scientifically planned memorandum, appointment, and calendar pages, that provide fast daily and weekly organization of activities. Must be seen to be appreciated! A huge success already among professional and business people as well as in the home. THE IDEAL GIFT. Dark blue imitation leather cover, $7.50. Deluxe Genuine Placint, $11.00. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Postage paid when cash accompanies order. Dishotel on quantity purchases. Write Dept. E-9, Wilson Memindex Co. 149 Carter St., Rochester 5, N. Y.

New Idea

**Pennsylvania Dutch Heirloom Trivets**

Everyone appreciates them—you’ll want several for your own home! Used as stands for hot dishes, casserole, bread, meat, fruit, or flower. Dozen sizes: (A) Grape, (B) Eagle, (C) Sunburst. Only $2.75 each, $5.75, $14. Solid brass, about 6 inches long, 3 1/2-inch legs. Also in Black iron: $1 each. 3-24.50. $5.25, individually boxed. We ship anywhere postpaid, your gift card enclosed. Send us your gift list—no limit on individual shipments at quantity prices. Write for catalog.

Noveltyme Studios  HEILLAM 2, TEMPLETON, MA.

**HARRISON SERVICES**

241 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 17

**IN DESK CALENDARS**

AT LAST!

GRAVE BACK Combination shaving brush, safety razor, and blade holder.

Now, for the first time, the makers of the house can slowly away his shaving gear into one neat place with the Shave-Rack. Made in crystal-clear, easy to clean, genuine Du Pont Lucite.

Personalized with first name, $1.98

. . . Without name, $1.69

We pay postage. MAIL OR DISSER FILLER.

ORDER NOW—CHRISTMAS DELIVERY GUARANTEED

Send Cash or Money Order or Check in quantity purchases. Write Dept. E-6, Wilson Memindex Co. 149 Carter St., Rochester 5, N. Y.

**SHOPLING**

Auto-matic. A gearshift knob holds coins for parking meters, toll charges or drive-in meals. It accommodates nickels, dimes and quarters, fits over any gearshift. In red, beige or gray. For only 50c each, p.p.d., you can please every car owner on your list. Gift Clues, 320 East 45th St., New York 17, New York.

In the modern manner, these sophisticated cocktail plates, designed by Donaldson, hold a glass and a few canapés comfortably. In interesting designs, fish or bar motifs, they also make unusual extra ash trays. $3.25 ea., postpaid, from Georg Jensen, 667 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Mrs. Fix-it, who wants something more professional than a hairpin for minor repairs about the house, needs Milady's Household Hardware Kit. And woe be the husband who mixes up the screws with the nails or forgets to put the oil in the husky who won't be pleased with the present. It's $4.95, p.p.d., plus 50c West of Miss. Arnox Sales Co., 708 W. 17th St., New York 33.

**DIVINING STIRRERS**

Fascinating stirrer for tall drinks which also indicates the spirit proof. Drinks consistently indicate the spirit proof. Mixes up the crews with the spirit statement and the bullet. Prevents waste of valuable liquors. Makes the ideal gift!

Host set of 4 stirrers ... $3.95

Postpaid No C.O.D.

**PHOENIX COMPANY**

3354 Greenmount Ave. Baltimore 18, Md.

**BURGESS ELECTRIC PAINT SPRAYER**

Just plug it in and spray. Economical for paint, varnish, oil, etc. Send for FREE 128 page catalogue of nationally known merchandise just off the press.

126 E. 14th St., Dept. A

ROGERS APPLIANCES INC. New York 3, N. Y.
AROUND

DECEMBER, 1949

Steak knives with handles of mother-of-pearl have blades as keen as a hunter's appetite. Once you own them, you'll strive to produce a steak noble enough to match them. The set of six in a well made wooden box is $60 postpaid. From Hammeracher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York 22.

Hi diddle diddle. Such sport as the cow jumping over the moon should put youngsters in a happy mood to drink the last drop of milk and eat the last bite of food. The set consisting of a hand-painted 7" plate-bowl and mug with child's name in large letters is $3.95 postpaid from Aurello Ceramic Studio, 3473 N. Clark St., Chicago 13.

Hope chest—or, if your hope has been fulfilled, a fine storage unit, in scented cedar, metal-bound for airtightness. Comes with an insurance policy for $250 as a 3-year guarantee against moth damage. 44" long x 19½" high. A grand buy for $32.50 plus $3 shipping. The Woodlyn Co., Box 1884, Greensboro, N. C.

HANGOVER HAT

Even the occasional tippler will have need of this Hangover Hat at sometime or other. It should be standard New Year's equipment. The rubberized, lip-hanging hat will fit anyone from splintered, back, and dirt. Made of extra-thick, heavy-weight dark fabric in rainbow colored stripes... in green, blue, red, orange... double-snap edges... stamped: 'Hangover Hat. Don't pull out. Open size: 60" x 20"'. This neat cap will make an instant hit with everybody. Postpaid $2.29 only.

PLANT SCONCES

Beautifully heavy hand-wrought iron with copper pots for ivy, philodendron, or what have you. Comes in black, antique finish, or white. In other colors we will try to match your sample. Size approximately 24" long and 11" wide. Only $45.00 the pair. Express collect. No C.O.D.'s.

Quaint n' Sweet

In this demure little basket of hand made milk glass, its charm is as captivating now as it was generations ago. This authentic reproduction is yours for only $1.00 in white milk glass or may be had hand painted in delicate pastels—price firmed for $1.50.

ROBERTA PALMER

600 MARKET
METROPOLIS, ILLINOIS

Reading Comfort

Here at last, the answer to easier, faster, more comfortable reading. No pages to hold! No hands necessary! Tilts to any angle! An ingenious aid to adults, ideally suited for setting children straight physically and mentally. The perfect gift for you and yours—particularly at Christmas! Collapses into convenient tray stand. Complete catalogue on request. Avoid danger of "study slump." 

Comfort-Reader, Inc.
5 Eeeman St., N.Y.C., 7

Comfor-Reader, Inc.

5 Eeeman St., N.Y.C., 7
Meat-and-Vegetable Platter: Silver Plated

Your entire dinner STAYS HOT with Silver Plate on copper. 18" x 14". A Platter with covers to keep vegetables hot. —Lewis Gannofl, New York Herald Tribune

Round-up for toys. He'll keep his roller skates in this cowboy locker instead of leaving them on the stairs. Lots of room for six-shooters, ropes, marbles, baseball or football gear. 26" x 14½" x 12½" deep. Lacquered pine with decorations in red, $8.50. exp. col. Mastercraft Products, 60 South St., Boston 11, Massachusetts.

Paul Reveré Lantern

Handmade exclusively for us of solid copper, wired ready to mount by your door or hang from a post, 6' high. Your name artistically etched on copper plate, lacquered to resist turning. 6' x 1½'. Truly a gift for the most discriminating. Complete with name plate and bracket only $4.95 p-p-d.

A "PACKAGE OF TIDINESS"

For Travel or Home use.

Your "HOME VALET"

A most practical gift for others and for self... a home convenience for everyone. Strong aluminum, demountable, with 6-toe platen, fits all stores. Satisfaction guaranteed.

OSVALD SIREN'S Gardens of China

FOR CENTURIES the Chinese have been masters of the garden art. Here, in this widely-acclaimed volume, are revealed the ways in which these gifted people combined nature with art to make their gardens a joy to behold the year around and a place to "nourish the heart."

Lavishly and beautifully illustrated, this is a book to treasure for a lifetime—to own and to give with equal pride.

RICHARDSON WRIGHT—"Outstanding... both in format and contents."

OVER 200 exquisite plates, 11 Chinese prints in full color. Size 9½ x 12, gold-stamped green buckram binding, boxed, $30

Illustrated brochure on request

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY

15 East 26th Street, New York 10

PHILADELPHIA: 1515 Arch Street

Everlasting anthuriums. One of nature's most exotic blossoms has been duplicated to perfection in plastic. They are color-fast, washable and have flexible stems for variety in arranging. In red, coral or white, 20" over-all, six blossoms in any color are $12, ppd. Additional ones, $2 ea. House of Zog, San Marino 9, Calif.

An Entertaining Christmas Gift for Milady

On the Riviera—indeed, in all the smarter places on the Continent—you will see discriminating women using the completely new automatic Spar Cigarette Lighter. This smart luminaire innovation, which appears slightly larger than a lipstick, with wick completely concealed when not in use, works swiftly, surely, easily when plucked between the lips of the fingers.

Swiss craftsmen designed this for more expensive appearing lighter and now made it available to you in six different finishes—chrome plates, red, blue, gold, green, black, brown. $4.50 postpaid. Send check or money order today. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s, please, with money-back guarantee.

SPAR PRODUCTS, 135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, III. H-12

for CHRISTMAS giving the ALADDIN KNIFE SHARPENER & SCISSOR SHARPENER Gift Set

Alert the absent-mindedness we could suggest... the ALADDIN Gift Set. In three moments the ALADDIN Knife Sharpener and Scissor Sharpener are ready. No-bend blades. Dunelm's patented clutch prevents overwinding. Makes serving easier.

Buy one for yourself—and more for your very special friends.

THE GIFT MART
1504-G Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, N. J.
Mr. Steig's world comes to light again on a set of frosted highball glasses. The familiar cartoons taken from The Lonely Ones, captioned "People are no damn good," "If you're good natured, people step all over you," are included in the set of eight. $7.50, post. 25c. Bernárd Creations, 31 So. Third Ave., Mount Vernon, New York.

Sprinkle boy is your number one boy for dampening clothes to be ironed. Right at home in the laundry, he’s a pleasant little fellow to have around. To fill with water, remove his perforated cap. Made of ceramic, white with blue, black trim, 5½" high. $2, postpaid. Norman’s, 416 Mill St., Bristol, Pa.

NO DRIPS - NO DROPS

NO MORE COASTERS

POUN TAIN S OF LIGHT

Fountains of Light

The importance of your room will be emphasized and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electrified Fountains of Light lamps. Each lamp has 27 sparkling glass crystal prisms cascading over a mirror-topped, gold plated metal base. The tall word in elegance for your mantelpiece, console, or window decor. 1½" X 20" — $74.95
Postpaid $5.95 each
$10.95 pairs

Homes, No C. O. D.'s, please.

E. W. MILLER
P. O. Box 208
Rushville, Indiana

...the miracle dinnerware fash­
ioned of MELMAC for lasting
beauty. Ideal to get or give in
lustrous mix-or-match pastels.

For prompt, prepaid shipment
mail Check or Money Order. No
C. O. D. please.

RESTRAWARE - ERIE, PA.

3-piece place settings $3.95
Item shown above (6) $19.85
20-piece service for four $5.95

Doll by DAPHNE

Soft and cuddly to delight any
younger. Saucy little girl color­
duly dressed in plaid and gingham,
16" tall. Laughing down in cherry
seersucker, 20". Hand finished fast
color clothes easily removable and
washable. $3.30 each, post. No
C. O. D.'s, please. Order from
Daphne
Box 1258, Beverly Hills, Calif.
BANK ADDS 5c 10c 25c

RAPAPORT BROS.

Beautiful Gifts
Pearshaped "Cardinal" steril­­spoons from Denmark with heavy crystal bowls. In two salt dishes $8.40; in dressing bowl (10 oz.) $11.50. Fed. Tax and shipping included. Write for new gift folder.

H. NILLS
1 E. 58 St., New York City. At the Savoy Plaza.

A GIFT for Modern Living
Use Silverplate Plates for breakfast in colorful dining nooks, at informal luncheons and for snacks in the evening. They are both attractive and practical and always command flattering comments from your guests. Hammered aluminum plates with jewelry finish hold gay paper refill which is tossed away after using, thus saving dishwashing.

GIFT SET: 6 PLATES, 18" dia. $12.50. 12 PLATES, 18" dia. $24.95. Additional holders and refills always available.

COLLINS CRAFTSMEN, Inc.
Dept. G, 30 E. 125th St., Chicago 8, Ill.

Keep your jewelry glittering new—
with amazing GLIT-O-RING!
Remove that dull look from your rings, earrings and other jewelry. Just immerse in GLIT-O-RING on patented hooks...for larger jewelry brush on and wipe dry in a minute or two. Keeps jewelry clean and sparkling like new...Ideal for eye glasses tool. Prepared from an old English formula. GLIT-O-RING is guaranteed non-corrosive, harmless and has no offensive odor. Makes a welcome, lasting gift. 4 oz. GLIT-O-RING kit with brush and patented holders. NO C.O.D.'S. PLEASE.

GLIT-O-RING, Inc.
100 S. 4th Ave., Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

Unusual Values in Early Americana
2103—COACH LAMP. Made of copper with a brass rim, great finish for outdoor use. 16" high. Rewired glass shades. Exceptional value at $8.25 cash or $12.00 pair.

2104—IDENTICAL LAMP. All brass in bright brass finish. Interior decorator use. Complete with 9" finial throughout. Heads, $2.00 cash or $3.00 pair.

3046—BLOWN GLASS KNOCKER. Solid brass, 1¾" long. Your name hand engraved in old English lettering. $1.50.

3167—BEDROOM KNOCKER. Solid brass, 2½" long. Hand-engraved names in block lettering. $1.00 each.

All items shipped postpaid. No COD's. PLEASE.

ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, INC.
The House of Gifts
69 Fifth Avenue
New York 3, N. Y.

UNUSUAL VALUES IN EARLY AMERICANA

Golden Birchwood Bowls
Make Distinctive Gifts
They will make an impact on the gift market and add sparkle to your own informal entertaining with these charming workshops. They are gracefully formed from South American rosewood selected for its warmth, natural beauty and strength. Clear, natural finish highlights the rich golden grain. Designed for service as well as beauty, these bowls are indispensable for salads, nuts and odd foods, ice cream, candles, and figs and can be washed, wadded and soaked in water. Fully Guaranteed. Will not split. Avoid excess water. Salad bowl will take cut glass, plastic, or crystal. A handsome serving piece and Keepsake. Natural $2; Hand-Painted $4. Shipped prepaid in gift box. No C.O.D.'s.

Joyannah's Box 383
Corvallis, Oregon
AROUND DECEMBER, 1949

Send check or money-order. All items post-paid. Thank you. Gift Card enclosed If you desire. To order, send checks or money orders... $3.45 shipped fresh for Christmas. Your Pine-Pak Co., Two Harbor, 3. Minn.

TOASTS ANY SIZE SLICE
Regular bred, small (ice-box) rye, English muffins, French bred, biscuit slices—for delicious variety.

See the spots before your eyes without benefit of specs, if you have a phobia about wearing them socially. The extra large symbols on these playing cards will spare you the embarrassing mistakes that make you wish you'd worn glasses and appeared intelligent. 2 decks, $2. ppm. Gwenolyn Maloney, 170 East 51 Street, N. Y. 22.

Tools For Mother

Weight... Size... Grip—FASHIONED FOR WOMEN

All Highly Polished, Forged Steel

Here's a lot of tools sure to answer all Mother's household needs. Packed in a sturdy blue and silver box, the kit includes 8 highly polished tools with blue and ivory handles. Also assorted neds and screws. All guaranteed under Pette brand. Makes a perfect gift. Send $3.95 check or money order—$5.45 in West of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico.

Iron...#2...#3...#4...#5

Divine Shades

Celestial Blue
Twilight Green
Guaranteed Motherproof, Velvet binding—hand-stitched.

3 1/4 pounds, 72" x 90"...

$24.95 postpaid

Packed in its own gift or storage box. Immediate delivery by mail only, barry, no C.O.D.'s. Designed by MANTA, BELGIUM exclusively for HENRI MORRIS Incorporado 711 Fourteenth St., N.W. Washington 5, D.C.

The one and only Saladmaster—thousands in use coast to coast! CHOPS, PEELs, WAFFLES, SLICES, CRUMBs, SHREDS, STRINGS, CRATES! Easy to use—Easy to clean—Stainless Steel! UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE—Return within 10 days for a full refund! Saladmaster, 1222 W. Munden Street, Chicago 7, Ill. 13" dia. 13" tall. Overall... $14.25 f.o.b. length with all, chain 30". Signed! Most Revolutionary and Practical Utensil Ever Designed! Byron Company 120 Howell St., Dept. 12, Dallas, Texas

What a Gift!

The Famous SALADMASTER Most Revolutionary and Practical Utensil Ever Designed

-from BELGIUM

ANGELIQUE BLANKETS

“Warm as the Sun—Soft as a Cloud”

Drift away to heavenly dreams, tucked in your soft and fluffy cloud-weight fine 100% virgin wool Angelique Blanket.

Divine Shades

Celestial Blue
Twilight Green

Guaranteed Motherproof, Velvet binding hand-stitched.

3 1/4 pounds, 72" x 90"...

$24.95 postpaid

Packed in its own gift or storage box. Immediate delivery by mail only, barry, no C.O.D.'s. Designed by MANTA, BELGIUM exclusively for HENRI MORRIS Incorporado 711 Fourteenth St., N.W. Washington 5, D.C.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT EVERYONE WILL APPRECIATE

Christmas Evergreen Pine-Pak Assortment

Delivered fresh for Christmas. Your Gift Card enclosed if you desire. Shipping,税, both in box, $2.00, 3.00, 4.50, 6.00, 7.50, and up. Orders prepaid.

The Pine-Pak Co., Two Harbors, Minn.

A famous Adams sconce design and reflecting mirror complement and lend charm to your living room.

Lacquered, solid brass, felt back, beveled mirror, 24" high x 8" wide.

$16.50 each, $29.50 pr.

Couchelarion prints:

12 for $1.50 or 24 for $2.50

Express Collect

Carla Stevens E 20th St.,-Shoe Road, Villas, N. J.

ANGELIQUE BLANKETS

“Warm as the Sun—Soft as a Cloud”

Drift away to heavenly dreams, tucked in your soft and fluffy cloud-weight fine 100% virgin wool Angelique Blanket.
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Christmas Evergreen Pine-Pak Assortment

Delivered fresh for Christmas. Your Gift Card enclosed if you desire. Shipping, tax, both in box, $2.00, 3.00, 4.50, 6.00, 7.50, and up. Orders prepaid.

The Pine-Pak Co., Two Harbors, Minn.

A famous Adams sconce design and reflecting mirror complement and lend charm to your living room.
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Express Collect
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Unusually Low Priced 27 50 Complete

For Home or Office Use

New anyone can afford to show their favorite color or black and white slides with the PROJECT-O-KIT. Simply set it on a table, take out the projector, plug in the cord and you are ready... no more clumsy, expensive screens, stands, etc. It's so easy and safe that even children can operate. Projector is Underwriters approved for AC or DC with F/3.5 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 focal length. Can be safely waterproof construction with a carrying handle. 13" dia., 15" tall. Screen is non-breakable, 144 sq. in. television type protected by a removable wall when not in use. Pictures are clear and brilliant even in a lighted room. Total weight 9 lbs. Order yours today direct from the factory. Immediate shipment.

Fan-Craft Manufacturing Co.

926 East Street

Plainview, N. Y.

1,200 W. Madison Street

Chicago 7, Ill.

What a Gift!

The Famous SALADMASTER Most Revolutionary and Practical Utensil Ever Designed

FROM BELGIUM
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For Home or Office Use

New anyone can afford to show their favorite color or black and white slides with the PROJECT-O-KIT. Simply set it on a table, take out the projector, plug in the cord and you are ready... no more clumsy, expensive screens, stands, etc. It's so easy and safe that even children can operate. Projector is Underwriters approved for AC or DC with F/3.5 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 focal length. Can be safely waterproof construction with a carrying handle. 13" dia., 15" tall. Screen is non-breakable, 144 sq. in. television type protected by a removable wall when not in use. Pictures are clear and brilliant even in a lighted room. Total weight 9 lbs. Order yours today direct from the factory. Immediate shipment.
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Chicago 7, Ill.
DISTINCTIVE—NEW
MING TREE
SHADOW BOXES

Add unique beauty to your home with a handsome pair of MING TREE Shadow Boxes ... three-dimensional displays reflecting the immaculate charm of classic Chinese art. Of simulated ceramic materials, shadow boxes are 7" high, 5 1/2" wide, 2" deep. Finished inside in Chinese red or chartreuse, outside black. Complete with Ming Tree and figurines. (No two trees alike.)

PER PAIR $4.95
No C.O.D.'s

Plant Oasis
Double plant life with this scientific irrigator. Absorbent Wick-like action keeps soil moist always. Shurdy metal construction. Fits any size pot. Comes in gray, green or mahogany finish.

THE FLOWER SHOP
RACINE - WISCONSIN

LETTER PERFECT GIFTS

A truly distinctive gift ... certain to please him. This handsome key chain is custom made with name in individually cut-out letters that exceeding 14 characters. Gift boxed.

Gold plated... $3.00
Solid sterling silver... $6.50
1/20 12 KT Gold Filled (a sheet of Karat Gold fused to a strong supporting base, wears for years and years)... $6.65

As a companion piece give this line 1/20 12 KT Gold Filled Initial Tie Clip (text extending 3 initials)... $4.90

All prices include tax and postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. Available in any size. Postage, delivery, freight charge, and money order. Sorry, no C.O.D.

HAROLD-BORMAN CO. Dept. 6
55 West 42nd Street
New York 19

THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
REST-A-PHONE
MAKES PHONING A PLEASURE

YES! Rest-A-Phone is the ideal gift for your friends or relatives. Rests snugly on shoulder. Made of light unbreakable teflon plastic. Cannot mar phone. Some sparkling finish on your telephone. Weighs 1 ounce. Cushioned with soft sponge rubber (will not soil clothes). Lifetime durability. Specify phone model No. E-1 or F-1 (number on under side of receiver). Large stock for immediate shipment. Send check or money order to:

REST-A-PHONE Co.
DEPT. G, P. O. BOX 8788
PORTLAND 7, OREGON

STATIONERY HOLDER of heavy twine linen; graceful line design will keep handwriting away. Filled with 12 3" long, 1 1/2" high; 5 "1/2" high; blend $2.95.

MAGNIFIC ASHTRAY, Every Man's will test this attractive man-size embossed tree ashtray with Mastic embossed Panel; 5" diam.; weight 1 lb. $2.50.

STAMP DISPENSER in either polished brass or copper; has regular strip or roll stamps; only $2.60.

FREE—Unique Gift Catalog
MASTERCRAFT PRODUCTS
60 South St., Boston 11, Mass.

DOOZ-IT has hundreds of uses ... portable bed for baby when visiting, laundry carrier, picnic basket or toy chest. Made of sturdy, pillable Vinyl, it's water-proof. DOOZ-IT is collapsible and inflates to 28" x 18" x 8" in a few seconds ... So easy even a child can do it! Won't tear and is washable ... Beautifully con- structed of genuine KOROSEAL, you'll find DOOZ-IT the gift of the year! Attractively colored, with handy plastic handle.

Only $3.95 postpaid, with handle car- rying case.

SALLY GRAVE
80 E. 11th St., New York 3, N. Y.

New "DOOZ-IT"

Amazing Device for Cracking ICE!

Now . . . crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the spring steel vibrator that does the trick and the ice doesn't scatter. No grinding, No Jabbing, No Pounding. No skill required. Amaze friends. A gift everyone enjoys. Made to last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 postpaid. Attractively gift boxed. Immediate delivery. Write to:

TAP-ICER COMPANY
201 West St. Williamsport, Pa.
AROUND

Satin sewing case, with thread, damask cotton, tape measure, needles, scissors, pins and a roomy pin cushion, is an attractive travel or dressing-room accessory. In 9 colors: copen, eggshell, rose, peach, moonstone, wine, navy, gooseberry green, maize, $4.95 ea., post. 25c. Franklin-Bayer, 630 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11.

Speaking of animals, here are lifelike, handmade miniatures of a camel, dachshund, kangaroo, giraffe, horse and elk. Of solid antinarnish silver, for table settings, place markers, stocking gifts or prizes. "Animal World" set of 6, $5 ppd. $1 ea. Jamaica Silversmith, 79-32 164th St., Jamaica, N. Y.

DON'T BOIL YOUR BACON!

Grillmaster bacon grill 3.93 postpaid. Automatically drained off. Easier to use than your old "bacon boiling" frying pan. Grills sausage patties . . . com-

BACON GRILL

CHEF'S CAP

We pay the postage

$195 APRON

CHOICE OF 6 APRON DESIGNS

Now you can grill full fa-

grilled, tasty, crisp bacon to

perfection. All excess grease

automatically drained off.

Easier to use than your old

"bacon boiling" frying pan.

PARTY APRON

With this remarkable silver plating polish that contains pure silver. Just rub on to re-

store worn Sheffield instantly, and plate any article having copper, brass or bronze

base. A WONDERFUL GIFT! Save $100 worth of plating with an 8 oz. bottle, $7; 4

oz. bottle $.90. W. of Miss, add 25c.

Order from

Little Grey Gift Shop, Dept. 3-H

1350 Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

REPLACE YOUR SILVER

with this remarkable silver plating polish that contains pure silver. Just rub on to re-

store worn Sheffield instantly, and plate any article having copper, brass or bronze

base. A WONDERFUL GIFT! Save $100 worth of plating with an 8 oz. bottle, $7; 4

oz. bottle $.90. W. of Miss, add 25c.

Order from

C'DAIR — 391 Sycamore, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

$13.75

THE CARDINAL. This picture

slips with color and grace. Real

owllet feathers are mounted against

faintly-stippling magnolia blossoms.

YOUR CHOICE OF FRAMES:

A. 15" Hogarth, hand-polished ma-

gnoiaply finish with two bronzed

edges. Or:

B. 15" scoop, limed-oak frame with

outer edge stained in subdued

red tone.

Framing includes a black hand-cut

mat with hand-drawn lines for color

accent.

Presented by

AUDUBON GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

The one type of picture that is always colorful, un-

derated and versatile enough to harmonize with any

decor is birds against a simple background of

branches. Sensitively colored, tastefully framed and

ready for hanging.

These full-color reproductions of the famous Roper-Ever-

Peterson paintings, expertly framed, will make a dull room

look smart, perk up a colorless

Room/Decorates Your Rooms!

WONDERFUL NEW

C'DAIR

Decorates and Perfumes Your Rooms!

Charming, ornamental

Ivy or Flower Vase

radiates refreshing, lasting

wildwood fragrance from

brass or copper finished

aromatic cedar base!

11 inches tall. Gleaming brass or copper trimmed base and vase

holder. Use singly or in pairs. Hang on walls or stand on

flat surface in Living Dining, or

Bedroom, Hall Kitchen or Bath.

Ideal for gifts or prizes. You'll

want several for your own home.

Now being introduced by

America's leading stores.

2.95

Price includes lasting

supply (500.00 bottle) of special oil base C'DAIR

PERFUME that is dropped and absorbed into the

solid black red cedar base.

If your favorite store has not yet re-

ceived its supply, mail orders will be

filled at $2.95, post paid. Specify brass or copper.

Send check or money order to

C'DAIR — 391 Sycamore, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

A GIFT THAT

COMBINES]

GOOD TASTE & ORIGINALITY

$13.75 postpaid

2 for $26.

AUDUBON GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD. (H)

10 E. 40 Street, Room 208

New York 16, N. Y.

Please send me one picture at $13.75. Special Intro-

ductory Offer: Two pic-

tures for $26.00, additional

pictures at $13.00 each.

I enclose $...

payment in full.

Name...

Address...

City... Zone... State...
"In the elder days of Art,
Builders wrought with greatest care
Each minute and unseen part;
For the Gods are everywhere."
— Longfellow

Devaluation

of the pound makes dreams come true.
The furniture you may have dreamed of owning can now be had at prices incredibly low.
Hille furniture is known the world over for its superlative excellence. Hille furniture is made the way fine furniture was made in "the elder days of Art"—before the days of factory methods. Hille furniture is entirely handmade. Not only is each piece handmade, but each piece is entirely the work of one man.

approx. retail prices now

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>$1,200</th>
<th>$3,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>breakfronts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desks</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining tables</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chairs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hille of London

JOHN STUART INC. NEW YORK • Sole distributors for the United States, Canada and Mexico

AVAILABLE ONLY AT SELECTED STORES AND ACCREDITED DECORATORS
In this issue

EUGENE BERMAN, painter of grandeur and desolation, found ideal subject matter on a recent trip to Mexico (pages 126 and 127). Born in Czarist Russia, he made artistic history in the Paris of the 1920's as co-founder of the Neo-Romantic school in art which sponsored a revival of the imagination. CONSTANTIN JOFFE, once a movie cameraman, was the staff photographer picked by the Conde Nast organization to fly on a round-the-world assignment last year, whence the pictures on pp. 128-129. Russian-born, a prisoner during the last war, he is fascinated by people, carves wood for relaxation, WILHELMINA F. GREENE is not only familiar with the flora of the South (pp. 142-143) but has toured the Latin-American republics lecturing on, and making drawings of, local plant life. A graduate of Rollins College, she has three grown children, winters in Florida, summers in Pennsylvania. PIERRE DUTEL, who endorsed the now-popular Directoire style as long ago as 1921, today conducts his decorating business from Ringoes, N. J., p. 122. A bachelor and an ardent American, he betrays his French inheritance in his small flegancies of his interiors, in his discerning eye for antiques. COVER: Mexican version of Santa Claus, the Three Kings spell Christmas—Mitli of the border; $5 each. Pan-American Shop; photograph. Blumenfeld.
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Villa Maser

halfway between Venice and the Italian Alps, is notable in a country of superb houses as the sum-total of three great Renaissance talents:

Andrea Palladio, architect; Allessandro Vittoria, sculptor; Paolo Veronese, painter.

The latter’s captivating frescoes

will be the goal of many Americans in the coming Holy Year

When Daniele Barbaro, of the great Venetian family, invited the architect Palladio to build him a summer villa at Maser, he knew he would get a modern house (in the fashion of 1568). When it came to the decoration, the obvious choice was Paolo Veronese, rising young Venetian painter. The result was thoroughly progressive. Where Palladio created his effects with arcaded wings, Veronese staged all the surprises of trompe l’oeil. In his frescoes at Maser, the Olympian gods (stock decoration in the better Italian Renaissance houses) are scaled down to human size and appear alongside members of the Barbaro family and their retainers against a background of village and vineyard. Fabulous painted architecture forms the skeleton of the design and ties the whole together, its portals and balconies serving to introduce a succession of ladies, lackeys, animals and allegories. Where the sculptor Vittoria’s carved overdoors leave off, Veronese’s brush improvises a cornice over which Venus dangles a pretty foot. The artist liked his little jokes: alongside of Muses and society belles in brocades, we discover his own paint brush and slippers carelessly thrown down; a stray vine scales a pedestal to invade Olympus; village children peep in to watch the painter work. Elsewhere are sensitive landscapes of the province and sketches of local doings (pages 102-103). In the 1930’s the Villa Maser was bought by Italy’s Finance Minister, Count Volpi di Misurata, father of the present owner, Countess Marina Luling Buschetti, who lives there with her two children. As it is a national monument, Villa Maser is open to the public. Though a little off the beaten track, it repays the traveler, for on a small scale it sums up the gayer side of sixteenth-century Venetian art.

Opposite: Veronese’s frescoes

Faded but resonant color covers virtually every square inch of wall and ceiling at Villa Maser.

Much of this decoration is in trompe l’oeil, like the illusory door in which this young man stands hat-in-hand.

Photographed by Alexander Liberman
Between 1567 and 1570 Veronese frescoed this Palladian villa with themes of utmost variety and invention, including allegories, vivid contemporary scenes (opposite) and his only known landscapes.

In the main hall serene Olympian deities recline on clouds and painted trompe l'oeil architecture.

Villa Maser

continued
Christmas light

by RICHARDSON WRIGHT

We are prone to think of Christmas as one night and one day, but we must not put it down as a solitary event in point of time and sigh with relief when it is over. The essence of Christmas is contained in the familiar phrase: "And the Word was made flesh and dwelt among us"—He lived up our street and down our road. Christmas is a process of continuing neighborliness which is compounded of innate courtesy, mutual forbearance, courage and all gentleness. Whether our homes stand cheek-by-jowl in a suburban street or we live in a teeming apartment house, it is possible by the exercise of this continuing neighborliness to discover that the village Carpenter does still live up our street or down our road. If we but open our eyes we will see that the lights on the Christmas trees, the brilliant shop windows and the joyous giving of presents and cards can and should be reflections of that "light that shineth in the darkness." Were we to comprehend aright, this simple truth would bring us to the end of Christmas, not exhausted but powerfully refreshed and renewed.
Christmas

happy and traditional,

inspires the warmest

hospitality of the year

Just because Christmas is bundled in tradition is no reason to view it with a jaded eye or rest on the old formulas entirely. **You might** light your house from front door to back with candles on Christmas eve, pressing every candle holder you own into service (there are two handsome candelabra on these pages). Deck the tall ones with pine boughs tied in place with gold cellophane ribbons. **You might** fill a punch bowl with dime-store gifts the afternoon you hold open house and let each guest take out a package. Have a second punch bowl on the other end of your buffet table, filled with hot mulled wine, redolent of cinnamon. (A silver punch bowl appears on this page, a hobnail glass one opposite.) **You might** have a special small table for the children in the window of the dining room, with a miniature tree in the center. (Along the left-hand edge of the next page are sturdy plastic plates, almost unbreakable. These are molded in **House & Garden** colors, pretty against deep-toned linens or white. Note also a silver porringer service for the very youngest, and a leaf plate which is gay and imaginative.) **You might** keep the young fry happy on a snowy afternoon by giving them...
the cookie jar shown, the kitchen and a batch of cookie recipes to work out on. You might make a point of serving café diable with as free a hand as you give to the punch, keeping an electrical or other sort of coffee maker in action all the evening when you are trimming the tree and singing carols. (A variety of open house accessories is suggested in the photographs and the two coffee pots are notable for their size as well as their good looks.)

You might serve simple, rather light meals at pre- and post-Christmas parties, as a change from the often rather staggering traditional dishes, the mince pies and brandy-soaked plum puddings. Salads on your best plates (like the ones here), warm walnuts and cool apples in silver dishes, apple juice for the children in ceramic mugs or English ale for the grownups; or perhaps an excellent white wine, well chilled, in fine classic glassware. You might teach the children in your house a half dozen old French carols (you can find words and music in Satis Coleman's Christmas Carols from Many Lands, published by G. Schirmer, New York).
An alphabet of 141 Christmas presents on this and the next nine pages will fill the gaps in your Christmas list and make the month of December an easier one. With it, you can do your shopping comfortably at home, by mail.

A is for atomizer eugger album

B is for basket bag bird cage

AFTER-DINNER coffee cup, saucer, "Wilton" by Theodore Haviland, $2.90, Lammert's, St. Louis.

AUGER has markers to insure planting bulbs at correct depths, $1.25, Cassidy House, Des Moines.

ATOMIZER of mother-of-pearl is the right size for a purse, $10 at Helena Rubinstein, Inc., New York.

ASSORTED teas, nine varieties from many countries, $1.75 a box, Gourmet's Bazaar, Bellows, N. Y.

ALL prices on these 10 pages are approximate.

Alleghany shells, to use as decorative accents, are gilded, 88 apiece at Lord & Taylor, New York.

ALBUM 10" x 12" x 2½" for photographs, gold-tooled morocco, $35, Wakefield Bookshop, N. Y.

KRAMZIKI of moliier-ol-pfarl is the right size for a purse. $10 at Helena Rubinstein, Inc., New York.

All on these 10 pages are approximate.
C is for cards, croquet, cook book
D is for dolls, decanter, desk set
E is for egg cup, electric blanket, electric bell
F is for fruit, fragrance, film viewer

**CHRISTMAS continued**

**C**roquet mallets and bright plastic balls for 6, in rack, $17.50 complete at A. G. Spalding, N. Y.

**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.

**C**andy by Blum, 2 lb. 6 oz. "New Yorker" box, $8.50; 4 lb. 12 oz. box, $14.50, Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

**C**ards by Guild are plastic-coated, have pheasant design. A set is $1.75 at Marshall Field, Chicago.

**C**ook with James A. Beard's Fireside Cook Book, $5 at Washington Square Book Shop, N. Y.

**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.

**C**andy by Blum, 2 lb. 6 oz. "New Yorker" box, $8.50; 4 lb. 12 oz. box, $14.50, Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

**C**rock with James A. Beard's Fire

side Cook Book, $5 at Wash-


**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.

**C**andy by Blum, 2 lb. 6 oz. "New Yorker" box, $8.50; 4 lb. 12 oz. box, $14.50, Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

**C**ards by Guild are plastic-coated, have pheasant design. A set is $1.75 at Marshall Field, Chicago.

**C**ook with James A. Beard's Fireside Cook Book, $5 at Washington Square Book Shop, N. Y.

**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.

**C**andy by Blum, 2 lb. 6 oz. "New Yorker" box, $8.50; 4 lb. 12 oz. box, $14.50, Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

**C**ards by Guild are plastic-coated, have pheasant design. A set is $1.75 at Marshall Field, Chicago.

**C**ook with James A. Beard's Fireside Cook Book, $5 at Washington Square Book Shop, N. Y.

**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.

**C**andy by Blum, 2 lb. 6 oz. "New Yorker" box, $8.50; 4 lb. 12 oz. box, $14.50, Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

**C**ards by Guild are plastic-coated, have pheasant design. A set is $1.75 at Marshall Field, Chicago.

**C**ook with James A. Beard's Fireside Cook Book, $5 at Washington Square Book Shop, N. Y.

**C**hristmas tree plate for a Christmas party is 8", $1.50, Woodward & Lathrop, Washington.
DECOPAGE lacquered chest has drawers with shell motifs, $245, Herbert Sixsmith, New York.

DOLL ("Maggie") with brushable nylon hair, comb, curlers, 15", $9.95, Bullock's, Los Angeles.

DESK set, the Parker "21" has a white onyx base, is $10 complete, Saks Fifth Avenue, New York.

DOLL, "Maggie" with brushable nylon hair, comb, curlers, 15", $9.95, Bullock's, Los Angeles.

DOLL, "Maggie" with brushable nylon hair, comb, curlers, 15", $9.95, Bullock's, Los Angeles.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.

DESCENT Fieldcrest blanket, 72" x 86", $39.95, Dual control, 80" x 86", $49.95, Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.
G is for grass mower
Gramophone

H is for hobby horse
hedge trimmer
hurricane sconce

I is for indoor grill
ice bucket
juicer
jewel safe

K is for knitting kit
knife sharpener

Golf club ("Miracle" all-in-one) adjusts to any angle, 36", 37", 38" long, $20, Alex Taylor, N. Y.

Garbage can ($3.50) filled with Piper Heidsick champagne ($8.13 bottle) incl. tax, Sherry, N. Y.

Gold cuff links with gold rope loops are 18k gold, cost $115 incl. Federal tax, Cartier's, N. Y.

Grass mower, 11/2 HP engine cuts 18" path by Pinder, $89.50. Meier & Frank, Portland, Oregon.

Game tiles for playing bridge and other card games outdoors, $15, Abercrombie & Fitch, New York.

Gold cuff links with gold rope loops are 18k gold, cost $115 incl. Federal tax, Cartier's, N. Y.

Gramophone by GE for children, runs on AC, stores 10 to 12 albums, costs $40, at Macy's, N. Y.

Harry horse, 17" high, is wood enameled with red and blue dots, $8.95, F. A. O. Schwarz, N. Y.

Horse race game imported from France has exquisite detail, $45 from Abercrombie & Fitch, N. Y.

Hunters' weight pad in English Kesey leather with cowhide pockets, $17.50, M. J. Knoud, N. Y.


Heritage trimmer by Sunbeam has AC-DC motor, 12" cutlery steel blade, $37.50. From Vaughan's Seed Store, New York.

Homestead banjo clock 24½" high, by Seth Thomas, is $30 at Marshall Field & Co., Chicago.

Hose with musical inards is red, has white mane, green reins, $15, Bullock's Wilshire, L. A.

Hose of bright red or green Kord-seal by Goodrich, 50' length, $9.95, Peter Henderson, New York.

Hand towel ($1.40), bath towel ($2.50), wash cloth (60c) in terry, Callaway, Bloomingdale, N. Y.

Hygrometer, thermometer and barometer form a "weather pillar," $34, Abercrombie & Fitch, N. Y.

Horse race wallet with pad, pencil, place for tickets and sheet, $18 incl. Fed. tax, Mark Cross, N. Y.

Irish coins set in wooden tray ($20) and coasters ($3.25 each) at the Sporting Gallery, New York.

Indoor barbecue grill with electrically revolved spit, roaster, $190, Abercrombie & Fitch, N. Y.

Ice bucket, of flexible rubber in basket, preserves 50 ice cubes 18 hours, $7.95, Post Mart, N. Y.

Initialled Martex towels: bath, $1.70; guest, 90c, wash cloth, 35c, initials extra, McCreery, N. Y.

Jewel safe for the home is set in Honduras mahogany, costs $130 from Lewis & Conger in New York.

Jumbo ash tray (or hors-d'oeuvres server) is brass, looks like a frying pan, $8, Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

Knife sharpener by Cory is electric and can't gouge blades, is $12 at Abercrombie & Fitch, N. Y.
LUCIOUS Wedgwood covered box, $14.50; vase, $7.50; fern pot, base, $9.50, Caldwell, Philadelphia.

LIGHTWEIGHT lawnmower with 3-bushel basket for leaves, twigs, $38, Fairbanks, Morse, Chicago.

TAZY SUSAN. Not only elegant and practical for holiday and year-round entertaining, it is rimmed with sterling silver and costs $13.50 including tax at Cartier, Inc., New York.

LITTLE Black Sambo, 19" tall, with umbrella, $5.95; his 13" tiger, $6.95 at De Pinna, New York.

LAMP (Orbitan) for tanning with moving bulb, $48.35; less bulb, $39.35. Timer, $11.50, from Waco, Troy, Ohio.


MOTOR mower (Toro Sportslawm) 18", 1.1 HP engine, $95; 21", 1.6, $110, Stumpp & Walter, N. Y.

MOTORIST C Compascope for sighting ships, has a 4-power lens, compass, $75, Abercrombie & Fitch, N. Y.

MITTENS in gay plaid are made to hold three pairs of men's shoes, $2 the set at Mark Cross, N. Y.
NEW YORK Supper Club cocktail napkins (imported from Switzerland) $15 a dozen, Léron, N. Y.

Oven, roaster (Westinghouse): 18-qt. inset pan, 3 heat-proof dishes, AC, $39.95, Halle Bros., Cleveland.

Oval tile tray has a decorative, pierced rim, is hand-painted, $33, Bergdorf Goodman, New York.

Outdoor range finder ("Ideal") insures sharper pictures, is $29.95 at The Camera House, New York.

New York Supper Club cocktail napkins (imported from Switzerland) $15 a dozen, Léron, N. Y.

Oven, roaster (Westinghouse): 18-qt. inset pan, 3 heat-proof dishes, AC, $39.95, Halle Bros., Cleveland.

Oval tile tray has a decorative, pierced rim, is hand-painted, $33, Bergdorf Goodman, New York.

Outdoor range finder ("Ideal") insures sharper pictures, is $29.95 at The Camera House, New York.

Outdoor canvas and aluminum chair $18; umbrella $9.75; tray $2.50. R. E. Herlinger, N. Y.

Orchids: blooming-size cattleyas, requiring no greenhouse, $13-$25, Loom's, Madison, New Jersey.

Pineapple ceramic jars for ales with openings for straws, $2 each, Designed for Living, N. Y.

Portrait of a house painted on 14" white ceramic platter (3 weeks), $50. Ernest Moore, N. Y.

Perfume traveling case, pigskin and morocco, four bottles, funnel, $7.50, T. Anthony, New York.

Painting of Peter by Rudolph Zallinger. His portraits, $150-$500, to order, Portraits Inc., N. Y.

Pepper mill, 8" high, in silver and wood, costs $36 including Federal tax at Mark Cross, N. Y.

Pruning saw with curved 15" Disston Steel blade, $5 from Peter Henderson & Company in N. Y.

Power mower and tractor with a riding sulky, 30" rotary mower, 5 HP, $490 at Gravely, New York.

Quilt of satin, down-filled 72" x 84" by Burrun Dixie, $30. Emery Bird Thayer, Kansas City, Mo.
Reclining chair, called the “Barwa napper,” rocks into various comfortable positions, is $29.95 in a bright Christmas box. Shields, N. Y.

**R** is for reclining chair

Royal chess set

**S** is for syrup pitcher

Scale

**T** is for tureen

Toaster

**U** is for umbrella stand

V is for vases

W is for wine

**X** is for Xmas plate

**Y** is for yellow china

**Z** is for zippered money belt
UMBRELLA of cane holders in red or green with heraldic motifs, $15 ea., Bergdorf Goodman, N. Y.

URNS of crystal 9" tall are classically simple, cost $70 apiece, Baccarat & Porthault, N. Y.

VOGUE'S Book of Etiquette by Millicent Fenwick, $5, Conde Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

VOGUE'S Book of Etiquette by Millicent Fenwick, $5, Conde Nast Publications Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

VENETIAN basket ($2). 10 small selections of Frank Schoonmaker wines ($6.50), Vendome, N. Y.

VERBENA toilet water for a man, four ounces by Caswell-Massey, costs $5 at Shields in New York.

WINDSHIELD wiper keeps mirror of silver compact bright, $30 incl. Fed. tax, Georg Jensen, N. Y.

WINE basket ($2). 10 small selections of Frank Schoonmaker wines ($6.50), Vendome, N. Y.

WASTEPAPER basket decorated with a design of chessmen by Betti Wales, $25, Henri Bendel, N. Y.

WOODEN lazy Susan for canapés has three decks with galleries, $39, Designed for Living, N. Y.

WOOD carrier is made of bright, many-colored striped canvas, $1.95, Hammacher Schlemmer, N. Y.

WOODEN lazy Susan for canapés has three decks with galleries, $39, Designed for Living, N. Y.

YELLOW Chelsea china tea set is ornamented with scenes in black, $200 from Plummer Ltd. in N. Y.

YELLOW Chelsea china tea set is ornamented with scenes in black, $200 from Plummer Ltd. in N. Y.

ZIPPERED money belt for travelers is made of nylon, costs $6 at Mark Cross Company, New York.

VEGETABLE seeds in a child’s book of verse by Robert V. Masters cost $1 at Bonanza's in New York.

VEGETABLE seeds in a child’s book of verse by Robert V. Masters cost $1 at Bonanza's in New York.

VASES in abundance, on a single stand for massed flower effects, $35 at Bergdorf Goodman in N. Y.
TELEVISION

can give you a front row seat at home

Sets and programs are better, price tags are lower.

Before choosing, learn the types of receivers, screen sizes, best way to view

What kind of television do you want?
Television is seen by direct view or projected view. Direct view shows the picture directly on the face of the television tube—the tube sets the size of the picture. In projected television, the picture is enlarged by being thrown on a screen. This is done in two ways: 1. By reflecting the televised picture onto the screen (which is part of the set) with built-in mirrors and lenses. 2. By projecting the picture onto a separate screen.

What kind of set?
You can have a small portable set or a larger cabinet which includes AM and FM radio, a 3-way record player as well as TV. You can have a corner cabinet or a turntable set for easy viewing. Or you can build the television chassis into the wall; only the controls and screen (or mirror) where the picture is projected, being evident. You can also project television onto a screen, like a movie, from a table set beside your chair.

What size screen?
Direct-view TV sets have screens as small as 26 square inches (7" tube), as large as 203 square inches (19" tube). Projection uses a screen from 12" x 16" to 3' x 4', or larger. Your room size determines how large your screen should be. For good viewing, without eyestrain, the distance between you and the screen should be approximately 6 to 8 times screen height. (You need sit only 4 feet away from a new short neck 19" tube set.) Most people prefer the screen at eye level. Don't sit at the side of the screen. It is important to have general lighting in the room in order to minimize glare from the screen.

Opposite
DE MONT’s luxurious "Bradford" television is made in mahogany veneer, has a 19" tube and a 203-square-inch screen, precision tuner, local-distance selector, FM radio and autophograph for standard and long-playing records. $760, Barker Bros., Los Angeles. Television bench, cushion, Charak, N. Y. Gray Tumble-Twist rug in cotton loop pile, 9' x 12', from Lord & Taylor, N. Y. Shelf is from Edward Garratt, N. Y.

CAPEHART "Concerto" television set comes in a matched mahogany cabinet, has a 12½-inch expanded tube, built-in antenna, AM-FM radio, automatic 3-speed record player. $695 at Sherman Clay, Los Angeles. Television chair, cocktail table, Dunbar Furniture. Accessories, Bergdorf Goodman, N. Y.

All prices approximate, plus installation
TELEVISION continued


**THIS RCA Victor Chippendale-style mahogany console** has 16-in. direct-view Eye Witness television, 145-sq.-in. screen, FM-AM, short wave radio, automatic record changers, 78 rpm and 45 rpm. $795. Wannemaker's, N. Y. Furniture from Jacques Bodart, N. Y.


**MACNAVOX "French Provincial" television-radio-phonograph** in fruitwood finish has 150-sq.-inch screen, 16-in. tube, automatic 3-way record player, storage for albums. $795 at Bullock's, Pasadena. Saarinen chair, Knoll Assoc. Tumble-Twist rug. Lord & Taylor. Tree ornaments, Staples Smith, N. Y.
**TESTINGHOUSE** table television in mahogany has 8-in. tube, electronic magnifier; flip switch for close-up picture. $230. Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh, Pa.


**STROMBERG-CARLSON** "Somerset" mahogany television cabinet with radio, 3-speed phonograph (plays any record), has 139-sq.-inch direct-view picture on 16" tube. $895. Barker Bros., Los Angeles. Television chair, Dunbar Furniture.

**MERCURY'S** direct-view table television set in blonde modern mahogany has 12½-inch tube, 91-square-inch screen, cabinet designed by Paul Laszlo. $350, Glendale Music Co., Glendale, California.

All prices approximate, plus installation.

Higher in South and West.

More photographs page 172; shopping data on page 100
Les Deux Moulins

At Ringoes, New Jersey,
Pierre Dutel has made his house a gay mosaic of French, English and American antiques

For six generations Mr. Dutel’s family has lived on the island of Manhattan, but Pierre Dutel knew he was home the first day he saw the old house in Ringoes, New Jersey, shown on these four pages. As soon as it was his, he moved himself and his possessions into it. These included the door at the right which he found years ago in London and which he says goes everywhere with him. The remodeling problems were minor: the inevitable front porch to rip off, the straight, center-hall stairway pulled out, turned and put back to descend more gracefully into a corner of the living room. The decorating of the house has been a case of works-in-progress for the five years of Mr. Dutel’s occupancy and will probably go on forever, as he enjoys ferreting out rare and charming objects from auctions, lumber yards and old houses in the U.S.A., England, Canada and France. Mr. Dutel’s first thought was to create interiors as authentically American as the two ancient mills which give his place its name. But he quickly abandoned this program. It is not in his nature to resist a find such as the brilliant Delacroix wallpaper in his dining room, the linen from Mennonite dower chests which he uses for upholstery, the prim scraps of Victorian needlepoint which make delightful pillows, or the wonderful copper and brass utensils which fill his French Provincial kitchen. Much as he enjoys the humor and picturesqueness of his possessions, Mr. Dutel is a practical man and has supplemented whimsies such as his Provincial kitchen with an outstandingly modern kitchen for precision work and parties. He also installed “the best of all possible plumbing, heating and other creature comforts.” In such a well-regulated atmosphere, plants, banked at the windows and set on the floor, flourish the year round (the Dutel camellias bloom from November till March). Chippendale bird cages hang in the windows over the “busy body” curtains, which are half-curtains made as they were in an earlier day to cover the lower panes. These were devised to keep neighbors from looking in and let householders peep out at comings and goings without being seen.
NARROW SHUTTERS, from an old Newport house, open to flood the living room with sun. The table is Chippendale, the chair Louis XV, the lamps Directoire with opaline shades and the urns Sevres porcelain.

OLD PANELING, from an American farmhouse, is flanked by eighteenth-century wallpaper made in China for the English trade.

FRENCH CANADIAN CUPBOARD in the winter kitchen, with French copper rooster faucet, serves as the flower sink and the bar.
HOUSE AT RINGOES, NEW JERSEY, WAS BUILT ABOUT 1830

Linen upholstery was woven for a Mennonite family.

Dining room wallpaper is by the painter Delachaux.

The spruce Christmas tree, trimmed with paper ornaments and pine cones, is typical of the early 19th century.
House & Garden’s winter guide for travelers: here, and on the next ten pages, a hand-picked selection of places including Mexico, Peru, Brazil, India, Iran and the islands of the West Indies.

Mexico is a country of violent contrasts, as stark as its pre-Aztec temples, as elegant as its Spanish cathedrals.

There is a flamboyant extravagance about the Mexican landscape which contains with equanimity modern houses built the day before yesterday and monoliths erected before recorded history. Today, on a spate of new highways you can span the centuries with even greater rapidity than heretofore. The Mexican part of the Pan-American Highway is now usable from the Texas border at Laredo down to San Cristobal las Casas in the state of Chiapas, making accessible by car two of Mexico's most picturesque regions: Oaxaca where the magnificent ruins of a Zapotecan religious city rise as enigmatically as the sphinx from the top of Monte Alban; and Tehuantepec, famed for its beautiful Indian women. Your base of operations will probably be Mexico City, a gala metropolis, where sightseeing encompasses the overwhelming richness of cathedral interiors and the controversial realism of murals by Orozco. Of comparable charm, but for other reasons, are Patzcuaro, where Indians fish with butterfly nets; Teotihuacan, with its majestic Toltec monuments; Cholula, ancient Toltec capital; Fortín de las Flores, an ambrosial spot, more flowers than village; Cuernavaca, where vying for your attention are the Borda Gardens and murals by Diego Rivera; Taxco, an old mining town clinging with tentacles of silver to a mountainside; Acapulco, the Mexican Riviera, where new hotels are becoming as numerous as serapes in the markets; and down in Yucatán, the Mayan cities, Chichén Itzá and Uxmal. Less well-known are Mazatlán, a miniature Rio de Janeiro on the Pacific coast, and Tecolutla on the Gulf of Mexico.
Iran bears on its plains the imprint of distant history: at Persepolis, ancient Persian capital begun by Darius I, c. 522-486 B.C., ruins of marble palaces rise before Kuh-i-Rahmet, "The Mount of Grace."

Photographed by Horst.
Peru, a beguiling country draped over the Andes, is a lively mixture of cultures, architecture and scenery:

at one extreme, the condor skirting the mountain tops; at the other, the patios of Lima

Lima, the capital of Peru, is one of the great cities of the world, and like all of them, has a quality unquestionably its own. Its physical aspect denotes its past. Two concentric circles joined by crooked streets indicate its major phases of development. The outer circle is modern Lima, flaring out into sleek, flower-banked suburbs and a delightful fringe of beaches to which the Limeños flock in warm weather: Miraflores, Barranco, Chorrillos, La Herradura and Magdalena del Mar. The inner circle is Spanish Lima, where in patios and drawing rooms endless conversation flows in convolutions as elegant and involved as those of its Churrigueresque, Moorish and Spanish architecture. Lima's charm leaps out at you a dozen times a day—with the cries of the sellers of lottery tickets, the names of the streets, which change abruptly every block, and the names of the people who once owned the fine residences—La Pericholi, for example, the celebrated mistress of a Spanish Viceroy, immortalized by Thornton Wilder in The Bridge of San Luis Rey. From Lima you fly (Faucett Airlines) to Cuzco and Arequipa, mountain cities of ruins and Indians. Above the ancient Inca walls, lining Cuzco's streets, rise the palaces of the Spanish conquerors, while just outside the city on a hill towers the Inca fortress of Sacsahuamán, a Cyclopean feat of Inca engineering, reputed to have taken over 90 years to build. At Arequipa, stronghold of the famous innkeeper, Tia Bates, the landscape is dominated by three volcanoes, Misti, Chachani and Pichu Pichu. At both cities the Indians animate the mise en scène with marvelously colored costumes. Quite apart from its urban and Indian attractions, Peru is a land of magnificent natural splendor. Through it, in tawny and imperious majesty, stretches the tremendous range of the Andes mountains, which at the Bolivian border cradle Lake Titicaca, the highest body of navigable fresh water in the world. Still plying its surface is a steamer built in Europe in 1861 and carried in pieces over the Andes.
Brazil, a country with an edge on the United States when it comes to size, is as cosmopolitan as Paris, as untamed as the jungles which line the shores of the Amazon.

Brazil, being large, means many things. To most of us, it means Rio de Janeiro, a city whose incomparable setting has been praised so often that it is practically impossible to describe it without reverting to cliches. Rio means mountains; Sugar Loaf, Corcovado and Tijuca. It means Copacabana beach rimmed with svelte modern apartments; the Avenida Rio Branco lined with brazilwood trees and mosaic sidewalks; the magnificent swath of the Jockey Club's course at Gavea; the Corbusier elegance of the Ministry of Education and Health, its gay tile murals by Portinari; the pink Second Empire flavor of the Itamarati Palace; and the carnival before Lent. Forty miles north of Rio lies Petrópolis, a city of flowers and fashionable people where Dom Pedro II once held summer court. On the road from Rio sits Quitandinha with its sumptuous hotel, curiously Tudor on the outside and unrestrainedly Dorothy Draper on the inside. Brazil also means Minas Gerais, a slate largely the product of gold mining, and a repository of magnificent baroque architecture. Belo Horizonte, the logical place from which to commence the exploration of this territory, contains in its suburb, Pampulha, a group of distinguished modern buildings by Oscar Niemeyer, while at Ouro Preto there is a hotel by the same architect. Despite this contemporary touch, Ouro Preto remains a living museum of the Brazilian baroque. It is also notable as the home of the great sculptor, Aleijadinho (Little Cripple), who decorated a number of its churches at the turn of the eighteenth century. One of his most impressive achievements is the sculpture for the pilgrimage church of Dom Jesus de Matosinhos, which dominates the hill town of Congonhas do Campo. To many, Brazil means the extensive coffee fazendas of São Paulo, their veranda-fronted houses built around secluded courts, the coffee port of Santos and the bustling city of São Paulo. Or it means Bahia and its capital São Salvador, where the Negro women dress like Carmen Miranda; Recife in Pernambuco with its colonial mansions, tropical beaches and fishermen's pastel-colored cottages. To the pioneer-spirited, Brazil means the Amazon country; at Manãos art nouveau blossoms in the Opera House as it did in Brussels in the 1890's.
India, vast, imponderable and infinitely diverse, is a country where mysticism co-exists with science, where shimmering saris sing against the ash-gray hides of elephants and a whole city is colored pink. In the center of Jaipur’s pink palace stand the white masonry instruments of the astronomical observatory erected about 1734 by the city’s founder, the Maharaja Jai Singh II. Largest of the instruments is the Samrāt Yantra, shown above, a gigantic sundial 90 feet high. Photographed by Joffé.
The West Indies, veterans in the art of pleasure-giving, have recently added to their natural and old world inducements a batch of new hotels, replete with modern comforts.

One of the nicest things nature ever did for the enjoyment of mankind was to scatter the West Indian Islands between Florida and Venezuela. Thus blessed, man has consistently tried to make a good thing better ever since he discovered them. His latest efforts in that direction are a new batch of luxurious hotels and guest houses, some of them already in use, some about to be. In Jamaica, an island remarkable for its topographical diversity, the Tower Isle Hotel is celebrating its second season. On the north shore, overlooking a tiny atoll from which it derives its name, it offers music, décor and food (some of it with a local flavor) and the ultimate in service and appointments. At Montego Bay there is a fairly new, small resort, Sunset Lodge, with a country club air and a fine spread of beach. That dulcet group, the Virgin Islands, blossomed forth with Pink Fancy last year, a pink, pink, Pahlmann-decorated array of cottages on St. Croix; and now comes news of St. Thomas' Virgin Isle Hotel, opening in early spring, complete with a superb view, stables, pool, night club, et al. It is large (300 rooms) and like the Caribe Hilton, opening in Puerto Rico this December, is modern in design. The latter hotel, situated on an end of San Juan island, runs the standard gamut in super service and then some, will have murals by local artists and a garden of tropical trees. Down in Nassau the newest accommodations have a Georgian look, these being the guest houses of the Balmoral Club at Cable Beach, each with three bedrooms, three baths, lounge, patio, dining room and kitchen. And as if this were not enough, the club also provides an island for its guests to play on. Bermuda, though not a part of the West Indies, can hardly be ignored, especially since the Castle Harbor Hotel is scheduled to open this spring for the first time in ten years. Completely redecorated, it will offer, along with its pre-war facilities, a launch service to bring passengers from the airport. All in all, life in the West Indies gets plusher every day. From Bermuda to Barbados there's many a quiet, but never a dull, bay.
From 9 to 5
they work for their living...

From 5 to 9
they live in one room (and like it)

One room (plus galley kitchen and bath) looked like heaven to young Mr. and Mrs. H&G that Sunday morning they found the ad in the paper. The apartment was not far from their respective offices (they both have jobs) and it fitted their budget like a glove. After they had signed the lease, they began to realize there were going to be problems: one long, uninterrupted wall facing three walls cut into a jigsaw of jogs; a kitchen to hide; beds to fit in somehow. But their first Saturday's shopping yielded some important solutions. They found two beds with bolsters, designed to double as couches. They were slip-covered in a print so engaging our young shoppers saw them as a nucleus for a color scheme. That same day they decided that French Provincial furniture would be just right, combining as it does, an easy grace with nice scale. To mask off the kitchen alcove, they bought a wide split-bamboo blind. Since the Chocolate brown background of the upholstery linen was an obvious choice for wall color, they felt they could indulge in some giddy color accents and tacked up a frieze of French travel posters on the long wall. Under them on the 12' 6" couch space, they strewed brick-red, brick-weave cushions. At the end of each couch they put a walnut-veneered commode, pretty and practical for storage, and added a set of one good-sized and four small nested tables which can be used individually or grouped together to make one large table for entertaining.

Opposite

Charm on a budget ... money and space limited

The color of the one-room apartment is keyed to George Royle materials on Robert Irwin chairs and Burton Dixie beds. On the walls is HOUSE & GARDEN Chocolate brown paint by Martin-Senour, echoed by Kenecork flooring by David E. Kennedy. Also warm in color is Irwin's French Provincial furniture. Kitchen equipment is by Hotpoint. Attractive notes are Dirilyte "Regal" flatware, Empire lamp by Lightolier. Shopping data, page 167.
A garden which looks well all year

Besides planning Mrs. Vaughan Spalding's small garden at Lake Forest, Illinois, so that it blooms all summer, landscape architect Ellen Shipman created sharply etched forms to make it beautiful in winter as well. Flowering fruit trees are clipped to give strength to the winter picture and a high brick wall adds beauty and privacy the year round. In June, iris and peonies flower in the perennial border beside the lawn, in midsummer the biennials, Canterbury bells and foxgloves, contribute color. Tulips are vivid in early spring, roses, all summer. The gray foliage of hardy dianthus (pinks) echoes the gray of the sword-shaped leaves of iris.
A LARGE PLUM TREE, left, casts flickering shadows over lawn and pool; and a few selected water plants dapple the water around the engaging fountain. From his pipes, Pan blows a constant spray which catches the light and creates circular patterns on the surface of the pool. In a wooden tub, bright green ivy is trained on wires in a symmetrical, tree-like shape. Against the wall, perennials bloom all season and evergreen vines clamber up it, their dark green contrasting well with the pink brick and soft green of large deciduous trees above.

THE ALLÉE OF CLIPPED PEARS lightly shades the flagstone path which runs through one part of the perennial borders. Other paths are of tanbark edged with wooden blocks. Where path meets lawn, the borders are edged with the bold-leaved Anchusa.

A PAIR OF CRABAPPLE TREES, right, clipped into ball shapes, stand by the white garden door which is set into the high brick wall. The strong, cut-leaf foliage and bright flowers of clumps of peonies define the corners of the bright perennial borders.
Southern wild flowers

South from Virginia to the Gulf Coast is the habitat of these unusual wild flowers. Mrs. Greene, who is well known for her drawings of tropical flowers, traveled widely to find them. Some have never before been published

by WILHELMINA F. GREENE

A trip South this winter or next spring will take on new meaning if you keep your eyes open for colorful and unusual wild flowers. The observant plantsman may discover many faces, familiar yet new, relatives of plants he knows well at home, members of the lily group, the pea and mimosa family and many others. The rarest plant treasures are not always found along the much-traveled main highways. Less-used winding roads, which follow the coastal rivers or traverse the coastal islands and keys from Virginia southward, around Florida and the Gulf states, are the best hunting grounds. You will find it most rewarding to explore the tiny hummocks (or hammocks) in the Everglades, or the inland lakes and rivers in a rowboat, or just to walk around the state parks and natural springs. Highlands Hammock at Sebring, Florida, is an especially fertile place, for it is one of the few native hummocks still surviving where the northern and tropical flora meet. The Flame Lily, *Lilium catesbaei*, grows in bogs, marshes, and through damp lands from North Carolina to Louisiana. It flowers profusely in summer and fall, but its striking, brilliant, flame-colored blossoms, splashed with yellow and speckled with brownish-purple, are found in mid-winter, too, and easily seen in the distance. The dainty Marsh Pink, *Sabbatia grandiflora*, is one of the most beautiful members of the gentian family. Large, pink blossoms with green and yellow star-like centers appear in late winter, but are most profuse from spring to fall. The delicate Rushweed, *Lycodesmia aphylla*, nob its composite heads of light purple strap-shaped petals on rush-like stems in high pinelands as well as in the lowlands, all through the year. Also, in the high pinelands and along the waysides you will see *Daubentonia panicosa* which has escaped from cultivation. This mimosa-like shrub, native of the American tropics, is appropriately called *Guacamaya*, from the Spanish, meaning “Macaw Flower,” because of its vivid panicles of orange-scarlet, locust-like blooms. On the beaches and dunes, the Beach Sunflower, *Helianthus debilis* founnces its bright yellow, daisy-like flowers with their brownish-purple centers. The wild Allamanda, *Urechites lutea*, is an aristocrat among the wild flowers. Its bright yellow flowers, carried on a twining vine, which has a rubber-like juice, are found only on the dunes and hummocks of the Florida peninsula. It is of the same family, but not the same genus, as the cultivated Allamanda. Native to south Florida and the keys, the Locust Berry, *Byrsonima lucida*, is a low, evergreen woody shrub or small tree with small white flowers which turn to yellow, pink and rose as they age. In this section also, you will find *Pithecellobium ungiscati*, the Cat’s Claw or Black Bead. This shrub in the mimosa family has flowers with showy pink-to-cream stamens in late spring. *Piscidia communis*, called the Jamaica Dogwood, is not a real dogwood but a tree in the pea family with white flowers streaked lavender or red, giving the effect of a mauve mist in late spring. A keen eye will help you to find many other colorful wild flowers in the South.
Children in the plan

Mr. and Mrs. Maynard E. Russell built their Sarasota house so they could have fun with their children. From the first sketches down to the last doorknob (low enough so that all but the smallest child can open the door), architects Ralph S. Twitchell and Paul M. Rudolph planned it with the youngsters in mind. In the Russell family, every facet of bringing up children is multiplied by five: Sue 13, Sally 8, John 5, Tom 4, and Ann 2. The play yard, with its seesaw and swings, is below the kitchen windows. As the children grow older and take to fishing and sailing, Mrs. Russell will have a full view of the boat landing, too. The terrace and pool, sheltered by the house, are where the...
All but Ann have learned to swim and even she is beginning to act like a water baby. Mrs. Russell often wheels lunch out on a tea cart and serves it in the shade of the beautiful live oaks. The surroundings were planned as part of the house because Mr. and Mrs. Russell wanted to duplicate for their children the pleasant outdoor existence they liked so much when they lived in Tahiti. The house is easy to care for as nearly everything is washable; and with most furniture built in, there are few things to move. Even outdoor maintenance hardly exists. Lime block walls—lemon to coral—require no finish; aluminum windows need no upkeep; wide eaves keep rain off the glass.

Since the Russells built their new Florida house,

their children have had such a good time

that discipline is no problem at all.
Like the house Mr. and Mrs. Russell enjoyed in Tahiti, their house in Florida makes the most of a mild climate.

The shape of this house takes its cue from the weather. Mr. and Mrs. Russell, who have lived in Tahiti, like the way houses there are linked with gardens and open to the breeze. Their Florida house spreads out north and south in the path of prevailing winds: easterly at night, westerly sea-breezes by day. In the living room, glass panel walls can be rolled aside; screen walls keep out bugs; wide roof extensions cut out summer sun and rain. The lanai is a long screened porch outside the children's bedrooms. On a rainy day, with bedroom doors ajar and sliding windows pushed open, the youngsters turn it into one big play space. And at night, without waking them, Mrs. Russell can look in to see they are covered.
TOY SHELVES have stops to prevent cars, balls rolling out. Top shelves, out of the baby's reach, are for collections.

DRAWERS in their bedrooms are child-size too, narrower, shallower, lighter. The clothes pole height is adjustable.

DOOR KNOBS are 32 inches from the floor instead of the usual 38: within easy reach for children and for adults.

Right

THE LANAI is sturdy, big enough for hop-scotch or tumbling on a drizzly day.
If, like Mrs. Russell, you have a large family, you need a kitchen planned to help you produce meals with dispatch.

DISHWASHER, waste disposer make short work of dishes. Tea wagon trundles meals out to the terrace.

 Visibility Unlimited. While she works Mrs. Russell can keep an eye on the children in the lanai, the pool, the sailboats and yard.

The kitchen plan was tackled like a problem in logistics. With the long counter as sorting center, most weekend groceries go into the combination refrigerator-frozen food locker, staples above the range and sink, vegetables and beverages in the small refrigerator near the "salad counter" with its chopping block, sink, ice crusher.

An oval of resilient rubber flooring is comfortable to stand on. Pots hang on closet door, handy to the range.
The kitchen took careful planning since Mrs. Russell does everything herself with the help of a part-time maid. (On any ordinary evening, Mrs. Russell cooks dinner for seven.) Her kitchen has four work centers: (1) the laundry with washer, dryer, ironer and sewing machines; (2) the mixing center between range and sink, with storage above and below; (3) a counter next to the refrigerator with a built-in stainless-steel sink and wooden chopping block for preparing vegetables, cleaning trout caught in bayou; (4) the electric sink holds a dishwasher and disposal unit, near it are shelves for dishes, drawers for silver. Dinner is usually served at the large table (above, right) but in cool weather when the fire is lit, the family likes to use the far end of the room with its comfortable couch and convertible coffee table raised to dining height. The buffet has outlets for appliances, also a panel of buzzers hooked up with bedrooms to call people to the telephone, or to signal for quiet in the children's rooms at bedtime.

More pictures and building information on this house, on page 160.
"Show us more small houses," House & Garden readers write us, "houses for young people with a couple of children, an income of about $10,000 and a part-time maid." With this in mind, students of the School of Architecture at Georgia Institute of Technology designed houses, of which this one (and the one on page 164) took top honors. The over-all size was limited to 2000 square feet. (At Atlanta's current average figure per square foot of wood construction, this comes to about $20,000.)

For their children, young Mr. and Mrs. House & Garden wanted plenty of play space, indoors and out; for themselves a living room plus terrace big enough for entertaining. The husband, an advertising executive, needs wall space to pin up his work. His wife likes to garden, wants a corner for repotting and fixing flowers. To make the program realistic, an actual property was chosen as the site. The first prize design, above, by Joseph N. Smith III, has a concrete slab base (no basement) with radiant heat coils imbedded in it. Stone and asphalt tile, excellent in this climate, are set into the concrete. The wood frame construction is surfaced with weatherproof plywood on the outside, the interior walls are either plaster or plywood. For more information about these houses turn to page 162.
THE PROBLEM:

To design a small house for a young advertising executive, his wife and their two children—a boy of 7, a girl of 5. These are their requirements: IN THE LIVING SPACE: they wanted a living room, dining room and study closely related to the gardens and terraces; small powder room. IN THE SLEEPING UNIT: master bedroom and dressing space; children's bedroom or rooms; combination bathroom serving all family needs but close to the master bedroom; provision for an occasional overnight guest. IN THE SERVICE AREA: kitchen and breakfast counter or alcove; heater, utility and flower-arranging corner; maid's lavatory and locker. Special and general storage throughout the house totaling not less than 1000 cubic feet. IN THE CARPORT: room for one car now, but more later on. Total area of the house not to exceed 2000 square feet. The site plan to include parking space for two cars, service and drying yards, terraces, cutting garden, lawn and play area with badminton court. Since the heat and glare of late afternoon sun is unpleasant in Atlanta, western exposures for main rooms must be avoided unless well protected.

THE SOLUTION:

The first prize house by Joseph N. Smith III is made up of two parts linked by the entrance gallery. One part is for living, the other for sleeping. This plan assures quiet for the bedrooms, provides a pleasant reception hall with wall space for some of the owner's current art work. In the living area, dining, sitting and study merge together informally. Closed off from living room and hall, the study becomes a guest room. When there is a party, a curtain may be drawn to hide the dining table while it is being cleared. The children's area is ingenious. At one end of each room, the youngsters have their own beds, desks, and storage walls. The other end, visible from the living room, is shared between them for play. As shown above, a five-foot glass panel slides open to join the room with the adjacent sun cove. Here the slanted louvers of the trellis admit morning sun, cut out afternoon heat and glare.
Only a well-wired house works well

Ample power and adequate wiring are needed for
today’s push button equipment—to run your heating system, wash your dishes
and clothes, bring you other improvements in living.

It isn’t news that electrical equipment can now make your house easier to run, more enjoyable to live in. It will help you heat and light your house, prepare and preserve your food, do your laundry and housecleaning, entertain you, increase your health and comfort. The dissected house on the opposite page points out 76 such features. They are only available to you if your house has an adequate wiring system. You may not be able to install them, or they may not work efficiently and economically without the following: (1) service conductors (entering the house from outside) adequate to your total electrical demands (2) enough branch circuits in the house of sufficient size to deliver full power or juice for your equipment. Your utility company and electrical contractor can help you get these. Be sure you get a wiring plan, too, from your architect, as carefully figured as the floor plan. The wiring system must be ample to carry the load of all electrical fixtures, appliances, controls, safely and efficiently. It must also allow for future additions. Service conductors should have 3 copper wires—number 4 wires if the house is less than 1500 sq. ft. in size, number 2 wires if it is 1500 to 4000 sq. ft. There should be three kinds of branch circuits: (a) general purpose circuits of number 14 wire for lighting, radio, small appliances—a 15 ampere circuit for each 500 sq. ft. of floor area (b) appliance circuits of number 12 wire for kitchen convenience outlets—two 20 ampere circuits in houses under 1500 sq. ft., three for larger houses (c) individual circuits for a kitchen range, water heater, automatic washer, automatic fuel firing equipment, etc.—their capacity depends on the particular equipment. And you must have enough general convenience outlets, switch controls and lighting to insure both comfort and safety.
LET NEW EQUIPMENT GIVE YOU A BETTER HOUSE FROM BASEMENT TO BEDROOMS


Conversation pieces

At the Metropolitan Museum in New York, the greatest Van Gogh exhibition ever held in this country, six galleries ablaze with impassioned canvases. The artist’s drawings, increasingly staccato, underscore his progress toward his own particular hell. In New York till January 15, the show will be seen in Chicago from February 1 to April 15 . . . McKnight Kauffer’s designs for the Sadler’s Wells Ballet, Checkmate, (exhibited at the new quarters of the American British Art Center at 122 East 55th Street) point up the clean, dynamic shorthand which stamps him as the leading poster artist today . . . Eva Zeisel’s “museum shape” ceramics, which a galaxy of international artists have decorated for Castleton China . . . Bruno Mathsson’s Swedish furniture, available at Bonnier’s, a happy blend of pale, pliant hirsch and teak, including a plywood chaise longue which sets a new high in horizontal comfort . . . The winning designs in the Syracuse Museum’s dinnerware competition which lend new interest to this year’s 13th national ceramic show . . . Découpage, described on page 182 by Miss Caroline Duer, its elegant high priestess. Eugene Berman as a painter of still lifes (at Knoedler’s, 14 East 57th Street) more charged with foreboding than his figure pieces.
Wouldn't you like a lovely new carpet... just about now?

You'll find beautiful ones, by the bevy, at your Bigelow dealer's!

Chances are there's at least one carpet in your house you aren't completely happy with. One you'd like to replace with a handsome new one. Yet you keep putting it off. Well, don't! You don't have to. Your Bigelow dealer can show you why.

Pick a pattern that's style-perfect for you! Bigelow offers a wealth of choice! A head-spinning array of colors, patterns, textures, in modern or traditional moods. There's a Bigelow beauty for everyone who wants a beautiful new carpet!

Above: Bigelow's Sonata 1970-3541—with a pile practically deep enough to wade in! What a smart room wants for Christmas, especially in Cardinal Red. About $17.95 a sq. yd.*

Pick the price range that matches your pocketbook! You can pay as high as $17.95 a sq. yd. for some of Bigelow's magnificent carpets. Or as little as $5.50. But no matter what the price tag reads, you're sure of top quality in any carpet that bears the Bigelow label.

Left: Bigelow's Beauvais 1040-1827. Brilliant decorator's choice in Billiard Green. About $8.95 a sq. yd.*

Pick a winner-for-wear every time! Every Bigelow Carpet is made of aristocratic imported wools, chosen for great strength and "liveliness," and treated to preserve them through the years.


Consult the booklet, "Bigelow's Home Decorator." Tells, shows how to achieve beautiful rooms. Get it from your Bigelow dealer, or send 25¢ to Bigelow's Home Service Bureau, P. O. Box 821, N. Y. 46, N. Y.

*Slightly higher in the West.

Bigelow Rugs and Carpets

Beauty you can see... quality you can trust... since 1825
NOW—WORLD FAMOUS Capehart TONE BRINGS TELEVISION TO LIFE

The exclusive CAPEHART Polatron* Tube brings revolutionary picture clarity to television! Because it is polarized, pictures have greater depth, detail and contrast. Glare and fuzziness are eliminated. With a Capehart a whole new world of television listening and seeing unfolds for you!


The CAPEHART Rhapsody—with the famous Capehart tone. Modestly priced, the Capehart Rhapsody provides a needle-sharp, brilliant television picture. Sound is in the Capehart tradition of excellence. Modern cabinet with bisque finish. Polatrona, Capehart’s built-in aerial.


Capehart TELEVISION FOR CHRISTMAS!

Give a Capehart! It's a Christmas present of distinction...a present your family will always cherish.

Music, comedy, sports, news...entertainment of every sort becomes "real" with the magic of Capehart true-timbre tone and the exclusive Capehart Polatron* television tube. The moderate price range starting at $269.50† brings Capehart within the means of all!

CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH CORPORATION, Fort Wayne, Indiana

An Associate of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
How to install your own cork floor

Kencork, rated one of the quietest floorings known, is easy and economical to install

Today, with more and more household devices designed for self-sufficiency and ease of installation, Young Marrieds (see page 139) and their seniors are learning how to save money and labor. Now you can install your own flooring easily, inexpensively, thanks to the Kencork people whose dealers will tell you how simply and neatly it may be done. The cork substance you will use came originally from Mediterranean shores where cork oak trees grow a remarkable bark insulated by nature against scorching sun, wind and rain.

In this age of industrial marvels most of us take the uses of a humble cork bottle stopper for granted. Home owners know that cork cannot be penetrated or stained by any known liquid, is hard to whittle, springs back into shape when squeezed. Fifty per cent of cork is air—billions of springy cells all bound together by natural cork resin. That's why Kencork flooring is quiet, resilient, and, with its compressed texture, highly resistant to flame. Having a low thermal conductivity, it keeps warm in winter, cool in summer, will not fingerprint, scratch or scuff.

The slabs, or tiles, which Kencork dealers will show you, have been baked under compression. This determines their color, which varies from light oak to walnut. (Like toast, long baking produces dark shades.) Each Kencork slab is sanded, then cut into tiles 6" x 6", 6" x 12", 12" x 12" or 12" x 36". Two coats of hot wax are burnished in. Kencork can be installed directly over any smooth hard surface. Although paint removal is not necessary, your floor must be free of dust, oil, grease, wax, lumps and loose paint until. Here is how you install Kencork:

1. Use one gallon of Kencork adhesive for every 70 square feet. Cost is less than $3. The retail cost of Kencork comes to approximately 50¢ a square foot, about 75¢ installed.

2. First measure your door areas, wall to wall. A little arithmetic will determine the number of cork tiles you need. Next, begin work in the exact center of the room, ruling a chalk line from the center of each wall to the center of the opposite wall. Laying only 6 to 8 square feet at a time, spread Kencork adhesive rather thinly over the area, and use your chalk lines to keep the rows straight.

3. Your Kencork floor should not be washed for three days after installation. It never should be cleaned with caustic or alkaline soaps. Sweep it with a hair broom, wash the tiles with lukewarm water, neutral soap. Wash and rinse a small area at a time, taking care not to leave puddles on the floor. After Kencork is thoroughly dry, a light waxing and occasional cleaning are all the care it requires.

4. Most surface stains will wash off, but stubborn stains, such as cigarette burns, may be removed by rubbing the injured spot with a small piece of No. 2 sandpaper. Kencork's performance over radiantly-heated panels has proved entirely satisfactory.

The Eighteenth Century bequeathed us a tradition of gracious hospitality which was based, in great part, on the enduring loveliness of their charming tables. One of these, adapted for our own day by Weiman, is the lazy Susan, truly—and beautifully—"your obedient servant."

One of a new group on display at fine furniture and department stores everywhere.
for Christmas... a quandary?

Relax. You may think you've run out of bright ideas for HIS holiday gift. But have you thought of this one? ... a Fairchild HOUSEHOLDER'S KIT. It's different, attractive, useful. AND here's the clincher: it's something that you can use, too! Whether in workshop, kitchen, or 'round the house, the HOUSEHOLDER'S KIT is a practical home appliance, a perfect Christmas present.

He'll REALLY Appreciate a Fairchild HOUSEHOLDER'S KIT

Designed specifically to make easy those hundreds of maintenance, repair and construction jobs around the home, the HOUSEHOLDER complete with the famous Fairchild Electric Drill will delight every member of the family. Check the uses of the practical accessories listed below.

$26.25

- Polish furniture, car or woodwork
- Sharpen knives, tools
- Clean and burnish kitchenware, metals
- Sand and refinish furniture, woodwork
- Mix paint in a few minutes
- Drill and countersink metals, wood, plastic

Sold at better hardware, appliance and department stores everywhere.

FAIRCHILD INDUSTRIES INC., Burlington, Vt.
A Famous Name in Electric Tools

HOUSEHOLD SHORT CUTS

New products to better your housekeeping techniques

UPSIDE-DOWN CAKES turn out easily, evenly browned from these 1-piece stainless-steel Downaire pans. 10%E, $1.19; 8%E Jr., 89c. Individuals 6 for 99c. John Wanamaker.

DOUBLE-DUTY shears adjust top of blade to bread slicing, bottom to meats. This Star-Edge knife is guaranteed to stay sharp 3 years. Hollow-ground stainless-steel blade, Pakkawood handle. $4. Crane's, 419 E. 57th St., New York.


SHRED-O-MAT with 3 interchangeable stainless-steel discs for slicing, shredding, grating. Rubber feet prevent slipping, protect table tops. Chrome base; safety guard; red, white or yellow enamel stand, $5.98 at Hammacher Schlemmer.

WAX YOUR FURNITURE with a push-button spray. No rubbing, just wipe it off lightly for a hard, glossy finish. Of #1 grade Carnauba wax, Bostwick Household Wax, 12 oz. $1.59. Macy's.
Hand made from the finest cutting steel known

...a beautiful, practical gift that serves forever

Gerber Legendary Blades have created the most profound changes in cutlery since Miming, the smith, forged blades for Siegfried, the dragon slayer.

Born as a protest against "cutlery" steel, Gerber Blades are made from a steel four times as costly as razor steel—steel as hard as a file, yet as tough as a spring! Perfectly balanced and exquisitely designed they were chosen by the Museum of Modern Art as one of 100 useful objects of fine design.

There's a complete line of Gerber Blades from which to choose, in solid walnut cased sets from $8.50 to $80. As gifts, they are superb. At famous stores everywhere. Write for name of nearest dealer. Gerber, 1304 S.W. 12th Ave., Portland 1, Ore. Ask for catalog.

**GERBER BLADES**

...greatest carvers ever made

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SET</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR SET</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD SET</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6 SET</td>
<td>$22.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD SET</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT SET</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-pc. MASTER SET</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Great Blades and a Holding Fork
- EXCALIBUR
  - 11 in. Carver
- BALMUNG
  - 8½ in. Carver
- SNICKERSNEE
  - 9½ in. Carver-Server
- DURANDAL
  - 6 in. Boning Blade
- MIMING
  - 3 in. Steak Blade
- RON
  - Fork—6 in. tines
For Christmas giving—and year-round living—Seth Thomas presents the Hampshire. There's true craftsmanship in this fine clock of distinguished ancestry. The cabinet is of distinctively grained mahogany. Height, 72 inches. Width, 17 inches. Electric Westminster Chimes. $295.†

Seth Thomas
Clocks to treasure...
Clocks to trust

Make it a friendly Christmas—give the Seth Thomas Buckingham, charming pendulum clock in mahogany for mantel, wall bracket, bookcase or desk. Height, 73¼ inches. Width, 24% inches. It's electric! $19.95.

For your own Christmas—the new Seth Thomas Homestead (shown at right), Colonial banjo clock in rich mahogany. Ht., 24% inches. It's electric! $29.95.† Another banjo clock is the Brookfield (not shown). Ht., 29 inches. Electric or spring wound. $76. Musical chimes sound hours and half-hours.

The Children's Bedrooms have windows east and west to catch the prevailing breeze. Each child has his own desk, shelves and drawers for toys and clothing. The smooth terrazzo floor washes easily.

The West Side of the house faces the pool and out to Sarasota Bay. The master bedroom is in the foreground, the study at the far end. The children can go for a morning dip directly from their rooms, guests use the study for dressing.
THE KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY form parallel aisles, handy to the dining area and the back door. There are two refrigerators: in the small one the children can always find fruit and cold drinks; large one by the door holds week-end groceries, is forbidden territory to children.

Russell House Building Data

**Foundation:** Reinforced concrete—Florida Portland Cement Div., General Portland Cement Co.

**Walls:** Lime block with hollow webs lined up as continuous air spaces (with vents at top and bottom, this forms a dry wall which needs no finish, is proof against fire, termites and mildew); bathroom walls, plastered; interior doors and storage partitions of Welbax straited plywood—U. S. Plywood Corp.; Rezo exterior doors—Paine Lumber Co., Ltd.; 4" Red Top rockwood in partitions—United States Gypsum Co.

**Roof:** 6" x 8" exposed beams spaced 8' apart with 2" sheathing of tongue-and-groove fir planking (to form both roof and ceiling); 1" insulating board—Armstrong Cork Co.; built-up roofing—Barrett Div., Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.

**Glass panels:** Case ment—A. B. C. Steel Equipment Co.; fixed glass panels; Harvey sliding door hardware—Metal Products Co.; sliding window hardware—Knape & Vogt Mfg. Co.; glass, ½" plate and double strength—Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

**Faucets:** Terrazzo of rose-colored Italian marble and white cement.

**Paints:** Seagreen Ramec enamel in bathrooms—Inertol Corp.; beams, posts, trim and inside wood walls—mined gray and finished with dull varnish—O'Brien Corp.

**Fireplace:** Lime block; terra-cotta flue linings; back and hearth of overburned firebrick; damper—W. H. Covert Co.

**Heating:** Gas-fired winter air conditioning system with ducts enclosed by a section of dropped ceiling which also contains all wiring and a light trough—Janitrol furnace—Surface Combustion Co.; controls—Minneapolis-H honeywell Regulator Corp.

**Plumbing:** Pipes—Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.; water softener—Gulligan Zoetle Co.; for instant hot water, each bathroom has its own heater, 2 from General Electric Co. 1 from McGraw Electric Co.

**Electrical Fixtures:** Tub—Crane Co.; water closets, lavatories—Kohler Co.; shower fixtures—Speakman Co.

**Kitchen Equipment:** Rubber counters and oval of flooring—Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Inc.; dishwasher, Disposal unit and refrigerator with 2-cu.-ft. frozen food compartment—General Electric Co.; range and refrigerator—Westinghouse Electric Corp.; ice crusher—Daisy Corp.

**Laundry Equipment:** Washing machine, dryer; and ironer—Bendix Home Appliances, Inc.; sewing machine—Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Canasta, as well as all your old favorites, can now be enjoyed even more when played on this spacious, gracefully proportioned table, in rich mahogany finish. Like every FERGUSON bridge table and chair, the Canasta table has been tested and proved resistant to alcohol stain and absolutely rigid under pressure of heavy weight. Look for the FERGUSON Tag of Quality when you buy—also found on occasional tables, bars, record cabinets and cellarettes.


New York  Chicago

At Leading Furniture and Department Stores
JOSEPH SMITH WORKS OVER THE MODEL OF HIS PRIZE WINNING HOUSE

These houses were designed for an actual property on the outskirts of Atlanta. The students were able to visit the five acres, to develop their plans in relation to the land and trees, the wind and sun. To avoid expensive grading, Joseph N. Smith and Mark G. Hampton (first and second prize winners) chose as their site a level area at the crest of the hill. The view and breeze are best here, too. This necessitated a rather long drive, but it was considered well worth while especially since few additional trees would be required to screen the house from the road. (Also, snow-removal is no problem in Atlanta.) Both plans use the house itself to enclose the motor court and shield the terraces from the entrance. All outdoor living areas are on a south-southeast arc, overlooking the view; the westerly dining terrace of
Mr. Hampton's house uses a clump of trees for shade from the hot afternoon sun. Drying yards and cutting gardens are unobtrusive, and are just a step from the kitchen. A class of model makers at the School built the houses in miniature (at 1/4 of an inch to a foot) using tiny two-by-fours, wood siding and Cellophane windows that open. The School has discovered that students know a good deal about construction after they have built houses in this way. In addition to the two top prizes, honorable mentions were awarded to A. Louis Rogers, Jr., and William H. Breen, Jr. A group of nine leading Atlanta architects were on the jury: Richard L. Aeck, George H. Bond, William H. Barnett, John Cherry, William H. Evins, James H. Finch, Matt L. Jorgensen, Edward A. Moulthrop and Leland Smith. On the jury, the faculty was represented by Harold Bush-Brown, Dean of the School of Architecture and Wilmer Heery; as advisors were Samuel T. Hurst, Regis J. Harrington and Richard L. Wilson. Paul M. Heffernan was in charge of the competition.

RUSCO all-metal, self-storing Combination Screen and Storm Sash

Rusco Windows provide screens, storm sash and weather stripping in one permanently installed unit with nothing to change... nothing to store. Rusco's famous exclusive Magic Panel Ventilation, with its positive automatic locking, provides year round, rainproof, draft-free, filtered-screen ventilation... keeps your home warmer in winter, 8 to 15 degrees cooler in summer... saves up to 3/4 in fuel... actually pay for themselves within a few seasons.

RUSCO all-metal Combination Screen and Storm Door

Here is the combination door you've been waiting for—will not warp, stick or bind. Designed to withstand the worst in weather and abuse.

RUSCO Porch Enclosures

For about 1/3 the usual cost of adding a room, a Rusco Porch Enclosure will convert the ordinary porch into a charming room that can be lived in the year 'round. Rusco offers a wide choice of interior finishes.

The Rusco Combination will give you far greater convenience, comfort, safety and economy than you now enjoy. Every Rusco product is made of hot-dipped galvanized Armco Ingot Iron Zincgrip... finished with durable baked-on, outdoor enamel to insure years of trouble-free service. Rusco, with over 4,000,000 installations is backed by more than 12 years of consumer satisfaction. Send for illustrated literature, or see the Rusco distributor nearest you.

THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY
World's Largest Manufacturer of Combination Windows
DEPARTMENT 1-0129
CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

Gentlemen! Please send me illustrated literature on Rusco Combination Windows... Combination Doors... Porch Enclosures and name of nearest distributor.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City__________________Zone__State________
for stars of wonder

Now you can give or get stars of wonder and stars of night to shine on table settings 'round the year. It's Holly by Fostoria. Each flawless piece is fashioned to the last deft touch by a master craftsman . . . as expressive in beauty as this holiday season. You'll love it to keep. And delight to give . . . especially to please the bride and brighten the groom. You'll find Holly, and many another Fostoria treasure, at the better stores everywhere.

FOSTORIA
When cold’s crisp tang is in the air . . . when it’s time for holiday’s festive fare—it’s time for the Captured Flavor of Taylor’s Champagnes and Sparkling Burgundy. Joyous products of New York State’s Garden of the Vines . . . blended with the skill of the ages and left to sleep unhurried to glorious, gladsome maturity. Wherever fine wines are served or sold.

MAKE HISTORY AT YOUR TABLE!
Send 25¢ for “Leaves from the Table of George and Martha Washington,” 48 pages of historic recipes adapted for today. Dozens of different, new dishes . . . hints on wine in cooking. Colorful folder on Champagnes and Sparkling Burgundy included FREE.
The Taylor Wine Co., Vineyardists and Producers, Hammondsport, N.Y.

This month you’ll find these fine New York State Wines featured at leading stores.

From the Famous Cellars at Hammondsport, N.Y.
Bright New Open-Stock Pattern by Stangl

TOYS
To make your youngsters’ Christmas morning bright and happy...

JOLLY “LOOKY CHEG-CHEG” rolls his eyes as he goes his merry way, 11”. Large bell for little engineers to ring. Price, $2.20 from Macy’s, N. Y.

TWO CARS speed down this wooden spiral speedway on metal tracks, race across the room. 2½” tall, $3.50. Edith Chapman, N. Y.

Blueberry Pattern is hand-carved and hand-painted under the protecting glaze, so its cheery colors will not fade or scratch. And it’s on Stangl’s suave new, easy-to-look-at shape, classically simple and perfect, whether you prefer modern, provincial, or traditional.

Words can’t do justice to the sunny color of the broad band, the mouth-watering look of the plump blueberries. See the new Blueberry Pattern for yourself. On sale at leading gift, jewelry and department stores.

A DOMESTIC COUPLE, Mr. and Mrs. Mouse. Of soft gray fabric, gaily dressed, 8” tall. $2.95 each. James McCutcheon, New York.

RIDE-M TUGBOAT on rubber wheels is a kid-die car to push and steer. $7.95. Creative Playthings, New York.

HOBBY LUMBER YARD with real tools for making cart, shed, truck and birdhouse. With complete instructions, $2 from B. Altman, N. Y.

All prices approximate
Continued on page 168
YOUNG MARRIEDS
continued from page 139

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 138. All prices are approximate.

Page 138
FURNITURE: Robert Irwin Company, French Provincial, walnut veneer on maple, dining table, $136; four chairs, $163; commode, $99; blonde oak nested cocktail tables (large table with four small ones), $87; armchair, $89 in muslin. All are at Wanamaker’s, New York and Philadelphia, and Higbee Bros., Cleveland.

Boston Dixie, “Spacemaker” bed with three bolsters (only one shown), $120 in ticking at Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago.

KITCHEN UNIT: Hotpoint Inc., sink (not shown) and dishwasher, refrigerator, range, 72” counter top, and four wall cabinets, $886 complete. All are at Gimbel’s, New York.


PAINT: Walls are painted in HOUSE & GARDEN’S 1949-50 Chocolate brown interior paint. Senour.

ACCESSORIES: On dining table. Gold color metal dinner plates, $6.50 each; goblets, $11.50 a dozen; Dirilyte “Regal” flatware, $1.20 for six-piece place setting; Dirilyte ash trays, $2 each; salt and pepper shakers, $11 a pair; ormolu cigarette box, $8.50; all at Hammacher Schlemmer, New York. Covered individual cabbages, $1.50 each; large soup tureen cabbage and spoon, $31; butter plates, $2.20 each; 12” open dish with 10 fruits, $13.50; additional fruits, $2 to $2.80 each. All ceramic dishes, imported from Portugal by Mottahedeh & Sons, New York. Round red lacquer tray, $12, Black, Starr & Gorham, New York. John Montauk mats and napkins, $3.50 dozen each at Barker Bros., Los Angeles.

On counter top: Birch wood salad bowl, $2.95; cherry wood fork and spoon, $1 set; 10-qt. marmite pot, $9.50; all at Bazar Français, New York.

On door: Refinished antique lever handle with rose, $11.75; key escutcheon, $3.25; both Charles McCarthy, New York.

On commode: Lighthouse, green tile lamp, $23 at Wanamaker’s, New York. Silver-plated ice bucket, $30*; cut-crystal cocktail box with silver knob on top, $30*; both at Black, Starr & Gorham, New York.

On cocktail table: Cut-crystal cocktail shaker with silver top, $40*; cut-crystal cocktail glasses, $72 dozen; coasters with silver rims and college emblem centers, $4* each; all at Black, Starr & Gorham, New York.

On wall: Howard Miller electric clock, wood and brass, $36* at Modernage, New York. French railway posters, courtesy French National Railroads.

*Federal tax included
TOYS continued from page 166

NESTING SAND CANS for energetic beach or sandbox play. Four brightly colored, amusingly decorated cans, two with sieve bottoms, scoop. $1. Marshall Field, Chicago.

CHALLENGE, John Scarne's checker game for solitaire or competitive play. Goal: to place discs with fewest moves. $3. Hudson's, Detroit.

SILVER-STudded suede clothes for young "Wild Westerners": boy's chaps and vest, $20; girl's skirt and vest, $20. In good choice of colors; sizes range from 2-10 years. Lord & Taylor, New York.

TONI DOLL of plastic with nylon hair to shampoo and wave again and again. With kit. 14" $10. 16" $12. From Jordan Marsh, Boston.

Made of sturdy aluminum — rustproof, durable, sanitary, thoroughly ventilated. Easy to clean, smooth and snag-proof. Hand-painted decorations on white or pastel backgrounds. Ensemble companion to the Detecto Bathroom Scale. $7.95* to $9.95*.

Hand-painted decorations on white or pastel backgrounds. Ensemble companion to the Detecto Bathroom Scale. $7.95* to $9.95*.
IRAN
A land of vast panoramas, ancient mosques and modern highways

Iran, formerly known as Persia, has one of the oldest national cultures in history. References to its past occur in the Bible. The same Darius who is mentioned in the Book of Daniel built Persepolis (see page 128), the glorious ruins of which still lure travelers to the Iranian plains. The nomads today pitch their black tents upon the hillsides and follow their flocks in search of grass, as did Abraham and Lot and the sons of Jacob. But piercing the mountains, stretching northward across the plains from the Persian Gulf, are the contributions of modern civilization: broad, straight highways and the Iranian Government Railroad.

In the cities, wide avenues cut through mazes of winding streets. As a traveler you will go to see the old, but gratefully take advantage of the new.
You will go to see the cities—Teheran, Isfahan, Shiraz, Meshed, Qum: their bazaars, their architecture, their art. At Teheran, stay at the Park Palace, Ritz or Darband Hotels; don’t miss the Golestan Palace, containing the gem-studded Peacock Throne; the Crown jewels at Banke Melli; drive to the Shrine of Shah Abdul-Azim, and to Qum to see the Shrine of Fatima (you can rent cars in any major Iranian city). At Isfahan, stay at the Iran-Tour, see the maldun, or public square, second in size to the Kremlin, the Pul-i-Khajou Bridge, and the gardens and pleasure palace of Chehel-Sotoun (Forty Columns). At Shiraz, stay at the Iran-Tour, see the maldun, or public square, second in size to the Kremlin, the Pul-i-Khajou Bridge, and the gardens and pleasure palace of Chehel-Sotoun (Forty Columns). At Qum, see the Shrine of Fatima (you can rent cars in any major Iranian city).

The Russian countryside is full of surprises. There are elevated plateaus, vast stretches of empty land, ringed by silent, awe-inspiring ranges; there are salt deserts and valleys rich in fruits and produce, and, in a few districts, forests and mountains. But the greater part of Iran is a vast plateau, and the ascent to this tableland is a thrilling one, up roads so precipitous that in the Persian tongue they are called kotal, or ladders. You pass the ruins of ancient cities on roads that were followed by Alexander, Darius and Marco Polo, through gorges walled by rocky precipices shimmering in an ochre and purple mist. Below you stretches the plain, dotted with oases.

How to get there: Pan American, TWA, Air France, Scandinavian Airlines, KLM and BOAC take you from New York to Teheran in about two days, $970.70, round trip, providing you stay less than 60 days; otherwise it is $1125. You can take American Export ships to Beyrouth or Alexandria if you insist on boats; from there on it’s freighter or plane.

For Delightful Dining

Your terrace never looked lovelier, your dining room never more charming! Indoors, outdoors—Molla wrought iron and cast aluminum furniture achieves a gracious effect that will be the envy of your guests. Chip-proofed, guaranteed rust-free for eight years... in muted white and pastel tones.

Write for illustrated catalog G7 and name of nearest dealer.

UNITE china cabinet

exquisite expression of French Provincial by Union-National

This lovely focal piece is equipped with two lined silver drawers. It is also available with drop-front desk drawer for use as a living room piece. At better furniture and department stores. Send one cent stamp to department G for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
and get what you've always wanted
in table fashion ... style and quality ...

to meet your fondest dreams ... fashioned
with all the skill of the age-old art of
silversmithing ... to live ... and to serve
graciously through all of your years.

SEE IT ... BUY IT ... AT YOUR JEWELER'S
Write us for illustrated price folder of these
and other ALVIN patterns.

THE ALVIN SILVERSMITHS
Makers of Exclusive Silver Designs for over Sixty Years

PROVIDENCE 7, RHODE ISLAND

CONTINUED ON PAGE 171

ON country week ends over the holidays, the ring of an ax in
snowy woods is a hearty preface to bringing in the tree. The
distaff members of the household (and the children) will be out
gathering evergreens, balsam, holly, fragrant spruce. But whether you
celebrate tradition with a Yule log crackling on the hearth or with
green cedar in a city window, brisk holiday weather calls for steaming
hot buttered rum. Serve this modern version of an ancient drink
in old-fashioned glasses or mugs. For each drink use: 1 1/2 oz. rum, 1
lump sugar, 1 small slice butter, 4 cloves. Add boiling water and
stir. Tree trimming parties are among the most festive Christmas oc-
casions. While the pine branches are being decorated with tinsel,
stars and lights, serve Prince Charles Edward's Liqueur Drambuie
to your guests. In the seasonal tide of entertainment, rounds of carols
come down to us from minstrelsy in baronial halls (with such mellow
air as: Here's health to the ox. And to his right eye! May God send
our master a good Christmas pie). Your carol-singing friends will en-
joy a drink served in glasses holding a peach steeped overnight in
brandy. Pour champagne over it—then sing a chorus of Deck the hall
with boughs of holly. After the presents are opened, the ribbons and
wrappings tied away, it's time for visitors and holiday greetings.

On Christmas afternoon a Tom & Jerry makes a warm welcome.
Mix all the ingredients by the number of guests; use 1 whole egg.
1 tsp. sugar, 1 1/2 oz. Jamaica rum. Beat yolks and white of egg sep-
ately, then mix both together. Fill mug with boiling water. Add a
dash of brandy. Top with nutmeg and serve in Tom & Jerry mugs.

Continued on page 171

TREE CUTTING in the green and white out-of-doors is the signal for hot
buttered rum by a blazing fire. Use Gold Label Ron Merito Puerto Rican
rum from National Distillers Products Corp. Ax for tree or evergreens,
china mug with raffia covered handle, Hammacher Schlemmer, N. Y.
CORKSCREW continued from page 170


FOR OPEN HOUSE on Christmas Day: mix a Tom & Jerry ready to serve when the doorbell rings. Gilley’s Governor General Jamaica rum, from Bellows & Company, Inc., N. Y. 3 Star Hennessy cognac, Schieffelin & Co., N. Y. Bowl, cups, Hammacher Schlemmer, wreath, Jack Kelly, N. Y.

ALVBORO
AKVAVIT

A Century of World Fame

BRIONES & CO., New York 4, New York

A Century of World Fame

A ALVIN STERLING portrays a lovely tradition in sparkling solid silver for your everlasting enjoyment.

THE ALVIN SILVERSMITHS Makers of Exclusive Silver Designs for over Sixty Years PROVIDENCE 7, RHODE ISLAND

As each pretty bloom of the bridal bouquet lends its splendor to the happy occasion... so too, will BRIDAL BOUQUET in ALVIN STERLING lend splendor and style to your table... unstintingly... for evermore.

SEE IT... BUY IT... AT YOUR JEWELER’S Write us for illustrated price folder of this and other ALVIN patterns.
In your home... in the homes of people you're fond of... Kleinert's shower curtains are sure of a rousing welcome.

Patterns, fabrics and colors after a decorator's own heart!

Deck everybody's bathroom in Kleinert's shower curtains and draperies... send them home for Christmas!

ROSETTE...

Kleinert's exclusive Fleeceenap,* the wonderful velvety-soft material that won't blow or cling. Silver rosettes on blue, yellow, green, rose, peach, white, orchid. Chartreuse rosettes on gray. Shower curtains $5.95

matching window curtains $5.95.

HAND PAINTED *ALLURON ... Waterproof Vinyl... each one an individual masterpiece. A pattern for every bathroom, to make it a decorator's dream. $8.95 and $9.95. Matching ruffled window drapes... $8.95 and $9.95.

*Slightly higher on the West Coast

SHELL AND CORAL... Color photographic print on Alluron plastic. Crystal ground with blue, green, black or wine predominating. Shower curtains $5.95 matching ruffled window curtains $5.95.

EMERSON's modern projection-type television cabinet is made of solid mahogany with pin-striped mahogany veneer. Unique fold-away picture screen, 192 square inches, is compactly designed for any room size, $450.

MOTOROLA "Racetrack" television cabinet with built-in antenna, has 12½-inch picture tube, two simple controls, special tube aluminumized 95% brighter. In hand-rubbed mahogany, 38½" high, 24" wide, 21½" deep. $395 at Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis, Missouri.

*Prices slightly higher in the South and West.

Continued on page 174
INDIA

A country as large as Europe, as many-sided as a prism

India is a sub-continent not only of vastness, but of the vastest extremes: it contains the highest mountains in the world, the broadest plains, the most torrid heat and the most torrential rains. It has every imaginable contrast in fauna, flora, geography, architecture, manners and customs. It is inhabited by a conglomeration of different races, speaking more than 222 different languages and dialects. The inhabitants, roughly one fifth of the human race, include statesmen and professors of the highest intellectual attainments, as well as mendicants and fakirs, Maharajas of the most fabulous wealth and aborigines of the most abject poverty. Impossible to grasp in a single visit, India is remembered by the traveler as an exotic spectacle—especially for its intense and varied color.

India means: the geometrical beauty of the Government House gardens at New Delhi, their pink, patterned walks and borders delineating rectangles of impeccably trimmed grass, interlaced with sky-blue pools and plots of flowers; the palace of the Maharaja of Mysore with its great gold and green reception hall; the façade of the “Wind Palace” at Jaipur, a marvelous complexity of tiny windows and stucco decoration; the pure gold and sterling silver trappings of the elephants on state occasions; the sensitive wall painting on the houses of the untouchables; the medley of turbans.

Never to be forgotten: the Ganges at night from a window in Benares; elephants felling trees in the forests of Chochin; the far-stretching land of Hyderabad, dry, scorched, dotted with Mogul monuments; the medieval Hindu sculpture, beautiful, stylized, a symbol of the union of cosmic principles; and, yes, even the Taj Mahal, its hallowed beauty transformed by moonlight.

Where to stay: Bombay: Taj Mahal, Majestic Hotel. Delhi: Imperial, Mint’s, Calcutta: Great Eastern, Grand.

How to get there: Bombay: BOAC: $1116.90 round trip. Calcutta: Pan American, Air France, BOAC: $1177.40 round trip. Delhi: Pan American, BOAC: $1127 round trip. Karachi: Pan American, Air France, BOAC: $1071.50 round trip. These fares apply if you stay less than 60 days; otherwise a round-trip ticket to Bombay costs $1272.60 round trip; to Calcutta, $1323; to Delhi, $1231.60; to Karachi, $1255.60. From 3 to 3½ days.

Reflection thru perfection

Sheer woven-metal curtains drape your fireplace with envied loveliness... provide positive protection against flying sparks. Curtains glide open or closed at the touch of one hand with exclusive Unipull.

See Flexscreen — or write us for complete information, at 1249 Chestnut St.

BENNETT-IRELAND INC.
Norwich, New York

Flexscreen's perfection is also available in improved free-standing Frame Flexscreen. Ask all better stores.

The Continental Furniture Company
High Point, N. Carolina
Designers and Makers of Fine Furniture Since 1911

The Continential
FURNITURE COMPANY

The "Montpelier" SOLID MAHOGANY

to match your dreams

Montpelier, the famous home of James and Dolly Madison and one of the classic examples of Georgian architecture in America, inspired the name for this impressive Georgian bedroom suite by CONTINENTAL. The same characteristics of perfect proportion, structural permanence and elegant detail are incorporated in both.

CONTINENTAL makes furniture for the bedroom exclusively — of unsurpassed quality — every piece is authentic in design and created for those who appreciate the sculptured elegance of solid mahogany.

A booklet of Continental solid mahogany bedroom pieces is available for 10 cents.

The Continental Furniture Company
High Point, N. Carolina
Designers and Makers of Fine Furniture Since 1911

The "Montpelier" SOLID MAHOGANY
TELEVISION
continued from page 172

FISHER's "Panorama" television receiver, in ribbon stripe mahogany and mahogany veneers, utilizes any ordinary home movie screen; throws a picture adjustable from 24 x 32 inches, to 36 x 48 inches. Has special wide-angle lens to produce picture up to 3' x 5' if receiver is pulled back 8 feet from screen. $995, Roland Olander and Co., Los Angeles.

RCA VICTOR television cabinet is made in walnut or mahogany finish; period style. 155-square-inch screen, 16-inch direct view tube. Has automatic Multi-Channel Station Selector, variable tone control, FM sound, and 12" electro-dynamic speaker. $470 at Barker Bros., Los Angeles, Cal.

ANSLEY "Tele-Movie" uses tiny 2½" tube of low replacement cost; projects image to full-sized home movie screen. Cabinet is 29" high, 23½" wide, 26" deep, mounted on casters. Complete with portable screen. $795 at the Higbee Company, Cleveland.

ZENITH's "Broadmoor" television model is made in convenient apartment-size mahogany cabinet, has circular screen, 105-square-inch picture area, Glare-Ban tube, $339.95, Ludwig Baumann, New York.

All prices approximate, plus installation. Slightly higher in the South and West.
You are invited to
WILLIAMSBURG
Colonial Williamsburg and House & Garden
will sponsor a Symposium in February and March

Readers of House & Garden are invited to attend a Colonial House and Garden Symposium to be conducted by this magazine and Colonial Williamsburg, the organization which is restoring that eighteenth-century city. It will be held in Williamsburg, Virginia, and will take the form of two identical, five-day sessions, the first scheduled to begin on February 27, the second March 6.

For house and garden owners, these sessions will constitute a rare opportunity to go behind-the-scenes of the one-time capital of the Virginia Colony and to hear talks by leading authorities, such as Dean Joseph Hudnut, A. Edwin Kendrew, A. Lawrence Kocher, Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., Dr. Francis W. Pennell, Dr. Donald Wyman, Minor W Near Thomas, Jr., Alden Hopkins, Mrs. John R. Fisher and two editors of House & Garden. Specific points will be discussed informally at teas where guests will have an opportunity to meet and exchange ideas. Visitors will be entertained at such notable places as Raleigh Tavern and the Governor's Palace.

In former years, Colonial Williamsburg has presented similar programs, but this year's program is wider in scope and includes architecture. Registrants will see old dwellings in the process of restoration and study details of numerous houses and gardens.

An all-inclusive rate has been worked out by Colonial Williamsburg which covers registration, admission to Exhibition Buildings, tours, lectures and rooms and meals at either the Williamsburg Inn or the Williamsburg Lodge. If you are planning to attend, send a check for $20 to the Registrar at Williamsburg for each person registering (it will be applied against total payment). The over-all cost for each five-day session will be $90 at the Inn and $65 at the Lodge per person (two in a room). The all-inclusive rate for single accommodations is $100 at the Inn, $70 at the Lodge. Since only 250 persons can attend each session, apply early to the Registrar, Colonial House and Garden Symposium, Goodwin Building, Williamsburg, Virginia.

In the January issue, House & Garden will revisit Williamsburg with photographs of its houses, gardens and reproductions of its antiques.

SMART MODERN FOR YOUR BEDROOM

The Versatile
BY KENT-COFFEY

The Versatile group offers you Modern at its best — modern with simple, graceful lines that will "go" with every interior — modern with a wide selection of pieces to fit your personal requirements — modern in a choice of two popular woods: Kent-Coffey's Linden Oak in a pleasing light tone finish and Walnut in a soft, mellow finish. The shaped swivel front "Mr. and Mrs. Dresser" and double 12-drawer chest are outstanding for beauty and utility. For smart Modern, choose The Versatile, by Kent-Coffey, available at many leading stores, coast to coast.

Kent-Coffey are specialists in building beautiful furniture for your bedroom — authentic 18th Century as well as Modern.

GIVE YOUR FAMILY
THIS GIFT OF A LIFETIME
AN ALTEC LANSING
HOME MUSIC SYSTEM

A lifetime of superlative musical enjoyment, and a pride of possession which no lesser gift could engender, are yours to bestow when you give an Altec Lansing custom-in-built home music system, with or without Altec Lansing high quality television. This incomparable system for the reproduction of music, either from AM-FM radio reception or from records, is built into the structure of your living room, or is installed in furniture already in your home. It does away with cumbersome radio furniture, and overcomes the inherent acoustical limitations of furniture-type radio phonographs. The cost is surprisingly moderate, and installation is simplicity itself.

Send for illustrated brochure and the name of the Altec Lansing dealer nearest you.

KENT-COFFEY MANUFACTURING CO., Lenoir, North Carolina
"Come in! Sit down! Have fun!" That's the cheery welcome of this beautiful Michigan Knotty Pine game room ensemble, perfectly styled for recreation and enjoyment. A happy blending of smart design and sturdy construction makes Habitant the perfect choice for those who prefer informal comfort for today's living.

Leading furniture and department stores proudly display Habitant groups for every room in your home, as well as individual pieces for occasional use. We'll gladly supply the name of your nearest Habitant dealer. Drop us a card.

HABITANT SHOPS INC. • Bay City 30, Michigan
"THE HABITANT LINE . . . PERFECTION IN PINE"

REGAL IN APPEARANCE — FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION — THIS BUENILUM PUNCH BOWL HOLDS A GENEROUS SIX QUARTS OF LIQUID REFRESHMENT, THE TWELVE HANDLED CUPS ARE CRYSTAL CLEAR, THE SMARTLY STYLED LADLE AS WELL AS THE PLATTER ARE ALSO BUENILUM. THE SET ABOUT $5.00 AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE.

BUENILUM
Scintillating metal Hostess Service Accessories.

BUENILUM
Made by BUEHNER & WARNER, INC.

BUENILUM
Write for the latest Buenilum folder and the name of your nearest dealer.
BRESLAUER-UNDERBERG, INC.
(Wholesale Distributors)
225 5th Ave. New York 10

THE UNITED STATES: Finding a ski run at home these days is almost as easy as finding a cinema. In the East there are: Mad River Glen, a 2½-mile area on the slopes and summit of General Stark Mountain in the Green Mountains of Vermont; Cannon Mountain in New Hampshire, containing the Coppermine Upper Trail, one of the most delightful runs in New England for the expert, where often when the more frequented runs are thoroughly beaten down, you'll find untracked snow; Mittersill, high up on the same mountain, modeled by Baron Hubert Pannz after his own club in Austria. Out west, where the mountains are bigger, the slopes longer, and timber-free, and the snow so deep that you never have to worry about stumps or rocks or icy ruts, there are: Sun Valley, Idaho, probably America's most glamorous ski resort; Aspen, Colorado, the Victorian mining town which Walter P. Paepcke is turning into a year-round resort (last summer Aspen held the Goethe Bicentennial Festival in which Albert Schweitzer participated); Alta, Utah, in the Wasatch Range, where there is probably the heaviest snowfall of any place in the West; the Sugar Bowl, at the foot of Mt. Disney, above San Francisco, where William Wilson Wurster, the busy West-Coast architect, has designed the lodge and several of the houses; and, up in Oregon, Mt. Hood, an extinct volcano which spreads long, smooth slopes down to the timber, ones on which you can ski two days without repeating runs.
ST. MORITZ, the grandparent of Swiss winter resorts, still exerts its seasoned fascination.

CANADA: First there are the Laurentians north of Montreal, where lies the most highly concentrated and publicized skiing development in North America. Mont Tremblant is the most popular spot but you can ski with varying degrees of elegance and comfort all the way from Shawbridge up past Labelle. Mont Tremblant offers the finest downhill running in Eastern Canada but some of you may prefer touring through the territory of Morin Heights. The city of Quebec is also a highly popular center, being within commuting distance of Lac Beaufort, Valcartier and Mont Sainte Anne. The New York Central gets you to Montreal ($36.45 round trip with lower berth from New York); so does Colonial Airlines ($42.60 round trip from New York). Canadian National with Canadian Pacific does the trek from Montreal to Quebec. For the more rugged atmosphere of the Rockies try Banff. You can get there on the Canadian Pacific ($127.35 round trip with lower berth from Chicago); or, if time is limited, fly on Trans-Canada Airlines ($292.50 round trip from Chicago).

SUN VALLEY, IDAHO, from Dollar Mountain

In ancient cellars—under ever-vigilant eyes—Sandeman Sherries and Ports slowly acquire rare excellence. A type for every taste and occasion. Some are frankly expensive, but many are modestly priced.

SANDEMAN
Established in the Year 1790
SHERRIES from Spain • PORTS from Portugal
W. A. TAYLOR & CO., N.Y.C., SOLE AGENTS FOR U.S.A.

Coated with plastic for easier handling and longer life.

Guild Playing Cards are packaged in a crystal clear plastic case for appropriate gift giving, or keeping. Select your playing cards from Guild’s Gallery of distinguished art. Ask for them at your favorite store, or write for the name of the dealer nearest you.

WESTERN PLAYING CARD CO. • RACINE, WISCONSIN
Makers of American Artists Playing Cards
TRAVEL DATA
continued from page 127

Fares quoted are round trip and do not include 15% U. S. Transportation tax. Flying times are approximate, steamship rates are minimum first class.

Mexico City, round trip by air: from New York: Pan American, Eastern and American Airlines; $268.70; 11 hours, 45 minutes. From Chicago: Pan American, American, Braniff; $209.10; 9 hours, 30 minutes. From Los Angeles: Pan American, American, Braniff, $176.40; 8 hours. From New Orleans: Pan American; $189; 6 hours, 18 minutes; Taca Airlines; $257.40; 12 hours, 30 minutes, via Guatemala. Round trip by train: (Fares quoted include lower berth, but American railroads prefer that you make your return Pullman reservation in Mexico; in which case fare will be slightly less.) From New York: New York Central, via Missouri Pacific, International and Great Northern, National Railways of Mexico; $231.50; three days. Pennsylvania Railroad, via Missouri Pacific, Texas and Pacific, and International and Great Northern, National Railways of Mexico; $224.10; three days. From St. Louis: Missouri Pacific, via International and Great Northern, National Railways of Mexico; $148.70; two days. From Houston: Pan American; $695.10; 19 hours, 35 minutes. Round trip by sea: from New York: the Grace Line; $801; 12 days. From Los Angeles: Pan American; $828; 15 hours, 50 minutes. From Chicago: Pan American, Braniff; $712; 19 hours. From Los Angeles: Pan American; $801; 19 hours, 35 minutes. From Houston: Pan American, Braniff; $695.10; 19 hours, 35 minutes. Round trip by sea: from New York: the Grace Line; $801; 12 days.


THE WEST INDIES BY AIR

Bermuda, round trip: from New York: Pan American, Colonial, BOAC, $126; Pan American, 2 hours, 50 minutes; Colonial, 3 hours, 30 minutes; BOAC, 3 hours.

Nassau, round trip: from New York: Pan American, $173.19, 4 hours, 55 minutes; BOAC, $198, 7 hours.

Puerto Rico, round trip: from New York: Pan American, $180, 6 hours, 30 minutes; Eastern, $180, 8 hours. Jamaica, round trip: from New York: Pan American, $236.80, 7 hours, 30 minutes; BOAC, $261, 10 hours; KLM, $249.40, 11 hours, 20 minutes. From Chicago: Chicago and Southern, $158, 16 hours.

Virgin Islands, round trip: from New York: Pan American, Eastern, $194, 7 hours, 10 minutes.

THE WEST INDIES BY SEA

(Rates quoted are minimum first class.) Furness Line: from New York to Bermuda.

(Continued on page 179)
TRAVEL DATA

continued from page 178

muda every Saturday, $125 round trip, 1½ days each way.

West Indies Cruises

Farness Line: from New York to Bermuda, Nassau, December 1, 13; $160, 7 days. From New York to St. Thomas, St. Croix, St. Kitts, Guiria, Trinidad, Grenada, Barbados, Martinique, Antigua; December 8, 29, January 19, February 9, March 2, 23, April 10, May 4, 25; $350, 19 days.

Full Line: from New York to San Juan, Trujillo City, every other Thursday; $97, 11 days.

Home Lines: from New York to St. Thomas, La Guaira, Caracaz, Havana; December 23, January 10; $350, 14 days. From New York to St. Thomas, Martinique, Barbados, La Guaira, Caracaz, Kingston, Havana; January 26, February 16; $450, 18 days.

Holland-America Line: from New York to Nassau, Havana; December 23, February 9; $195, 10½ days. From New York to St. Thomas, Port de France, Trinidad, Caracaz, Cristobal, Cartagena, Kingston, Havana; December 16; $495, 18 days. From New York to Kingston, Cartagena, Cristobal; January 6, 21; $360, 13 days.

Camard White Star: from New York to Nassau, Trujillo City, St. Thomas, Port de France, Port of Spain, La Guaira, Caracaz, Cristobal, Havana; December 21; $495, 18 days. From New York to St. Thomas, Port de France, Barbados, Port of Spain, La Guaira, Caracaz, Cristobal, Havana; January 21; $495, 18 days. From New York to Kingston, Trujillo City, St. Thomas, Port de France, Port of Spain, La Guaira, Caracaz, Cristobal, Havana; February 11; $495, 18 days. From New York to St. Thomas, Port de France, Port of Spain, La Guaira, Havana, Nassau; March 4, 21; $365, 14 days.

United States Lines: from New York to San Juan, Caracaz, Cartagena, Cristobal, Kingston, Havana; February 4; $440, 16 days.

French Line: from New York to La Guaira, Caracaz, Kingston, Port-au-Prince; December 23; $330, 14 days.

Alcoa: from New Orleans to Kingston, Caracaz, La Guaira, Puerto Cabello, Guanta, Trinidad, Trujillo City, Mobile; or from New Orleans to Trujillo City, La Guaira, Puerto Cabello, Guanta, Trinidad, Caracaz, Kingston, Mobile; every Friday; $495; $525 after December 9; 17 days.

Standard Fruit: from New Orleans to Havana, La Ceiba; every Saturday; $200, 10 days.

United Fruit: from New Orleans to Havana, Puerto Barrios; every Saturday; $220, $230 after December 17; 11 days. From New Orleans to Cristobal, Puerto Barrios; every other Thursday; $220; $230 after December 17; 11 days.

Bergen Line: from New Orleans to Havana, Nassau, Port-au-Prince, Kingston; December 22; $290, 14 days. From New Orleans to Havana, Port-au-Prince, Trujillo City, St. Thomas, St. Pierre, Port de France, Barbados, Grenada, Trinidad, Kingston, Cartagena, San Bias, Cristobal; January 5, February 3; $645, 28 days.

Addendum: Travelers to Brazil can go on the Delta Line cruisers from New Orleans, stopping at St. Thomas, Rio, Santos, Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Caracaz; $940, 47 days.
### America's Finest Handmade Milk Glass

**WESTMORELAND RING AND PETAL**

Authentic reproductions of eight long treasured early American 'Ring and Petal' originals, meticulously handmade in the Westmoreland tradition.

**WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY**

GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLES of the TIMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The perfect proportions of these graceful tables contribute to the warmth of any room. Their design reflects unaffected simplicity with only one decorative detail—the scalloped or serrated edge around the top. Available in genuine mahogany, lime oak, see these and other Springfield pieces at quality stores in principal cities. Write for name of nearest Springfield dealer.

**SPRINGFIELD FURNITURE WORKS, INC.**

502 W. EUCLID AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

MANUFACTURERS OF OCCASIONAL FURNITURE AND DINETTE SETS

---

### TELEVISION

continued from page 121

Here is more information about the furniture and accessories shown on pages 118-121. All prices are approximate. Stores are located in New York unless otherwise specified.

The rug which appears on all of these pages is Libertyville Textile's grey cotton 'Tumble-Twist, 9' x 12', $100 at Lord & Taylor.

**Page 118.**

**FURNITURE:** Charak Furniture Company, Inc. X-shape bench with green cushion, $175. Available at Charak, through your decorator or decorating departments of stores.

**ACCESSORIES:** Bowls on Christmas tree from Ribbon Guild, Inc. Louis XV hanging shelf, black lacquer with chinoiserie, $360; 10 of a set of 47 volumes of Waverly novels, $180 a set; French Sèvres cachet-pot, $120 pair (only one shown); all from Edward Garrett.

**Page 119.**

**FURNITURE:** Dunbar Furniture Co., Long John cocktail table with top of solid walnut, $162 at Hudson's, Detroit. Dunbar's upholstered swivel chair, $276 in muslin at Lord & Taylor.

**ACCESSORIES:** Italian white pottery pear and leaf plate, $20 at the set at Bergdorf Goodman. Painting, Nature Morte, by André Dunoyer de Segonzac, Carstairs Gallery.

**Page 120.**

**Lower left photograph:**

**FURNITURE:** Knoll Associates, shell chair designed by Saarinen. $210 in wool. Knoll Associates, shell firmitirk.

**Page 121.**

**Lower left photograph:**

**FURNITURE:** Dunbar Furniture Co., upholstered swivel chair, $276 in muslin at Lord & Taylor.

**ACCESSORIES:** Christmas decorations and package wrappings from Staples Smith.

---

### THERMOSEAL ALUMINUM

**Self-Storing Combination Screen and Storm Sash**

**Enviable Convenience**

Welcome Comfort

NOTHING TO CHANGE, NOTHING TO STORE—THERMOSEAL gives you screens, storm sash and weather stripping in one permanently installed unit. Just raise the storm panel in warm weather, lower it in cold. Complete comfort and protection in any weather.

**YEAR ROUND, RAINPROOF, DRAFT-FREE, FILTERED-SCREEN VENTILATION**

A simple, fingertip adjustment from inside permits healthful ventilation in any season or weather. No chilling sill drafts in winter—no muggy, hot, closed rooms during summer storms. Have more uniform warmth and comfort in winter—a cooler home in summer.

**WINDOWS NEVER NEED REFITTING—SCREENS NEVER NEED PAINTING**

The patented THERMOLOK® Closure Frame permanently weather-proofs the entire window opening—automatically adjusts for expansion, contraction and settlement. The modern, Lumite plastic screen cloth never needs painting, will not stain, rust, rot or bulge.

**Thermoseal Windows pay for themselves by saving up to 1/3 on fuel and by providing other economies!**

Send coupon for illustrated literature.
3 exciting new gifts for Men!


The gift for the man who has everything! This Teague-styled 3-purpose Edgemont combination is a miniature weather bureau. Finest Taylor open face barometer, thermometer and humidity instrument set in crystal-clear plastic. Gold finished metal frame. 11½" x 5½" $75

For students of landscape architecture

Recognizing the growing interest of students in landscape architecture, Harvard University has announced a scholarship in this important field. The University will grant to those eligible for admission as regular students at the University, a scholarship for the next academic year, September 1950-51. The amount, equal to the tuition fee, will be $600.

Candidates must have received their Bachelor's degree, or equivalent credits, within the past three years. Students who are candidates for this degree in June, 1950, are likewise eligible.

Harvard will award this scholarship on the basis of scholastic standing and upon evidence of progressive interest in landscape architecture. The Department reserves the right to make no award if such a decision is deemed advisable.

Further information will be furnished on request, and inquiries should be received by the University before December 1, 1949, addressed to William W. Pond, Chairman, Department of Landscape Architecture, Robinson Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.

Care packages for Britain

From rice to raisins, the British CARE package contains 21 different kinds of food, weighs over 22 pounds. All this and delivery guaranteed, costs just $10, modest price for a great deal of cheer. CARE is at 20 Broad St., New York 5.

TELEVISION

continued from page 180

All prices are approximate.

ACCESSORIES: On cocktail table, Silver tray, $500 including Federal tax; Royal Crown Derby, "Ascot" coffee set, white with gold, coffeepot, $25, sugar bowl, $15, creamer, $7.50, four cups and saucers, $32; Gorham Silver's "Epic" pattern demitasse spoons, $2 each including Federal tax; all at Black, Starr & Gorham.

On wall. Reproduction of Regency clock, hexagonal frame, designs under glass, $300 at Mezzanine.

On door. Brass door knob, $6 at Charles McCarthy.

WIDMER'S
NEW YORK STATE WINES

Fine Wine Begins with Rare Gifts of Nature...

One of more than 40 wines in the Widmer line.

Fine wines require fine grapes. But fine grapes can't make fine wines without the skilled touch of master vintners. Both are combined in Widmer's to an unusual degree. For the Naples Valley District is among the world's few best locations for grape culture. And the Widmer family has been recognized for sixty years as among America's most respected wine producers. Widmer's Wine Cellars, Inc., Naples, N. Y.
Peel or tarnish . . . odorless and tasteless. No approaches diamond hardness, will not chip, breakage. At leading stores or order direct-smooch high luster will last and last... each The perfect gift!

Eight exciting icwcl-tone colors—chartreuse, beautiful PcrmaHues Aluminum Tumblers!

To Give or Use...

Choose...

Colorful...

Coastal Set of 8... 13.50

8 oz. "Squalliss" Set of 8... 15.95

"R-Ouncers" Sat of 6... 14.95

SMARTLY GIFT BOXED!

SAVE... 

Set of 8... 13.95

12.50

7.75

6.00

5.25

3.75

2.00

A knowing treatise on the art of cutouts by Caroline Duer

Anybody wanting to do découpage, and do it well, must be possessed of good eyes to see with, good scissors to cut with, a good sense of balance in design, neatness in the application of paste or glue, some imagination and inexhaustible patience. I have some of these attributes, but not all. My small, straight, old Spanish scissors are good; so are my little curved nail scissors. My considerably over three-score-and-ten-year-old eyes are not so good any more and my pasting could be improved. But I am an excellent cutter-out, an ingenious, though not inspired, designer and I am as indelitably patient as a web-spinning spider.

Starting from the idea given by a little Dutch cabinet I had inherited, I began to collect figures and animals for one I had made. On my heirlorm, the pasted pieces had no connection. I thought it would be more interesting if they had. I chose the Garden of Eden as a subject: a landscape on top, with the Tree of Life and other trees, birds, flowers and a flowing spring making a peaceful scene. Adam and Eve (figures from a photograph of an Albrecht Dürer at the Metropolitan Museum) were surrounded by peaceful animals on the outside of the doors. Domestic beasts were on the inside, cats and barnyard fowl on the drawers. I made three such cabinets, having bought several of the Buffon Natural History books for cutting up (greatly to the horror of my family).

I have made a great many trays. Some are composite pictures of New York from the Seeing New York books. One, in particular, I remember because the different books I used had been printed in different inks, apparently black, but with underlying color, so that when the tray was lacquered the buildings appeared brownish-black, bluish-black and greenish-black, which gave an unexpected and wonderful effect. I believe this tray was bombed to pieces in Mrs. Bellow Lowndes' flat in London. Other New York trays are at the Museum of the City of New York.

Boxes for cards or cigarettes make nice presents, and if you are intimate enough with your friends to know their habits and customs, it is amusing to pick up pictures here and there which symbolize these. For one friend, who likes travel, I found the colored drawing of a hanging globe, which I colored over with India ink, and a small ship sailing into the unknown. I added books, because she is a reader, and fountains, flowers and a flowing spring making a peaceful scene. Adam and Eve figures (cut from a photograph of an Albrecht Dürer at the Metropolitan Museum) were surrounded by peaceful animals on the outside of the doors. Domestic beasts were on the inside, cats and barnyard fowl on the drawers. I made three such cabinets, having bought several of the Buffon Natural History books for cutting up (greatly to the horror of my family)

I have made a great many trays. Some are composite pictures of New York from the Seeing New York books.

(Continued on page 183)
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DÉCOUPAGE

statues, because she loves gardens. To combine this into a balanced whole was difficult but delightful to do.

FLOWER PIECE BY MRS. CHARLES MORGAN, ANOTHER DUE PUPIL.

On some of my flat, wooden boxes I have used tiny playing cards and arranged them in good hands for the games of the moment. Sometimes I have made monkeys hold the hands. Occasionally I have put in groups of cocktail glasses—one finds them often in advertisements—and added a smoke-trailing cigarette or two. Needless to say the shops no longer supply my favorite size of midget cards; but they are difficult to paste, no matter what their size. They have stiff, shiny backs which have to be scraped or sandpapered off; then it is best to wet them before putting them on (this breaks their spirit a little) and then hold them down with a weight.

And here we come up against the greatest modern obstacle to découpage: surfaces. It is almost impossible to stick two shiny surfaces together. I have left a tin tray, at night, apparently satisfied with the design I put upon it, and found all the items curled up the next day, of a glass-like polish, is hard to anything. But the best lacquer paint to deal with. I sometimes emery-paper the back of old engravings—if the paper is thick or shiny—and the fronts of trays or boxes, and paste as well as I know how, but a lacquer spray does pull up edges or even whole bits of design. Varnish does not do this. Yet for tables and trays, in particular, lacquer—alcohol-resisting lacquer and many coats of it—is the best finish.

continued from page 182

Altho the art of découpage consists in combining a great many things that were not meant to be combined into a composite design, one has sometimes to deal with, say, a whole bunch of flowers. I have found it better to cut out the bits of background between leaves and stalks first, and the outline afterward. You have something, to keep the picture together if you have them to occupy. If the pieces are not fragile I put them face down on the glass and use a brush. It is a good thing to have for pressing them down evenly and disposing of air-bubbles after things are in place. When they are set, I carefully wipe off all excess paste with a damp rag, for paste and lacquer do not agree and this cleaning-up business is important.

MISS DUE'S OWN DÉCOUPAGE: A PELLEMENT CHINOISERIE CABINET.

Although the art of découpage consists in combining a great many things that were not meant to be combined into a composite design, one has sometimes to deal with, say, a whole bunch of flowers. I have found it better to cut out the bits of background between leaves and stalks first, and the outline afterward. You have something, to keep the picture together if you leave a surrounding edge as long as possible. Do not cut against the artist's way of drawing. For instance, turn your scissors' points and your paper this way and that way to suit the direction of the inside or the outside of a leaf.

(Continued on page 184)

WAYNE NOVELTY CO., WAYNESBORO, VA.

Send Check or Money Order for Christmas Giving

ORDER NOW

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

GIVE A LIFETIME OF BEAUTIFUL FLOORS

Remember her with a GENERAL T-12 and you give years of gleaming floor beauty—glorious release from drudgery. GENERAL T-12 is the ONLY electric home machine that does a complete job on floors, furniture and autos. It waxes, polishes, buffs, scrubs, dry cleans, sands, refinishes, with just a quick change of brushes.

GENERAL T-12 is the ONLY floor machine that gives you all of these features:

Meshing twin brushes, each a full 6", leave no unpolished streaks to cover greater area. Longer, tougher bristles give longer brush life. Entire machine is centered directly over brushes—assures smooth, effortless operation. All machine surfaces highly polished or chrome finish, easy to keep clean. Heavy white rubber bumper prevents marring of floors and furniture.

SNAP-ON SIDE HANDLES

ONLY GENERAL T-12 offers snap-on side handles for polishing table tops, furniture, cabinets—even your car—slight extra cost. When you give GENERAL you give the greatest VALUE in floor machines! Get it at Appliance, Hardware or Department stores. Only $79.50 with 2 waxers. 2 polishers, 1 scrubber, 2 buffers.

FREE—Color booklet on the amazing GENERAL T-12 is yours for the asking. Just drop a card.

GENERAL FLOORCRAFT INC.

333 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 14, N. Y.

Dept. HG 12

One of America's leading manufacturers of domestic and industrial floor machines.

America's Finest Year 'Round Climate

DECOUPAGE

COLORADO SPRINGS

For happy living no other city in America has the quiet charm, scenic splendor and cultural advantages of Colorado Springs. Mild dry, sunny winters... cool, invigorating summers. Sunny Colorado Springs. Mild dry, splendor and cultural advantages of America has the quiet charm. scenic

MOUNTAIN CABIN

DECEMBER, 1949

Write today for our folder. "How to lend Personality to your Walls with Mirrors."

SAYONARA

HASSOCK AND UTILITY CHEST COMBINED

"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.

The photo shown in this advertisement, the "Han-dee Hassock," is a unique piece of furniture. Wood storage pieces for several albums and reflectors combined. Making this fine piece adaptable to any room, the Hassock is a strong, versatile addition to any home. Genius planning makes storage and comfort and represents a new and creative way of living. Hassock handles all and most anything. The Hassock is available in a large variety of woods, finishes, sizes 15 x 15 x 15, 20 x 20 x 20. Immediate delivery available.

ORDER NOW

MAIL ORDER

GF-12000 POSTPAID

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED—RETURN IN 2 DAYS FOR REFUND

"Han-dee Hassock"

"Han-dee Hassock" and Utility Chest Combined

"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.

"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.

"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.

"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.
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"Han-dee Hassock" is a grand addition for your room and an admirable choice for Christmas giving.
shape. You are less likely to tear the paper. If it does tear, however, do not mourn as one without hope, for small mistakes can be easily hidden when you begin to glue and a touch of water-color paint helps.

Mirror frames are effective for découpage work. Get a piece of plywood the right size. Mark out the round, oval, or square you fancy for the mirror space, buy the sort of colored engravings you think suitable and lay them out. Leaves or flowers lend themselves best to rounds and ovals, I think, and fruits to squares. You must balance colors as well as shapes. The design can be jigsawed out after it has been pasted and then lacquered (or varnished) but before putting the design in the mirror, the under edges of the frame must be painted, where they touch the glass, to match the fruit, flowers or leaves. Otherwise the reflection will be spoiled. All it will show will be white wood.

Mr. Erwin, of Jones and Erwin, gave me my first big furniture decoration to do: a large chest of drawers, a wardrobe, a table for himself and other pieces, which were sold. My wardrobe doors are now at the Cooper Union Museum and there is a good-sized cabinet at the Brooklyn Museum. These have small, thickly-flowered borders and oval panels with flower-filled urns, vases and hanging baskets in them. The urns, vases and baskets I made out of black paper, heavily ornamented in gold paper pateras. All very Biedermeier. It took me months and months. I have done tables with large leaf-and-flower designs in the middle, a clear space for the plates and a thin edging of vines. There is one fire screen to my credit. I really like it quite a good deal myself, and it's the only thing I ever signed. The background is painted in oil (not by me) like a twilight sky, with tropical trees, foliage and fruits, and one lonely monkey, découpage in the foreground. All these I did in color.

I think I have learned more by trying to teach others than I ever taught myself. One of my pupils wanted above everything else to make flower pictures. I could only see découpé as a decorative art. And I wasn't encouraging. But she has made charming flower pictures, painting her backgrounds and putting her cutout paper bouquets into her paper vases as beautifully as she arranges her real ones. I have one of her pictures framed on my wall which gives me great pleasure.

In any trade, if one cultivates the humility of wisdom, one can always learn. I try never to forget the answer made to a timid suggestion of mine about an illustration by the art editor of a great magazine. He said: "I have been in this business for 25 years and nobody can teach me anything about it." I thought then, and I still think, he was wrong. If I live for four times 25 years, I expect I can still learn. One might as well be dead, otherwise.

DÉCOUPAGE continued from page 183
Christmas in the oven

by ETHEL KEATING

If you live in Milwaukee, you have to think about Christmas cookies, for as soon as the last of the Thanksgiving dinner has been disposed of, Christmas baking becomes the topic of conversation. You hear it in basements, in kitchens, in your bridge club, before the lecture at the College club; and over the phone you give or take down the recipe that proved the sensation of last year’s Christmas season. But whether you live in East Orange, Centerville or Pasadena, baking Christmas cookies will help you get the Christmas spirit just as it does in Milwaukee.

MANDELSNITTEN

1 cup batter
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
Grated rind of 1 lemon
2 cups sifted flour
½ lb. blanched, chopped almonds

Cream the butter; beat in the sugar and the eggs. Add the nuts, grated lemon rind and flour. Refrigerate 1 hour. Roll out. Using a ruler and a pastry cutter or knife, cut in diamond shapes. Brush with a mixture of: 1 unbeaten egg white, 2 tablespoons sugar and ½ cup chopped almonds. Bake on cookie sheet for 15 minutes at 350° F.

HUSSAR KRAPFEN

2 cups batter
1 cup sugar
4 egg yolks
1 tablespoon brandy
3½ cups sifted flour

Cream the butter; beat in the sugar and the eggs yolks. Add the brandy and sifted flour. Chill for several hours. Roll into small balls. Dip in slightly beaten egg whites and then in a mixture of ½ cup (Continued on page 186)
Wall cabinet in Saffron Walnut, crown gloss doors, from our custom group. About Eleven Hundred Dollars at selected stores, designed by T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings.

DUSEN CONFECTIONES

1 pound butter 1 tsp. vanilla 4 cups sifted flour 1/2 lb. ground blanched almonds

Cream the butter; beat in the sugar. Add the almonds, vanilla and sifted flour. Refrigerate for several hours. Roll out 1/4-inch thick. Cut with tiny cutter—the size of a thimble. Bake in a preheated oven at 400° F until lightly browned. Put two rounds together, while warm, with currant jelly. Roll in vanilla-flavored confectioners' sugar. (Place a vanilla bean in a jar of confectioners' sugar at least a week ahead.)

CHOCOLATE STARS

3 oz. bitter chocolate, melted 3 unbeaten egg whites 1 lb. confectioners' sugar

Blend into the melted chocolate the whites of eggs and confectioners' sugar. Roll out in granulated sugar to 1/4-inch thickness. Cut with a small star cutter. Bake in a preheated oven at 400° F.

CHOCOLATE GLAZE

1/2 cup powdered sugar 3 unbeaten egg whites 1/2 tsp. butter 3 oz. chocolate

(Continued on page 185)
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Melt the chocolate and sugar over boiling water. When well blended, add just enough water so mixture can be spread. Add butter.

BUTTER COOKIES

2 cups sugar 4 tsps. baking powder
4 eggs 1 tsp. vanilla
4 cups sifted flour

Cream the sugar and butter. Add the well-beaten eggs, the flour sifted with the baking powder and the vanilla. Cover and refrigerate overnight. Roll out. Cut in desired shapes. Decorate the cookies with candied cherries, anigrealca, nuts or colored sugar. Bake in a preheated oven for 10 to 12 minutes at 400° F.

ZIMTSTERNE (CINNAMON STARS)

6 egg whites 1 lb. unblanched almonds, grated
1 lb. powdered sugar 3/4 cup flour
1 tsp. cinnamon 3/4 cup confectioner's sugar
2 lemon

Beat egg whites stiff; gradually beat in the powdered sugar. Add the cinnamon and take out 1/4 of the mixture for topping. Add to the rest the lemon juice and grated rind, and the almonds. Pat out dough on board sprinkled with the flour and confectioners' sugar. Cut with a small star cutter. Top each star with a teaspoon of the topping and then place on a buttered cookie sheet. Bake in a preheated oven for 20 minutes at 300° F.

RUM BALLS

1 cup vanilla wafer crumbs
1 cup finely chopped pecans
1 cup powdered sugar
1 1/2 tbsp. white corn syrup

Combine the crumbs, pecans, sugar, and cocoa. Blend in the corn syrup and liquor. Form into balls. Roll in powdered sugar.

JELLY SLICES

2 egg whites, unbeaten
1 lb. unblanched almonds, grated
10 tbsp. sugar
Raspberry jam

Mix the egg whites with the sugar. Add the grated almonds. On a buttered cookie sheet form a rectangle of the paste, 2 1/2 inches wide and 1 1/2 inches thick. Form a depression down the center, lengthwise, with the handle of a wooden spoon. Fill the depression with raspberry jam. Bake in a preheated oven for 15 to 20 minutes at 325° F. When cold, spread with lemon icing. Cut in 3/4 inch slices.

SANDBAKKELSE

1/4 cup butter 1/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup flour 5/4 cup unblanched almonds, grated
1 unbeaten egg 1 tbsp. brandy

Cream the butter and the sugar. Add the egg white. Blend in the flour and grated almonds along with the brandy. Chill for at least 1 hour. Press the dough into tiny fluted tart forms—using just enough dough to coat the insides. Bake in a preheated oven for 15 minutes at 350° F.

GENUINE SOLID MAHOGANY

These bedroom furniture pieces take their name from Dorothy Robinson—a very real person, who today represents the fifth generation of her family—and it is in the old Robinson Family home which dates back to 1838 that we “discovered” some original antiques to give us the inspiration for creating the reproductions pictured herewith.

HICKORY MFG. CO.
Bedroom Furniture Dining Room
HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA

Innovation in Dinner Cloths

For the hostess who has everything...

Here's the perfect gift for that hard-to-please friend or relative! She'll love the subtly textured “duo-tex” weave of these utterly new Fashionet dinner cloths, their adaptable contemporary patterns and smart colors. Then, too, she'll appreciate the fact that they are reversible (each side different) and easily laundered. Now at better stores everywhere. Or write to

North American Lace Co. (Dept. D-G)
295 FIFTH AVENUE  •  NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Free Booklet “HEIRLOOMS OF TOMORROW” sent on request

Free Booklet "HEIRLOOMS OF TOMORROW" sent on request
A Christmas present for the future

Every month of the year means new pleasure when your Christmas present is HOUSE & GARDEN.

Each issue is packed fuller than a Christmas stocking with superbly illustrated, informative features and articles, with up-to-the-minute coverage of the latest building trends . . . new ideas in decorating and household equipment.

And HOUSE & GARDEN does more than report on fashions in living, it makes news with its annual Color Forecast, its suggestions for home improvement from cellar to rooftop.

For gardeners, and would-be gardeners, HOUSE & GARDEN is a constant source of expert advice on landscaping . . . the techniques of indoor gardening . . . the best use of tools and equipment.

For everyone interested in new trends in living, HOUSE & GARDEN tops the Christmas list. It's ideal for Armchair Santa Clauses, too.

Just fill out the attached envelope and we'll announce your Christmas Gift with a special Christmas card.

Single subscription: $5.00 a year.

Additional subscriptions at the special Christmas rate of $4.00.

House & Garden

Christmas gift subscription offer expires December 31st, 1949.

Note: Gift Subscriptions to points outside U.S.A., U.S.A. possessions, and Canada: add $1.50 per year.
FOR MODERN LIVING
The Detroit Institute of Arts
and the J. L. Hudson Company sponsor
a comprehensive exhibition of modern design

The Detroit Institute of Arts' recent design show, For Modern Living,
directed by Alexander Girard, architect, won acclaim for the work of
leading designers who exhibited from all over the world. Three thou-
sand objects, brilliantly displayed, included new furniture, fabrics, lamps,
ceramics, glass and plastic wares, kitchen and garden gear, sculpture,
jewelry, radios, clocks, typewriters—a flood of new inventions, new ma-
terials, new products, new ideas for home use. As the major design show
of 1949, the exhibition reminds us that design is all around us every
day, constantly making itself felt, and that good design, noted, ap­
preciated and understood, can increase the satisfaction of daily living.

SECTION OF LIVING-DINING ROOM for a family group, designed by Flor-
ence Knoll. Designers whose work is represented are: Pierre Jeanneret,
Richard Stein, Franco Albini, Eero Saarinen, Isamu Noguchi, Abel
Sorensen and Hardoy. Individual pieces are finished
in washable plastic, jute, leather, sailcloth upholstery. Fireplace is an
integral unit with wall panels, shelf can serve as a bench for plants, hooks.

GIVE NUTONE CHIMES
...THE GIFT BEYOND COMPARE
You'll be remembered all year 'round
when you give tuneful NuTone Door
Chimes for Christmas... the perfect gift
for family or friends. See all 14 lovely
models— as low as $3.95 to $69.95
at department and electrical stores.

NuTone SYMPHONIC—
$29.95—an eight-note
Westminster Chime in
walnut and satin-brass.

For FREE Folder write
NUTONE, INC., Dept. HG,
Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

What child wouldn't love this
simple practical table of plywood
and metal, featherlight, but strongly
built to extend lots of use? Modestly
priced and available at leading
stores or through your decorator.
From America's foremost collection
of modern furniture.

Solid HONDURAS Mahogany
By Hungerford
Choose Hungerford 18th Century in solid Honduras mahogany,
and satisfy your every urge for color, charm and quality. Here
is beauty that commands recognition, styled to your heart's
desire. Best of all, the price is lower than you'd dare think!
See it in open stock at finer stores. Write for new free booklet
today, Dept. D-12.

Solid Mahogany by Hungerford, Memphis
MECHANICS OF LIVING

Your house will work better and last longer with these new products


HEATING EQUIPMENT for step-by-step assembly as budget permits: 1. gravity furnace. 2. gas or oil burner. 3. blower, filter for winter air conditioning. 4. summer cooling equipment. 5. burner cover. L. J. Mueller Furnace Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

NO FREEZE chemical prevents frozen roof drains. Fits 2" to 6" leaders. $7. Galahad Sales Co., Box 121, Jersey City 8, N. J.

MOVABLE SHUTTERS are made in 6" to 12" widths, in 3' to 6'/2 lengths. 6-fold unit of 6" panels, 4 feet long, about $41.70 unfinished. Paul Heinley, 1663 Euclid St., Santa Monica, California.

(Continued on page 191)
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AIRTROL FITTINGS, attached to boiler and compression tank of hot water heating system, prevent air binding in boiler, pipes, radiators. Bell & Gossett Co., Morton Grove, Ill.

Here is superb beauty for your home—the beauty of artistic styling...the beauty of rich, sparkling tone.

Built to the most exacting standards, the Bremen spinet piano is a superior musical instrument—your key to a lifetime of musical enjoyment.

Write for free brochures.

Bremen Piano Corporation
Department HG
3225 Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, Ill.

The Table of MANY USES...

Beautiful Extensol drop leaf tables with smooth unbroken tops serve a decorative purpose. They also convert table space into living space when not extended. Occupying minimum space, folded, they can be quickly enlarged due to patented extension features incorporating latest improvements found only on Extensol tables. Longer extensions than pictured available if desired. Rich mahogany, blond or walnut finishes. Offered in a wide range of styles, sizes and prices.

EXTENSOL CORPORATION • SPARTA, MICH.

ONE-PIECE TOP
AVOIDS GROUNDED PALLETS

To You MADE IN USA FOR ELECTRIC USE

Diagonally grained mahogany cabinet, hand burnished satin finish. Self-starting electric clock strikes the hours. Chime plays 8-note Westminister sequence for the front entrance, or choice of two other 4 and 8-note melodies, plus signals for two additional entrances. Adjustable volume. $94.95 plus tax.

For utility and beauty, distinction in any home setting...a golden toned door chime and a melodious strike-clock in one harmonious unit.

Other models available for every type home. At electrical, hardware, department stores.

Write for illustrated folder.

THE RITTENHOUSE COMPANY, INC.
10 Allen St. • Hannover Falls, N. Y.

DOOR CHIMES
America's Finest Chime Signals

SMALL DISPOSER (grinds food waste in kitchen sink electrically), fits where larger unit is difficult to install, $124.95. General Electric Co. WASTEAWAY, left, also shreds food waste down sink. Has two-way grinding action. $124.95. Westinghouse Electric Company.

SMALL DISPOSER (grinds food waste in kitchen sink electrically), fits where larger unit is difficult to install, $124.95. General Electric Co. WASTEAWAY, left, also shreds food waste down sink. Has two-way grinding action. $124.95. Westinghouse Electric Company.

EXTENSOL • SPARTA, MICH.

Beautiful Extensol drop leaf tables with smooth unbroken tops serve a decorative purpose. They also convert table space into living space when not extended. Occupying minimum space, folded, they can be quickly enlarged due to patented extension features incorporating latest improvements found only on Extensol tables. Longer extensions than pictured available if desired. Rich mahogany, blond or walnut finishes. Offered in a wide range of styles, sizes and prices.

EXTENSOL CORPORATION • SPARTA, MICH.

ONE-PIECE TOP
AVOIDS GROUNDED PALLETS

To You MADE IN USA FOR ELECTRIC USE
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Gardener's Guide to Books

If someone should present you with an orchid plant for Christmas, to grow in your house or greenhouse, and this is a new hobby for you (or even if you already have experience with these plants), you will need the book *Orchids Are Easy to Grow*, by Harry B. Logan and Lloyd C. Casper (Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., New York, $6). Because of the author's experience, they know just what the amateur's first questions are and they have presented their material so as to answer every possible query, advancing from the easier types of orchids to the more difficult ones. Extensive and complete cultivation notes are given in the first section of the book, not only for growing orchids indoors, but also for those which may be handled outdoors (and you will be surprised to find how many there are). The second half of the volume is devoted to detailed information on 13 of the most important genera, supplemented with extensive and informative lists about dozens of others to grow for particular reasons.

Over 3200 species and varieties of shrubs and vines are here considered by Dr. Wyman. From this number he has culled out 1000 which in his opinion are no better than, or inferior to, those of which he writes in detail. Each genus covered has a general opening section, followed by detailed notes of species and varieties, all in outline form, easily digestible.

A comprehensive book such as this one of Dr. Wyman's will be an important reference work for professional landscape architects, nurserymen, park superintendents, others who work with woody plants and all gardeners.

Gardeners are prone to ask for one good book to use for everything. There is no one book that covers every aspect of gardening, but there is one that is a reference "must" for all gardeners. *Taylor's Encyclopedia of Gardening*, edited by Norman Taylor (American Garden Guild and Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1948, $5) is a revision of his Garden Dictionary. Here is a most extensive compendium of descriptions of plants and gardening articles.

Many gardeners, especially beginners, will welcome *How to Grow Annuals*, by Ann Roe Robbins (Macmillan, New York, 1949, $3.50). In the main section of this informative book, Mrs. Robbins covers a selection of 25 of the best annuals, giving specific recommendations as to varieties and cultural directions from her own personal viewpoint—planting combination suggestions and the enlarges on these in following paragraphs. This section of the book will be of special value to any person who is bewildered by the great array in the nursery catalogs and is uncertain what to choose. Other annuals, available from most seedmen, are not neglected but are covered in a separate section.
“ROSES” that bloom in the snow

If you plant mature Christmas roses with care, even at this late date you can have blooms for the winter holidays.

**CHRISTMAS ROSES**

Chaste white flowers blooming through the snow in a northern garden in November or December seem an impossibility, but there is a fine plant, too little grown, that will produce this seeming miracle. Listed in catalogs as Helleborus niger, this hardy herbaceous perennial is most often called the Christmas rose. The improved form, H. niger attilus, known for a quarter century, is only now generally available to the gardener. Propagation is done by division and that is generally a slow procedure.

The original species, native in southern Europe and western Asia, was mentioned in many legends about the Christ Child and, blooming at the time it does, has earned the name of Christmas rose. Actually, it bears no relation to the rose, but belongs to the buttercup family, a group which includes flowers of such varied appearance as the columbine, monkshood, delphinium, peony, clematis and anemone. The five-sepaled flower of the Christmas rose resembles the single anemone more than any of these others.

The improved variety has individual flowers that are two to three inches or more across. They are borne on stems eight to ten inches tall, which project out of leaf clumps. The leaves are large, palmately divided and with slightly toothed edges along the divisions. The glossy foliage, a rich dark green in the early spring, becomes leathery and darker in the winter. The plant is seldom over a foot high, and, when healthy, will spread widely. Well established plants resent being moved, so leave them where they are, to increase in number and give more blooms each succeeding fall and winter. When carefully handled by an expert, Christmas roses flourish. (Continued on page 194)
“ROSES” continued from page 193

Roses can be planted whenever the ground is open but the ideal time is in the early fall, just as the roots become active and before the flower buds start to form. The weather is generally cool at this time and there is more natural moisture available. It is not wise to try to move them when the soil is excessively dry. Proper moisture at the roots is important for these plants at all times of the year, they should never become waterlogged.

Given the proper location and soil, Christmas roses are comparatively easy to grow. There are four requirements: (1) proper underdraining; (2) partial shade; (3) fertile yet friable soil; (4) sufficient moisture during the growing season.

The low, dark green clumps with their perfectly-formed white flowers make an excellent foreground grouping in front of shrubs, especially the deciduous ones which are bare of foliage during northern winters. The partial shade these plants need may come from nearby buildings, a garden wall, shrubbery, or tall growing, but deep-rooted trees. Shallow-rooted trees such as elms and maples would rob them of needed nourishment and moisture. Wherever planned, they should be shielded from blasting northern winds, from the brilliant winter sun or the drying summer sun, yet they should have sufficient light to grow well.

A loamy soil, which will retain enough moisture yet drain off properly after excessive rains, is very important. If the subsoil does not have good drainage, it should be provided by the addition of coarse gravel, cinders or ashes, a foot-and-a-half below the surface soil. The fine, fibrous roots Christmas roses develop will go down 14 to 16 inches, so the bed is best prepared to 16 or 18 inches. A combination of garden loam, leaf compost and sand may be mixed together, with the addition of bone meal. Some growers add well-rotted manure if it is available; others prefer ground bone meal or other commercial products. If given a good start, annual additional applications of plant food are generally sufficient. If the soil has a tendency to be acid, lime should be added at the time the bed is prepared, as these plants prefer soil that is neutral or slightly on the alkaline side.

Leaf mulch will help to retain coolness and an even moisture during dry spells. In excessively dry summers, such as the past one, regular waterings from the hose will be needed also. As the leaf mulch decomposes, work it into the soil to improve the humus quality and add another covering of leaves for the coming season. This, or a thin covering of pine needles, will help to protect the white flowers from mud splashes after heavy rains in areas or seasons when snows are late.

Once established, plants are best left alone. If they become too crowded after four or five years, dig and reset them, carefully retaining a ball of soil around the fine fibrous roots. Water well until they have taken hold in the new location.

Mature plants will start poking their flower buds through the soil in late October, neck first, the while sepals of the flower protected by green bracts remaining lower down. If the season is an open one, you can cut flowers by mid- or late November and, as they appear, on milder days throughout the winter and into spring.

Cut the stems with a sharp blade and set them in cold water in a cool room (55°-65° F.) for 24 hours to harden off properly before you arrange them. This is especially important if the blossoms or buds are frozen or covered with snow at the time they are picked, for they must thaw out gradually. They will last as long as three weeks. If the room becomes too warm (over 72° F.) and the heads start to droop, place them in fresh, cool water and remove to a cooler place for the night.

The pristine beauty and perfection of Christmas roses combines well with many of the traditional greens used at the holiday time. Feather hemlock and soft white pine give contrast to a grouping. Another effective combination is the Christmas rose, true hollies, balsam grape, Mahonia, and bronzy-leaved Leucothoe or Pieris or other broad-leaved evergreens available during the winter months. It is not advisable to use the foliage of the Helleborus itself, because it takes a long time to grow and cutting deprives the plant of its basis for growing and forming the lovely flowers. Pachysandra foliage may be substituted as it is very similar.

Betty Blossom

Residence Elevators

This Company pioneered the House-Lighting-Operated Residence Elevator

Our simple, single and versatile lifts—INCLIN-ATOR and Elevator—\nhave for years enjoyed the public's confidence. Owner recommendations have been largely responsible for our rapid growth.

"Elevete" Vertical lift for Stairwell or interior of room, with or without enclosure.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
2208 Paxton Blvd., Hanover, Penna., U. S. A.

Inclinator—And Elevator—For Southern Homes...
COLUMBIA LONG PLAYING RECORDS give you up to 50 minutes of music on one LP record... uninterrupted music at its finest!

Enjoy uninterrupted music now! It's easy and inexpensive to adapt your present radio or phonograph for Long Playing Records. Ask your dealer about the Columbia Player attachment and the new Columbia LP Catalog... the world's largest catalog of uninterrupted music!

COLUMBIA RECORDS

享受无间断的音乐现在！很容易且不贵的将您的现有收音机或留声机改造成长期播放唱片。询问您的经销商关于哥伦比亚播放器附件和新的哥伦比亚LP目录...世界上最大的无间断音乐目录!

COLUMBIA RECORDS

TURNTABLE, jr.

Every day, and in every way, children's records are getting better and better.

Victor's younger set

Since our last column on children's records, Columbia and RCA Victor have gone to a great deal of trouble over their juvenile wings, with results which should prove highly satisfactory to children and adults alike. Victor has brought out a new series entitled "Little Nipper," which includes a picture of the Little Nipper, a dog, on the album cover, and an illustrated story book, in which the story is written exactly as it is related on the records. Whenever it is time to turn the page, Little Nipper barks (on the record), so that even children who cannot read can follow the pictures. The scores in all of the albums are cleverly integrated with the text, and contain explicit sound effects. The emphasis is on action rather than description, which is an excellent idea, as anyone who has ever attempted to amuse a child knows. Among the albums we particularly liked are: The Little Engine That Could, narrated by Paul Wing, a story about a train full of toys and its difficulty in finding an engine to pull it over a mountain (Album Y-384, $3.40; 45 rpm, $2.55); and Little Black Sambo, narrated by Paul Wing (Album Y-383, $3.40; 45 rpm, $2.55). Three of Victor's previous releases, Dumbo, Snow White and Pinocchio, originally issued as songs of Walt Disney pictures taken from the sound track, have been redone to tell the complete story. Cliff Edwards narrates Pinocchio (Album Y-385, $3.40; 45 rpm, $2.55); Dennis Day does Snow White (Album Y-33, $3.80; 45 rpm, $2.55), and Shirley Temple, Dumbo (Album Y-382, $3.40; 45 rpm, $2.55). All of them are quite good at it.

Columbia's younger set

Over at Columbia, the children's department has been equally active, and one of the best albums we listened to was Farm on the Farm, a combination album and jigsaw game, with which a child can move barnyard animals out to pasture and back again as directed by the records. Jerry Wayne does the narration and singing, and very nicely too (Album MJV-58, $1.70). Another album which struck us as a very good idea, well handled, is Chammy, your Record Playmate, narrated by Peter Donald, in which the child is invited to play automobile, fire engine, school, train and so forth. The narrator allows the parts—i.e., the child plays the driver of the car, the teacher in school—and describes the course of action. Children respond very quickly and are soon acting their little heads off (Album MJV-58, $2.14). For the baseball-conscious there is an album named Slugger at the Bat, starring Jackie Robinson and Pee Wee Reese, intended to entertain and provide a lesson in teamwork. So far as we can tell, it does (Album MJV-57, $2.14; LP Record JL-8009, $2.85). Rudolph, the Red-nosed Reindeer, performed by Gene Austry, is an engaging story about an ugly duckling of the reindeer who becomes a hero when Santa Claus asks him to guide his sleigh (Album MJV-56, $1.19; LP Record JL-375, 60c). An album which should appeal to adults as well as to older children is one of Christmas carols sung by Mount Holyoke College Glee Club (Album MM-456, $3.95; LP Record ML-4231, $4.85).

Prices Include Federal Excise Tax

America's Great Value!
American Traditional Radio-Phonograph—Only $298.50
Television can be added at any time.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana
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Insist on White Horse Scotch with its rare distinctive flavor and let your palate decide.
Cruise to the Caribbean and South America

Especially designed for tropical cruising
Grace "Santas" provide all rooms outside
each with private bath
light airy dining rooms on promenade decks
outdoor tiled swimming pools

See your travel agent or

Grace Line
10 Hanover Square, New York
Agents and offices in all principal cities